FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

Western

Republican Journal.

| Fur tins department brief suggestions, facts and
experiences are solicited from housekeepers,
farmers and gardeners. Address Agricultural
editor, ,'ournal Office, Beltast Maine.]

I Written lor the Republican Journal ]
On tlio .Physical Features of Our Country.
Vis a rough land of earth and stone and tree,
W here breathes no castled lord or confined slave,
Where thoughts and tong lies and hands are hold
and free,
\nd friends will find a welcome foes a grave,
And where none kneel save when to heaven they
pray
None even then unless m tiieir own way.
| llallcck.
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The

There is

The New England Agricultural Society
perhaps as wide diversity of
soil, surface, and aspect in Waldo county will hold its eighteenth annual fair, in
as can be found in the State, and these
connection with the Worcester Agriculgive adaptation to a wide diversity of tural Society at Worcester, Tuesday,
These are three points that should Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
crops.
Sept.
he intensely studied and adaptation of • l, 7, 8 and !», 1881. Among the officers
decided
on.
While a specialty of of the New Eugland Society hailing from
locality
crop cannot lie fully recommended, yet -Maine, are the following: John llall,
a specialty of several best adapted to
North Berwick, one of tin: vice presidents.
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Twenty Fourth report oi tlie
Hoard of Agriculture for the year
"O is now out.
We are indebted to the
retary for a copy, it comprises tills
the size of the volume is, by law
go
ted to doti pages and contains a
f introductory report, five pages, on
general conditions and prospects of
■■alture in the State during the year
'lie secretary, Hon.
A. Gilbert; fol>1 Iiy a paper from his pen on Silos
Knsiiage, occupying fourteen pages.
Hilbert gives an examination of the
as of M. Goifart and Dr. Hailey as to
able of ensilage, making extracts
>iu these leading adv >cates of the sys■iii. ami following them with the eautionstatemeli's
if I’rc. Johnson
The
>
article i- temperate and judicious
cession, and must commend itself
v candid
Next is a leetperson.
livered at one of the Farmer's Inin Maine, last fall, by Mr. A. NY.
r of the New Kngland Farmer on
Feeds, occupying !i> pages. In
thirty pages Prof. \Y. II. Jordan,
o; our State College, explains the
pics of Manuring. "Farming for
is the title of Prof. J. \\ San-

Bangor.

■

>

lecture, tilling some thirty pages,
given at several Farmers’

was

sites in

this State during the last
cr.
Apples for Aroostook is the
of a lecture by Dr. '1'. H. Hosof Newport, Vermont, a most useful
Mr. (i. M. Goweli,
gli brief essay.
-idem of the Hoard, and one of the
mg dairymen in Sagadahoc county,
libutesa paper on Butter Dairying,
ill is one of the most practically vuluin the Report. The Seieutitic Prin■s of Cattle
Feeding, by Prof. A. 11.
i t. of the Chair of Chemistry at our
e
College, occupies the next forty
liardiy one of which will lie utideri or w ill he of practical service to the
age farmers of the State.
Sugar
n
Sorghum and Corn Stalks by Prof
ter Collier, follows.
Brief papers on
liingtou County Farming by l)r. A. It.
coin of i Jennysville : and on Improve•nt "i the Grass Drop, by Mr. K. Herod oi Thomaston, close the volume.
Kennebec Journal says:
i the intelligent farmers of the State
take this report and study it instead
lowing it to remain unopened upon
book-shelves, as too many have
in the habit of doing with other
agttiral reports, they will find it one of
>ost interesting and profitable books
h they can read as a help in their
:css.
The application of knowledge
brains to fanning is a necessity if the
culturalist would thrive at his busiThc earth yields its best reward
Jose who cultivate it best.
The day
ist when our lields can lie made to
-h with bountiful crops merely by
ling them with a hoe.
| Written for the Republican Journal |
I tie

American Agricultural Association.

This association is taking steps to in■.ise
its membership, which now in.des over four hundred, representing
;ily every State and Territory. The
Association was formed to promote and
icet the agricultural interests of this
itry. It comprises within its member's
p some of the best names in the Fnited
des. is free of debt, regularly incorpod. and in a prosperous condition.
Journal published by the Assoeia>ii. of which there will he two numbers
year, is worth more than the charge
membership. Three dollars forwardnow will pay the registration fee and
annual dues for the remainder of this
n ami for the
year IHSg. This entitles
member to four issues of the Jourincluding the present number, and
admission to the Society’s Kxhibi'i<ni.
At the regular ipiarterly meeting of the
i d of Directors of the American
Aguial Association belli at the St. Denllotel. New York, Wednesday, May 4,
"I the following resolution was
adopt'd:
1

1

1

••

■

'“■solved:

“That this Association will hold a
'..il exhibition of American farm products,
domestic
animals, agricultural implo‘■ling
ot every kind and the machinery incident
at some central point in the United States
"•
year 1H8-2, and that tiie committee on exhi
'hens he instructed to take the necessary meas
to
carry this resolution into effect.”

"“fk will be proceeded with accordand it is intended to hold the best
'kriic nit oral Exhibition yet seen.
I he address of the Secretary is ,J. II.
k' hll, 107 Water street. New York.
h
cabbages do not head properly, a
!mi,'li "f salt to each head will be beneflor better
give them a slight watern8 at night with weak brine. This may
'l’;;iin he done later in the season. A
"'Jtlc watering with weak brine is also
"N( cllent
for watermelons about the time
“e *ruit is
setting.

,‘■‘1:

Articles

Miscellaneous

iir

1-. Smith,

D.

l'opshaiu.
Ploughing

Match John llall. North
Berwick.
All entries of live stock must he made
on or before August tin, D-l.
In Sro

lesskt

i-G

important points

The most
eonsid'-red are:

\ i;in;xi m;.

to be

first, make the soil rich, second, prepare
it deeply and thoroughly: third, cultivate
thoroughly and freipiently : fourth, have
no idle ground in any season. [J. S. New
man.

Brighton

Cattle

Market.

\\ kpnkspa*, -Inly
Xmount of slock :»( market: ( aitle. inoti; sheep
and iambs, Is;;»•*; swine, 14,h>h; veal-. is.. mnnh.
of western cattle, 4<»o; eastern cattle, 71; rnileli
cows and northern cattle. 1:57.
rrie»
of heel' cattle C lnt) ll» live weight, extra
-« <*«md, SS
'piality, $<;:;7’. a(* 7a; lir.-t. So *'.2 '■.
<ia
1
a0; third, £4 an a a no; poorest grade- of
eoar-e oxen, hulls, etc., s:{ h-.*! a 4 -C
Brighton Hides skr.ic \- tl»; Brighton 'Fallow,
a1; e c It.; Country Hides, 71. *<7 .<• I-' lb; Country
Fallow, 4 <t4 he C IB; ( tit skins, \1 h a l:‘,e. C lt>;
l.amh skin.-, .‘mia7'. each; sheared '■dieep Skins
jiaOe each.
»\\s— lAtra. sVm.bi1;
Mileh
ordinary, SJua
Sa", springer-, £lsaS*;o; farrow eow-, sdf../_>-. XVe
1 mileh eow,
.piote the sales of ! springer for
new mileh
S ia; 1 d<*, s4n; 1 e-w and calf. SC;
eows for s'.hi, | new mileh cows, Si ;.’, for the lot;
new milch eow, s.;i.
from the West eo.-t
sheep and Lumhs—Tho>
landed at Abattoir from .V, a.V.e C tl», live weight.
Veai ( ah e- 'Fhose from Maine -old at S7 a 7 2~> i;'
head. Hood veal calves are worth from a ah he C
tt>, live weight, this w eek.
sw ine— Cat hogs, 1. <j7e C lb, live weight. spring
pigs, S<ia .'.n c head, only a few store pigs in the
market.

Inflammation. Cellulitis. Enlargement. Bloat.
Catarrh of tin* Bladder and I terns, yield at once
to Healey's Vegetahi.k Tonic Pills.
Duller asks: What kind of liquor
The kind he
get drunk on quickest
hold
of
lirst.
get

Inquiring

will
can

a

man

Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer is a uni
versal favorite for restoring gray hair to its original color, and making hair grow out thick
The man who is anxious for something to turn
lip can be accommodated by putting a glass of wa
ter under a toper's nose
4«-fc\T* A.\ll 1AIVANIEK§
Main* from $25 to $50 per week selling goods for
E. <«. RIDE' >1 T «\i ( < >.,lo Barclay .Street,New York.
Send for their < atjilogue and terms.
lyr:J4
man in ninety two is mean enough to
^ long blonde hair on the shoulder of a
whose wife is a brunette

Only

one

slyly put
man

l had been troubled with Kidney Complaint for
years when I began taking Ei.ixik «»i- Lin*: Root ;
one bottle completely cured me
(Jesse D. Bisbee,
Boston. 51 ass
A Dakota girl has married a Chinaman. He bail
some difficulty in explaining the state of his heart,
but she iinally got his cue.
Thousands of women have been entirely cured
the most stubborn cases of female weakness by
the use of Lydia E Pinkham’s Vegetable ComSend to 51rs Lydia L. Pinkham.
pound.
Western Avenue, Lynn. 51ass for pamphlets.

of

The New Haven Register suggests that the nowwasted power generated by the rocking chairs of
the world be utilized in the manufacturing arts.

vitality or nervous strength is engendered
speedily by the use of Fellows' Compound
Syrup of Hypophosphites. it is th,- remedy calcuSince

most

lated not only to mitigate the violence of wasting
disease, and induce a rapid recovery, but also to
protect such as use it from being attacked by epidemic maladies.
A

badly cross-eyed Philadelphia

woman

be really beautiful when she is asleep.
of handsome is when handsome dozes.

to

is said
A case

Du. BLCLOCK'S KIDNEY REMEDY, -XL
PHRET1CC51," has been before the public for a
long series of years, and in all cases where it has
been used for Kidney troubles. Diabetes, Gravel,
and weakness of the Friuary Organs, it has proved
the right medicine for the difficulty. A trial will
convince the most skeptical
An old Indian lighter says that the best music
he knows of to soothe the savage breast is the
whistle of a well-directed rifle bullet.
Moment Please.
inter is passing into summer, and
one

When

w

into winter

sum-

again,

your health should lie especially looked to. The humors which have accumulated in your blood should be cleansed away
and your system toned up to guard against bilious
mer

other sickness peculiar to the chauge of
season.
Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy”
will do this for you to perfection. Get a bottle

fever,

now

or

and

begin using it at
a long doctor’s

once.

A

long

lit of

sickness and

bill may be the penalty of neglect. If your druggist hasn't it, write to
the doctor at Rondout, X. Y. Price $1.00.
Will you return my love P lie murmured. "Yes
llenry, I will, for it does not seem to lit me.’' Thus
another Dice young man was driven to drink
For a cough, cold, sore throat, bronchitis,whooping cough, consumption, etc., use l)r. Graves' Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar—a sure relief, pleasant to take. Get a sample bottle for III cents, and
you will be pleased with its effects: largo sized
bottle for SO cents.
Dr. Graves' Blood Purifier eradicates all impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid
and inert, by its use become unusually stimulated,
and, in fact gives a healthy tone to the entire sys
tern.

Price, |1.

Improved Family

Cathartic Pills

are

the best

given a patient by a physician, and are
frequently prescribed by them. They give prompt
action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and are
entirely vegetable When you desire a prompt
movement of the bowels, give the Improved Fampill

ever

ily Cathartic Pills a trial
Price ilb cents per box.
Dr. Graves' remedies are for sale by W. 0. Poor iSon, Belfast
,1w28

Keziah Fletcher.
tell of me before.

Hood morning, frieuds! 'tis twelve o’clock
Time for a half-hour’s rest."
And farmer John took out his lunch
And ate it with a zest.
“A harder task, it is," ho said,
“Than following up these steers
Or mending fences, far, for me
To teel my seventy years.
“You ask me why 1 feel so young,
I'm sure, frieuds, I can't tell,
But think it is my good wife's fault
Who’s kept me up so well:
For women such as she are scarce
lu this poor vale of tears ;
She's given me love, and hope, and
For more than forty years.

Perhaps you’ve heard

1 was at Helmstone a
considerable spell, and since I got back
I’ve been laid by with rheumatiz, or I’d
have called before. 1 come to see if you’d
take tea at my house to-night.
Fll make
you comfortable, an’ it’ll be a sort of
change for you.”
Mrs. Denton made no reply. She stood
staring at her visitor as if she had not
heard her words. Then her eyes wandered to the gate, and fell at last upon the
spring wagon and its small occupant,
"hose golden curls were escaping from
the close calico sun-bonnet which shielded
her pretty face from the noonday sun.
‘‘Is thatyourchild ?’’ she asked, abruptly, bid without taking her gaze from
Hetty. There was a hungry, yearning
look in her eyes as she spoke, a tremor
in her voice.

;

strength

<1

“And then, in) boys have all done well
As far as they have gono.
And that thing warms an old man's blood,
Ami helps him up and on.
My girls have never caused a pang,
Or raised up anxious fears:
Then wonder not that I feel young
And hale at seventy years.

1

1.

x

»

1

1

III

-i

Miss Keziah, with virtuous horror in her
tone.
I never was married. The only
man 1 ever cared a straw for was drowned at sea, and those that eared for me
was mercenary in their views.
Hetty’s
my sister Jane’s child. Jane, she ilietf to
Helmstone some six months hack. Come,
won't you jump in the wagon and go with
me ?
I didn't 'low to he disapp’inted in
havin' you to tea, so 1 made all ready for

don’t my good boys do my work
And let me sit and rest (
Ah ! friends, that wouldn’t do for me :
1 like my own way best.
They have their duty: I have mine ;
And, till the end appears,
1 mean to smell the soil, my friends,
Said the man of seventy yecrs.

“Why

■■

1

Seventy Years.

Ah. there ho is, lad, at the plough :
Ho boats the boys for work,
And whatso'er the task might be
None ever saw him shirk.
And he can laugh, too, till his eyes
Kuu o'er with mirthful tears.
And sing full many an old-time song
In spite of seventy years

each location is
locations where

advisable. 'There are
trustees for Maine- Charles J. Gilman,
dairying- should he the Brunswick: ltufus Prince, Turner; 11. F.
leading feature, others where sheep Whitney, Ilebron; Moses 11. Hussey,
keeping should take precedence. In oth- North Berwick; W. s. Tilton, Togus;
ers on balding and fruit growing: others
George K. Lancaster, Bangor: Fred Atwhere stock breeding and raising ; oth- wood, W interport; A. !.. Horsey, Oxford;
er- whore root
cropsauil market gardeni- N. R. Bmitolle, W atervillc : Samuel Briggs
ng
others where poultry keeping should South Paris; John M. Brown, Portland:
he the leading features.
It is often the Charles McKinney, Monroe.
ease that the whole
The following are among the judges to
question of success
n farming will turn on this one
point of award premiums, hailing from tiiis state:
Shorthorn Stock Seward Dill. Phillips.
adaptation, and not only of location, but
el
the farmer himself to his chosen
Devon Stock John F. I-ibby, Pros
uunehos.
This adaptation to locality peel.
mil ol the farmer to his business will
Ayrshire Stock Charles McKinney,
give consistency and intensity to culture, .Monroe.
oid it is intensity, application, and utiliHereford Stock Joseph li. Farrington,
ution that is needed.
Hotter farming,
Portland.
•eiier re! hi is. less surface and more
Jersey Howard Murphy. Belfast.
Swiss li. O. Conant, Portland.
depth, less acres and mole crops, that
claims attention.
Holstein
Fred Atwood. W interport.
tirade or Native
D. II. Smith, W inOwing to piiis.. a features of surface,
o:i. and surroundings, agriculture cannot terport.
carried oil .by any rigid rule.
W orking Oxen, Five Years old and
The soil
: hardly am 1 w o fields arc alike or would
Over D. IF Timing, West Mt. Vernon.
:kt be 1 ichefit 1 ed by exactly the same
Steers and Trained Steers Fnder Four
eaiiie-nt.
No two persons arc exactly Years of Age
11. C. Burlegh, Fairticld.
All is iariety and change, lutelike.
Thoroughbred Horses D A. Coney,
gent farming is learning to adopt incthAugusta.
■ds 11■ oielnion and circumstances. There
Stallions for General I sc it. M. Shaw,
re lived
principles which apply to each Portland.
•million.
The farmer who masters prinStallions Three Years old and Pnder
;ties become a master in practice.
Pour (ieo. W Lancaster, Bangor.
>ur rough configuration of outline, roll.Males
F. (). Beal, Bangor.
i"hilly '..mils, nowhere a dead level.
Geldings and-Mares William T. Mar< s ns great
facilities in natural drain- shall, Belfast.
There is no
_e w here this is necessary.
Geldings and Fillies Elijah Oetheii,
■edition without compensation. The China.
e-s liats of the western jirairie,though
li. S. Rich, Thorndike.
Draft Horses
and full of. fertility, are very defectSheep W. P. Atherton. Hallowed.
Middle W'noled South Downs John
■n.linage and veil susceptible to
Flooded surface and saturated A. Dennett, North Berwick.
:
:•
Swine Rufus Prince, Turner.
mg time ill spring, ivilli baked,
e ked,
drouth burnt soil later is nounPoultry W. P. Yarnuin, Portland.
;. i on
llnlig. \A-ry seldom does exCorn, Wheat, Oats and Grass Seed
ssjve wet or excessive drouth trouble Joseph Snow. Bangor.
■
l.asi year notwithstanding its
Fruits Z. A. Gilbert. Fast Turner.
ig dryness, and water scarcity, line
Yt getables. Charles Holland, Limerick.
of everything were raised.
Dairy A. B. Sutton, i'pper Stillwater.
Then too. destructive winds and torAgricultural implements -Wm. Harch es seldom \ .sit a hilly country, while
vey, Augusta.
level west is yearly plowed and
Dairy and Kitchen I'tonsils, Wooden
'urged iii the tempests and tornado, W are, Etc. -Fred Atwood, Winterport.
< 1
whole sections brushed out in a few
Corporation .Manufactures John M.
■meins In the hurricane’s wrath, we
Brown, Portland.
ouite exempt and secure.
DestructArticles of Feather and India Rubber
lioods very seldom mass their angry Rufus Prince. Turner.
s here to dci
astute and sw eep away
F.J. W heeldon.
Musical Instruments
ereatious of man's hand.
Bangor.
,J. W. I.AXC.
Carriages Charles J. Gilman, Brunswick.
Maine Board of Agriculture.
T. W Yose,
Home Made Bread, Etc.

Farmer’s

you.”
“Yes, I'll come," said Mrs. Denton,

withdrawing her gaze from Hetty, who
grasping the reins with ludicrous

was

Her

Stony

earnestness, as if the steadiness of old
Moll depended entirely upon her.
She went into the house and put on an
old-fashioned straw bonnet, and a faded
black merino shawl. Then she walked
down the path and climbed into the
wagon after Miss Keziah, without saying
a word.
“You forgot to lock your door,” said
the careful spinster, as she took the reins
from Hetty's little hands.
A bitter smile curled Mrs. Denton’s

Heart.

It was on the occasion of a meeting of
the sewing circle, which was held that
week at .Miss Keziah Fletcher's, that the
limit fill subject of Mrs. Denton's peculiarities was brought up for about the fortieth
time.
All the members, with the exception of the minister’s wife, were present,
and every one of them had something to
say of the poor woman whose strange
ways had caused her to become quite a
curiosity in Briervillc.
"It's my opinion such people are best
left alone,” said Mrs. Prudence Randall,
as she bit oil'her thread a little spitefully.
“She’s been adisgrace to the town ever
since she's lived in it,” said Miss Paulina
"1 must confess that I haven’t
Cowan.
any patience with such queer ways.”
•‘Poor thing 1 she's seen a sight of trouble.” said Miss Keziah, who was ever ready
to pour oil on the troubled w aters. “First
her husband died of delirium tremens
"Worthless sot! she'd oughter have
been pleased ter death to get rid o' him,''
interrupted Miss Mattie Baker, throwing
her scissors on the table near her with
considerable noise. "You won’t get no
pity for her out o' that, Miss Keziah.”
"Then she lost her two little girls with
scarlet fever,” continued Miss Keziah, tin
heeding the interruption, “and only a
year later her second boy died of the typhoid. She’d only one child left then,
and that was her oldest boy. She set so
I remember seeing
much store bt him!
her look at himonee as if she worshipped
the very ground lie trod on, and
“That’s it,” interrupted .Mrs. Bliss,
whose husband was one of the “pillars”
in the Methodist church.
“She thought
more of him than she did of her salvation,
and he was taken from her that her hard
heart might be softened.”
“But she seems harder than ever,” said
Mrs. Randall. “She won’t listen to a
No
word of comfort, nor anything else.
\ one can make any impression on her.
! Miss Cowan here went to her and told
! her how we were all born to pass under
I the rod that* chasteneth, and that her
| Kdgar’d been called from the ev il to
What d’ve think Miss Denton
Iconic.
j did / She rose up like a fury and told
Paulina she preferred to be left alone.”
"Yes,” giggled Miss Cowan hysterically. “She’d rather have my room than
my company any day.
Howsomcvor, I
1 done
don’t bear her no hard feelin’s.
what I could for her.”
“The minister’s wife didn't get no better treatment,” said Miss Baker. She sat
in Miss Denton's shanty most an hour
talking of the mysterious ways of Providence, an' everything bein' for our good,
an' all llesh bein’ grass, an’ so on.
An’
Miss Denton, she never spoke a word
from first to last, but lay on the sofy w ith
her eyes shet, an’never even said good
bye when Mrs. Bounce went away. Sech
impertinence! An’ 1 went there too. I
didn’t want to be behind the rest of folks
in doin’ my duty.
I told her about these
afflictions bein’sent for our good : and she
must bow her neck to the yoke and bend
her back to the burden.
She laughed at
me! yes, she done just that.”
••She wouldn’t even see me,” said Mrs.

Peekham,
with

a

tall, sharp-featured

woman

“I saw her at the
shrill voice.
but she wouldn’t open the door,
no matter how loud I knocked.
But I
scattered tracts all down the front walk,
and 1 hope they did her good.”
“MissKeziah, you ain’t been, 1 believe,”
said Miss Baker.
“Well, don’t go; it’s
time wasted.
Her heart’s as hard as a
stun.”
a

window,

otim

*uioo

iii>

iu^

u'm w

her work as she spoke,” “I haven’t been
to see her.
You know I was away to
Helmstone when her Edgar had the fever,
and since I’ve been back my rheumatiz
has been that bad 1 couldn’t go anywhere.
Hut now I’m a tritie better. I'll
take my turn."
“What is the use ? What can you do?
Haven’t we done everything ?’’ chorused
the other ladies.
“I think 1 shall ask her to tea,” said
Miss Keziah, thoughtfully.
“Ask her to tea!” repeated half-a-dozen
astonished listeners.
“Yes; none of you tried that, I believe,"
answered Miss Keziah.
“She won’t come,” said Mrs. Hliss.
Perhaps not; but all the same it won't
do no harm to ask her.”
“I hope you will try to soften her heart,
and bring her to the prayer-meetin’
Thursday night,” said Miss Cowan.
Miss Keziah made no answer: but a
peculiar look crossed her homely" goodnatured face—a look Miss Paulina did
not

quite understand.

“Miss

Keziah'll be wise to make no
said Mrs. Hliss. “It stands to
reason that she won’t succeed where all
the rest of us have failed. One might as
well talk to a stone, as to Mrs. Denton.”
Miss Keziah sighed, and bent her eyes
upon her work. She had known what
suffering was once, and she knew that
while sorrow and pain softens some natures, it hardens and embitters others.
Mrs. Denton lived entirely alone on the
outskirts of the village, in a little, old,
weather-beaten house she had bought
when she first came to Brierville, ten
Weeds grew tall and rank
years before.
in the yard, the sunken steps leading to
the door were half buried in vines, the
well-curb was broken, the gate fallen to
the ground, in fact, everything about the
place spoke of ruin and decay.
“Not a very cheerful place, certainly,”
muttered Miss Keziah, as the day following the meeting of the sewing circle, she
drove up to the Widow Denton’s, and
hitched her horse to the tumble-down
fence which partially enclosed the yard.
“Now, Hetty, you sit right still till Iconic
back, and don’t start old Moll.”
Hetty was a diminutive niece of .Miss
Keziah’s, a golden-haired, blue-eyed child
of six years of age, who had been left to
her aunt as the sole legacy of an only
sister.

promises,”

jsjiss Jvezian walked up tue moss-grown

path,

and knocked

loudly

on

Mrs. Den-

ton’s door.
Before her knuckles had fairly loft it,
the door was Hung open by Mrs. Denton
herself, who stood silently regarding her
visitor, with an expression of resentment
and indignation.
“How d’ye do, Miss Denton f I’m Miss

|

Could 1 believe their words of sympathy
after that'! Ah, .Miss Keziah, words
could

give

idea of all that I have
suffered. One by one every joy of my
life has left me. (>uc by one my children
were taken from me, until only Edgar
was left.
How 1 loved him! How I depended upon him to atone for all I had
suffered. Ilow I dreamed over him. Idle
dreams,foreshadowing happiness that was
never to be mine.
Then he was taken,
and I was left to sink in despair. I wanted only to die, to join my dear ones where
no suffering could ever touch me again.
My heart yearned for sympathy. I would
have welcomed it.
But those that came
to me, came because they thought it their
duty, not from love or kindness. Not
one of them asked me to her homo, or
tried to make me forget my sorrows in
other things.
No, they reminded me of
them, and preached patience and resignation."
ue \

you

no

acteu

to men

according
nguis,
said charitable Miss Keziah. “They have
led easy, pleasant lives, and did not know
how to deal with such a sorrow as yours.”
“But you knew," said Mrs. Denton, in
a low voice.
“Yes,” answered Miss Keziah. “I know,
because 1 have suffered, too.”
They sat talking by the lire until
nearly midnight, and then retired to rest.
Mrs. D mton, for the first time since Edgar's death, offered up a silent but earnest
Her heart
prayer before she fell asleep.
was no

longer hardened.

She did not go back to her cottage the
morning as she had expected, for
Miss Keziah’s rheumatism had been increased by her late walk of the previous
evening, and she was unable to leave her
bed.
l-'or many days she was utterly
helpless, and during that time was tenderly nursed by Mrs. Denton, who also
made herself generally useful in the
house, and directed the work of the farm
with care and decision.
When Miss Keziah got well, she was so much pleased
lips.
“I never lock it," she said; there is with tin1 way things had been managed
nothing in the house worth stealing.”
during her enforced illness, that she
The two women jogged along the quiet made a proposition to Mrs. Denton.
country road, with the child between
“Suppose you take the place of my
them, Miss Keziah talking on indill'erent sister Jane,” she said, “and stay right
subjects, in her kind, sensible whole- along with me. I need somebody, as
hearted way. She did not allude to her you see : and what’s the use of both of us
visitor’s sorrows, nor did she mention the living lonely when we can be company
v isits paid to the lonely cottage by other
for each other as well as not ? You’d
members of the sewing circle.
take a deal of comfort in Hetty, too.
I
A man took the horse when they reach- believe you love her now ’most as well as
ed Miss Keziah’s farm, which was a mile 1 do.”
from the centre of the town, and one of
“She seems like my own little Bertha
the finest in the country.
It was well come back to me,” said Mrs. Denton.
cultivated, well stocked with fruits of “But. <b Miss Keziah, I ought not to acvarious kinds, and its buildings were all cept your kindness. 1 have been so hard,
comfortable and roomy, the house itself so wicked, so rebellious, I do not deserve
being built of stone, in a substantial, old- that such good should come to me.”
fashioned manner.
“We differ about that; but we won't
Miss Keziah led the way into her sit- argue it," said Miss Keziah.
“1 want
ting-room. and helped her visitor take otf you, and you’d like to stay: so the thing’s
her bonnet and shawl.
settled. You’re my partner from this
Have this easy chair, .Miss Denton,” day on.”
she said with great cordiality, “and
The next Sunday the good people of
I've got to see Briervilie were surprised to see Mrs. Denmake yourself to home.
ton in Miss Keziah’s pew at church, and
to supper, but 1 guess Hetty kin amuse
you a spell.
Hetty, mind you're good i in attendance at prayers in the evening.
vvbile I'm gone.”
••How did you manage it f” asked Mrs.
She left the room and was absent near- Bliss, as she stopped Miss Keziah in the
ly half an hour. When she returned vestibule of the church.
Mrs. Denton had Hetty on her lap and
••oh, 1 asked her to tea, as 1 said 1 was
The first going to,” answered Miss Keziah, “and
was telling her a fairy story.
smile the poor woman's face lnul worn for 1 guess the preserves kinder softened
nearly a year, rushed on it as she looked and sweetened her up,” and she passed
up at Miss Keziah's entrance, and said : on to where Mrs. Denton stood waiting
“She reminds me so much of my little to help her into the spring wagon.
llertha.
You can't tell the good that it
Neither Mrs. Denton nor Miss Keziah
docs me just to hold her in my arms
ever regretted entering into that partnerthey have been empty so long."
ship. As the years went by Miss Keziah
A deep sigh followed the words.
often wondered how she should ever have
•‘I’m
>1-1 < I >.lio li-Kivf liiitlinriul
\iui
managed the farm without the help of
said Miss Keziah, cheerfully.
“Hut now the capable, energetic woman who had
1 guess you're pretty
conic in to tea.
“taken the place of sister Jane."
Mrs. Denton was never weary of worknigh famished a-waiting for it."
A sumptuous repast was in readiness.
ing for the comfort and prosperity of the
Hroiled chicken, cold ham, light biscuit, friend who had come to her in her hour
apple, grape, and pumpkin pie, dough- of need, and led her out of the slough of
nuts, pound cake and cookies, composed despond. And happiness made her a difthe bill of fare, concluding with every ferent woman.
She learned at last those
variety of sweetmeat and condiment, pre- lessons of patience and resignation which
Miss had seemed so hard and bitter in the first
serves, pickles, honey and cheese.
Ke/.iah could not have arranged a better days of her sorrow.
Despair, rebellion
feast, had she been expecting a bishop to and repining gave place in her heart to
tea, instead of a poor woman whose hope and tenderness. She grew at last
to have only tender, gentle memories of
stony heart she wished to soften.
With a cordial smile the spinster mo- the loved ones who had left her, and she
tioned her guest to a seat, and, after put- proved a kind, judicious guardian to little
ting Hetty in a high chair, sat down her- Hetty, when warm-hearted Miss Keziah
self at the head of the table and rever- had passed away from earth. [From the
Standard.
ently asked a blessing.
“I didn’t put up as many kinds of preAn Editor’s Debt.
serves as usual this year,” she observed,
as she helped Mrs. Denton to plum jelly.
In the years agone, when l)e Witt,
“1 ain’t the woman 1 used to be by a long- Clinton
County, was the country seat and
Rheumatiz do lay holt on a body a
way.
smart village in the woods, or on
right
so !
I'm in bed or on crutches half of the the
way to he, the editor of its weekly
1 calkerlate I’ll have to give up
time.
paper had some subscribers who paid in
1 did lot on
the farm if 1 don’t mend.
wood, others in fur, and others yet who
having Jane here to manage everything didn't pay at all. < hie of these latter class
for me; but, poor thing, the fever carried was named
Lemon, but to squeeze anyher off all at oner, just as slic’d got free
out of him was next to impossible.
thing
of that ornary husband o' hers.
I'd hate He had excuses at his
tongue’s end for
Jane and me were not
to give up, though.
paying, and the longer the debt stood,
both born here, and I've never knowed the more reasonable his excuses seemed
no other home.”
to his creditors.
One day the editor met
When supper was over the two women him on the
street, and after a general
walked about the yard, made a tour of the
greeting, began on him with :
garden, and admired the cows as they
“Mr. Lemon, you have been owing me
came leisurely up to the barnyard to be
for two years."
milked. Then Mrs. Denton remarked
“Yes; but 1 had bad luck in my sugarthat it was growing late and she must bush.”
hurry home.
“Hut you might have brought wood.’’
“What’s the need of your going ?” asked
“So 1 should, but 1 broke two new axes
Miss Ke/.iah. “I’ve got four spare rooms, and couldn’t
buy another.”
and would be glad if they were all full.
“I offered to take it up in turnips and
Suppose you stay all night?”
corn.”
Mrs. Denton hesitated. She thought of
“1 know ; but the cows ate my corn up
her lonely, neglected house, peopled with and the
Injuns stole all my turnips.’’
conthe ghosts of her dear children, and
“Well, how are you getting alougnow V’
trasted it with this bright, homelike asked the editor.”
place, where a child’s sweet voice made
“First-rate.”
music.
“Have you a good run of sugar f”
“Do stay,” said little Hetty, clinging
“Yes.”
to the visitor's dress.
“Corn doing well ?”
This decided the poor, heart-broken
woman.

■‘I will, and 1 thank you for asking me,
.Miss Keziali.
I have not deserved such
kindness.”
That night after Hetty had gone to
bed the two women sat talking in the
large sitting-room, which an open wood
lire made cheerful and bright. Gradually
Mrs. Denton was led to speak of her children, all now resting in their narrow
graves in the village cemetery. She
spoke of their uniform goodness and love
for herself, hut said little of her grief at
losing them. Her voice sounded harsh
and strange to Miss Keziah, who understood the effort for control the poor wo-

making.
“l’oor soul! you’ve seen a sight of
trouble, 1 know,” the spinster said, softly,
and she put her hands tenderly on those
of her guest, they wore clasped hard together.
man was
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the ticking of
the eight-day clock in the corner. Then
suddenly Mrs. Denton threw herself at
Miss Kezialfs feet and broke into bitter
weeping. Hoarse sobs tore their way
from her breast, and her whole frame
shook with the violence of emotion. The
restraint, the self-control of years, was
broken down. The heart, burdened for
so long, found relief at last in passionate
sobs and cries.
Miss Keziah said nothing, but tenderly
stroked away from the hot forehead the
thick hair grown gray with sorrow.
There was sympathy in every touch.
“Von are so different from the rest,”
said Mrs. Denton, when at length she had
“The
grown calm enough to speak.
others who have come to me have driven
me nearly mad with their unmeaning advice. Not one of them knew what I suffered, not one could understand my grief.
When my boy, my Edgar, the last of all
save

by

my children, was ill, no one came near
me—the disease was contagious, they
said.
I nursed him alone.
Alone 1 saw
him die, followed him alone to his grave.
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Storm

at

the

The trick, it is to be noted, is not u new
one, but has been played successfully at
least once within the past twenty-live
years in each of the countries of France,
Italy and Bavaria. Its latest European
form, the “Dachau bank” of an ex-actress, Adele Spitzeder, which was operated in .Munich from 1860 to 1872, and by
which the Bavarians were cheated out of
millions of dollars, is intrinsically the
most interesting of these swindles, and is
especially so to us because it had so
many points in common with the Ladies’
Deposit of Boston. No one, indeed, who
has studied the stories of the two together
can doubt that in some way or other, directly or indirectly, Fraulciu Spitzeder’s
.plan was the inspiration and model of
Mrs. Howe’s.
Both opened banks of deposit, promised preposterous returns ot
interest, and successfully invited loans of
money from the public. Neither had any
pecuniary capital, or offered any security,
the sole and sufficient reliance of each
being upon her own impudence and the
combined cupidity and credulity of her
customers. Each made friends by playing the Lady Bount'ful upon occasion,
had a mixed party of gulls and knaves
committed to her cause, drew herself out
of poverty and into luxurious comfort by
means of her bank, ended her career in
prison, and left assets enough behind her
to pay her creditors a dividend of about
live per cent. The absolute essentials to
long-continued success, as each swindler
knew, were the prompt payment of the
J ridiculous rate of stipulated interest, and
the prompt punishment in a depositor of
I any want of faith by a return of her principal and a haughty refusal ever to reI sume business relations with her. This
|I latter operation, a very shrewd kind of
moral “bull-dozing,” Mrs. Howe and her
assistants used to perform magnificently
and with great etfect.
Each counted
upon a very rare withdrawal of principal
so long as the extraordinary interest was
paid and the customer’s confidence unshaken. Many persons—and the writer
admits to being one —at first found a little
difficulty in understanding how such a
concern could pay twenty-four per cent,
a month quarterly in advance, even for a
couple of j'ears, without investing its
funds or receiving help from without.
But the explanation is really quite simple ; when once the popular tintD begins
to be established in such a bank, the
principal Hows in for some time in an
ever-increasing stream, and for sonic time
there is more than enough money on hand
to meet the rtirrenl demand for interest
and leave the operator a handsome margin for silks, .jewelry, hot-house flowers,
and all the other proper living expenses
—although, of course, at every moment
the concern is in fact utterly insolvent.
In the case of the Ladies’ Deposit some
of the figures already given illustrate this
well enough; the number of depositors
in 1880 was five times as great as in 1870,
and the receipts from the first quarter of
the former year were therefore far more
than enough by themselves to meet all
the demands for interest then accruing
nil deposits of |87o, to take care of the
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principal,
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give Mrs. Howe and her friends everything they needed for comfort. To keep
to

I wrote you last I think
After a few very pleasant days

Topeka.

passed in the capital of the State,

trip

far

as

as

Florence

resumed

we

pleasant

—a

our

little town in

tho Eastern portion of the land grant to the A.
T. and S. F. R. It., about a hundred miles west of
Topeka. It is the policy of tho officers of the
road to afford every facility to travelers iu
acquir-

ing a knowledge of the lands here for sale—amounting still to hundreds of thousands of acreB.
1 was favorably introduced by a friend at the

Signal Station Mt. Wash-

band Commissioners’ office, and learned that, while
all the desirable government lands has been

nearly

Noticing that the

sides of the summit
were strewed with boards, beams and debris of all sorts, my guide explained that
what I saw was the result of the great
January gale, which had demolished the
large shed used as an engine house, scattering the loose fragments far and wide.
1 begged him to give me his recollection
of it.
“During the torenoon preceding the

by homesteaders, some of the very best of
tho company's lands remain unsold. These are
oltered. according to location and other advanttaken

prices varying trom f'J.'iO to $10 per acre,
long credit, with ’JO per cent, off for short
credit, and ddj per cent, off for cash. Thus it is
ages, at

on

possible
some

for

wo

a

with small

naan

of tho richest

From

observed nothing very unusual:
but the clouds kept sinking and sinking
until the summit was quite above them.
Late in the afternoon my comrade, >Sargcaut M—— came to where 1 was lying

Florence

an

a

capital

acquire

to

1 best located lands.
railroad has been built

new

southward to El Dorado, through some of the best
of these lauds, and it is being extended down into
the Indian Territory. This will open a very de
sirable section. Another railroad from Florence is

rapidly progressing through

sick and said : ‘There is going to be the
devil to pay, so I guess ill make every-

lands

lying

the

to

northward of the A. T. A S. F. to a junction again
at Ellenwood, about 100 miles west of Florence,
along which are some very desirable locations for

thing snug.’

By nine o'clock in the evening the wind
had increased to one hundred miles an
hour, with heavy sleet. At midnight the
velocity of the storm was one hundred
and twenty miles and the exposed thermometer recorded twenty-four degrees
below zero. With the stove red, we could
hardly get it above freezing inside the
house. Water froze within three feet ot
the tin -in fact, where vou are now sit-

settlers
A

My stop

I'Ul'NTKY TKIl\

Florence was, by suggestion of the
Land Commissioners, to examine some of the com
at

pany's lands along the HI Dorado branch; and
armed with his introduction, I called on the local
agent at Florence, Capt. Thomas Morison, a native
of Vermont, and for many years a successful
mariner.

ting.

Under convoy of the

company with
for lands, and

At this time the noise outside was deafAbout one o’clock the wind rose
to one hundred and fifty miles.
It was
now
blowing a hurricane. The wind
gathering up all the loose ice of the nountain,dashed it against the house with one
continued roar.
I lay wondering how
long the building would stand this, when
all at once came a crash.
M-■ shouted
to me to get up ; but I liad stumbled out
in a hurry on hearing the glass go.
Vou
see, I was dressed to keep myself warm

ening.

m
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SOME 1- ACTS AISOUT THAT NOTORIOUS INSTITUTION.

Wanderings.

captain, and in
English gentleman prospecting

an

a correspondent of some
British
I have forgotten which, we started out
ID miles excursion through Marion snd But-

journal.
for

a

ler counties.

It is

impossible to giv. our obThe captain navigated ns

in detail.

servations

through. sa\ twenty thousand -teres of the com
pany's unsold land, and among a far larger amount
of its

own

owned and

(formerly) and (iovernmont lauds,
occupied by prosperous farmers.

wealth of this soil
in

bed.

depth

of black

is

exhaustless, four
mould

vegetable

now

The

eight feet

to

Wheat, corn,

fruit, are grown in abundance, while cattle
thrive wonderfully. The latter are the farmers

oats,

Our united efforts were hardly equal tc
the storm shutters from the in- stronghold. They are always and instantly conside. but wo finally succeeded, though vertible into cash, and from their
increase, he obthe lights went out when the wind came
tains the money with which to meet the payments
in, and we worked on in the dark."
on his farm, or t<> deposit to the credit of his bank
He rose to show me how tho shutters
account.
of thick oak were first secured by an iron
We took dinner with one Mr. L’has Bruuu. who
bar, and secondly by strong wooden but- came here seven
years ago with about *\!,000, and
tons (irmly screwed in the window frame.
“We had scarcely done this,” resumed bought a halt section ot the Uo.’s land in Butler
He has it all under admirable cultivation,
Doyle, “and were shivering over the fire, county.
when a heavy gust of wind again burst well stocked with the best modern farm machinery,
open the shutters, as easily as if they had a good house,stable, corral, a large orchard of peach
never been fastened at all.
We sprung trees, another of apples, both in bearing, a tine as
to our feet.
After a hard tussle we again sortment of grapes, eight or ten tine horses : but
scoured the windows, by nailing a cleat what he showed us with the most pride, was Ins
to the floor, against which one end of a herd of (lb head of the liuest grade cattle. From
boaid was fixed using the other end as a these latter he will derive a clear cash income oi
lever.
Vou understand?”
i nodded. more than >..000 per annum, besides a balance in
“Well, even then it was all we could do his favor over all expenses, from other sources.
to force the shutters back into place.
He would refuse $10,000 for his property as it
But we did it.
We liml to do it.
stands to-day. Mr. Brunu's success is by no means
“The rest of the night was passed in
exceptional. Others have done even better. He
momentary expectation that the building is now independent, and will become wealthy. In
would be blown into Tuckerman’s and we a
word, the Eastern man who wants to make a
with it.
At four o’clock in the morning
home in the West, will be shown some excellent
the wind registered one hundred and
locations by the company's agents, be given all
It had shifted then
eightv-six miles.
needful information, and afforded the largest op
from east to northeast.
From this time
unities for satisfying himself of the excellence
it steadily fell to ten miles at nine o’clock. port
of the lands, before he comes to a decision. The
This was the biggest blow ever cxperienc
policy of the company is liberal and generous t<»
ed on the mountain.”
••Suppose the house had gone and the wards the prospective settler.
Our excursion was undivorsitied hv incident ex
hotel stood fast, could you have effected
an entrance into the hotel ?” I asked.
j cept for a laughable skirmish between the
“We could not have faced the gale."
nK
ION AM» A HAIM iKK.
“Not for a hundred feet! not in a matAs « i- were riding along, we sighted an unfainiliar
ter of life and death ?”
animal
What is thatinquired John Bull. “A
“Impossible. The wind would have
the American. "I must have
badger."
responded
lifted us from our feet like bags of wool.
We would have been dashed against the him" said J. B "Let me down, captain.' Where
rocks and smashed like eggshells.” was upon he got down, and taking the wagon wrench,
the only available weapon, he boldly advanced up
the quiet reply.
\ml so for some hours you expected «<u the badger, who was slowly retreating. Not
likiug to come t > close quarters, he threw the
to be swept into eternity ?"
“We did what we could.
F.ach wrap- wreuch, when at a lew feet distance, hoping to
ped himself in blankets and quilts, bind- disable his game, but his aim was bail, and he only
ing these tightly around him with ropes, succeeded in bringing the badger to bay. whose
to which were attached bars of iron, so
warlike appearance, not only halted ,J. B., but
that if the house went by the board we forced him to begin a retreat. Soon the badger
might stand a chance—a slim one -o| turned to run, when J. B recovered tlie wrench
anchoring somewhere, somehow."
he was
and renewed the attack.

closing

such a concern alive there must be a like
increase of deposits upon a geometric
ratio all the time, and such a rate of advance cannot possibly be maintained for
many years. The longer the thing lasts
the wider is the circle of its final disaster
and injustice, and the duty, therefore, of
every honest man, whatever the duty of
honest woman may be, is to destroy such
an enterprise as soon as it is unearthed.
Mrs. Howe quite surpassed MissSpitzeder
in scrupulous obedience to the spirit of
their common scheme. The latter sometimes though rarely, to be sure made
Somewhere, indeed!
investments of her deposited funds ; the
former never did such a thing, excepting
When, on the following morning', I
once, when she lent a few hundred dol- busied myself getting ready to go down
lars to a furniture dealer; and her Ladies’ the mountain, i heard a profound sigh,
Deposit had not a single cent of “Tirm/ir” followed by some half-audible words, proin the banker’s sense of that word. Mrs. ceeding from the adjoining room. These
Howe, in fact, carried on her business in words rang in my ears all that day :
“All, this horrible solitude!" [S. A.
all its branches with appropriately Spartan simplicity. She took her depositors' Drake in Harper’s Magazine for July.
money ; kept it in the drawers of a chifBund-Bass as Pets.
fonicrc in the business parlor by day, as
Mrs. Gould has often said, carried it otf
Ill a profusely illustrated article 0:1 “How tc
in baskets at night, and put it somewhere Keep a fresh water Aquarium," printed in the July
St. Nicholas, Mr. i>. C. Beard says
probably under her bed -for safe keepl’ond-bass mak ; very intelligent nets.
and
from
out
interest
principal
ing; paid
it when there were calls for such disburse- I once had three hundred of these little
Down in one
ments; bought her own house and land fellows, perfectly tamo.
and furniture and fixtures with it; and coi ner of the corn held 1 found two patent
washing-machines, the beds of which
always treated it entirely as her own,
which, indeed, in an important sense, it were shaped like scow-boats. These old
For this sort of banking none of machines were fast going to ruin, and I
was.
the frippery of modern masculine book- readily gained permission to use them
keeping was needed, and none was used ; for whatever purpose I wished ; so with a
the accounts of a Fiji Island tish-iloaler hatchet. I knocked off the legs and topcould not have been kept more simply gear; then removed a side from each
than those of Mrs. Howe, the Boston box, and fastened the two together, mak“financial agent,” and Miss Crandall, who ing a tank about four feet square. The
testified in court that she did not know seams, or cracks, where the two parts
the difference between a day-book and a joined, was tilled with oakum, and the
ledger, was the very woman to serve as whole outside was thickly daubed with
The tank was then set in a
her chief clerk.
In audacity the German coal-tar.
hole dug for that purpose, and the dirt
her
Amersometimes
surpassed
operator
ican imitator, but in cunning the latter was tilled in and packed around the sides.
absolutely excelled. Mrs. Howe or who- Hack of it 1 piled rocks, and planted ferns
in all the ciacks and crannies. 1 also put
ever elaborated the original conception of
her bank- -recognized the decided superi- rocks in the center of the tank, first
ority in sensibility and inquisitiveness of covering the bottom with sand and gravel.
the average Bostonian over the average After filling this with water and plants, I
Bavarian, and her operations were con- put in three hundred little bass, and they
ducted, especially at first, with an almost soon became so tame that they would
exquisite tact. The air of reserve and follow my finger all around, or would
out of the water for a bit of meat
coyness with which the management en- jump
held
between
the fingers. Almost any
like
the
acted
itself
magic upon
veloped
credulity of the ordinary uneducated wo- wild creature will yield to persistent kind
Miss Susan Smith went to the La- treatment, and become tame, Deuerally,
man.
dies’ Deposit with her two hundred dol- too, they learn to have a sort of trustful
lars in her pocket, a little timorou \ some- affection for their keepers, who, however,
“Splendid.”
what dubious, rather incredulous. To to earn the confidence oi such friends,
“Wheat all right ?”
her surprise, she found that her patron- should be almost as wise, punctual, and
as good Dame Nature herself.
“Yes, all right.”
age was by no means solicited, —was not unfailing
“
(hie of the same bass, which I gave to
Well, if corn, wheat potatoes and tur- even wished, unless she was exactly the
nips turn out good, and you keep well, right sort of a woman and precisely met a friend of mine, lived in an ordinary
and you have no losses, will you pay me some four or five conditions.
lie was a
In a few glass globe for three years,
in the fall f”
moments she began to burn with desire very intelligent lish, but fearfully spiteful
The farmer scratched his head and took
and jealous. My friend’s mother thought
to enter the enclosure thus jealously
a full minute to think over it before he reand if she succeeded as she it was lonesome, and so, one day, she
guarded;
plied :
generally did in the end—in persuading brought home a beautiful gold-fish—a
“That’s tin honest debt, and orter be
the person in charge to take her little all, little larger than the bass—to keep it
paid, but I won’t positively agree to she departed with a sense of deep grati- company. She put the gold-fish in the
square up this fall until 1 know what sort tude that she had been permitted, to be- i globe, and watched the little bass,expectof a corn season we are to have 1”
ing to see it wonderfully pleased : but the
come a depositor. The same idea, a little
It is needless to say that he never
varied, was beautifully carried, out in the little wretch worked himself into a terrible passion—erecting every spine upon
squared. [Detroit Free Press.
request, delicately but firmly made in almost every case, that the customer would his back, glared a moment at the intrudThe last number of The Nation connot gossip about the Ladies’ Deposit. If, er, and then made a dart forward, seized
tains a communication from Mr. W. W.
she had a particular female friend, the gold-fish by the abdomen, and shook
indeed,
Corcoran, the eminent Washington phil- who was excessively worthy and greatly in it as a terrier dog shakes a rat, until the
anthropist, proposing an amendment to need, and who happened to have two transparent water was glittering all over
the constitution of the United States by hundred dollars or
more, such a friend with a shower of golden scales. As soon
which it is to be provided that on the
as possible the carp was rescued; but it
as a favor, be very quietly informmight,
meeting of Congress in December, 1884, ed of the privileges of the establishment; was too late. He only gasped and died.
and every four years thereafter, the 1 louse but there was to be no
babbling into the The vicious little bass swam around and
of Representatives shall elect three memworld's rude ear about these sacred mys- around his globe, biting in bis rage at all
bers of the Senate, whose names shall be
teries of Eleusis. All this showed a fine the floating scales. Ever after he was
placed bv the tellers in a box and drawn knowledge of human nature, and in prac- allowed to live a hermit’s life, and he betherefrom by the Speaker—the first drawn tice worked
charmingly ; the method re- haved himself well. At last the family
to be President of the United States, the
that often used in selling tickets went away for a couple of weeks, and,
sembling
second Vice President and the third Pres- to a
charity ball, where it is mysteriously when they returned, the poor little bass
ident pm tcm. of the Senate, to succeed
to a few that the company will
lay dead at the bottom of his globe.
each other in the same order in the event whispered
One more incident, and I must close:
be my/ select, and admissions my/ hard
of a vacancy by death or otherwise.
Mr. to
A. Clapp in July A certain young enthusiast in aquarium
procure.
[Henry
Corcoran thinks that such an arrangeAtlantic.
matters, waking suddenly one night, bement would raise the character of the
held the apparition shown on page <>!•?.
Senate, prevent in the management of
James It. Osgood & Co. will soon issue Atone side of the room, in a wavering cirpolitical conventions and would put an the first of a series of books on the cam- cle of light, a gaping monster was about
end to the turmoil of Presidential elecand battles of the rebellion. The to make one mouthful of a wriggling
tions.. He adds that he has seen all the paigns
tirst will be on “Gen. McClellan’s Cam- creature its large as a cat. The cause oi
Presidents except the first, has held conthis strange vision soon appeared, 'l’be
on the Peninsula,” and will be made
fidential relations with many of them and paign
curtain of the window had not boen drawn
of
several
edited
men,
by
essays by
writes from the impartial standpoint of up
down all the way, and a street-lamp, shinJohn C. Hopes.
a private citizen anxious only to
promote
ing iu, made a sort of combined magicthe public good.
His communication
lantern lens and slide of a glass globe, in
“Maud S.,” the trotter, was named which some
shows that, though an octogenarian, he
aquarium pets were quarrelstill takes an intelligent and lively in- after a daughter of C. W. Greene, of Deing. Hut the “wriggler” escaped someof
terest in all public questions.
troit, a bright-eyed little blonde
14, who how, and no harm was done.
can tell how all the league elubs stand
Blacksmiths are generally on a strike and the record of every noted pacer and
i lie sparrows are little thieves hut they
when they are not blowing.
trotting horse in the I'uited States.
I don’t do the robin.
••

—

|

Then followed
and

tacts

a

most

with

repulses,

Again
provoking

fun

repulsed

series of at

decisive result

no

The

Englishman was be
coming winded, and the captain and myself were
alone in danger—of sphting with laughter. At
badger

was

unharmed, the

America called out

last

As you

are a

Briton

true

England, kill the creature
and have done with it.
The reply of J. B. was,
For the honor of Young America, come down
As the mathere and do it yourself, if you like.

and lor the honor of Old

ter

lifted into international importance, the
descending from

was

American could uot refuse, and
his perch, he took the wrench,

rapped

the poor
summary end of
the tong contest in about teu seconds. This took
He knew
not a bit of courage for the American.

badger

the

over

really

the head and made

a

harmless character of the

but

badger,

he could not forego the excellent opportunity t" r
humiliating tac stiff and boastful Briton. By tin*
way, he did not toll a big story of personal adven
ttire afterwards.
Our nautical friend Morison had
a

better

opportunity

to

display

his

really

vast

fund

information by personal observation—not a lit
tie to the gratification ol one of his hearers at

ot

least.
In duo time we reached

Florence again, and

after another comfortable night, resumed our un
comfortable journey uncomfortable by reason i»t
the heat and dust.

It

The A. T. A S. F.

aged

is

no

already

s

roads in the West,

fault of the railroad
one

of the best

telligent and experienced
favorite line for through travel

come a

Rapid improvement

citic.

man

it is under the most indirection, and must be
to

the Fa

will be made in the

as the company
resolved to merit the generous patronage they
sure to receive, and are already receiving.

facilities for travel over this road,
are
are

The western

portion

of

Kansas and Colorado

has been too often written up to leave work for
my pen. It is generally understood to be practi

cally

a

desert

concerned.

so

far

as

agricultural pursuits

Yet the soil is

as

rich

as

are

the best

in

the eastern portion of the State or in Missouri
moisture alone is wanting. Wherever irrigation
can be introduced the richest
crops are obtainable.

nearly all excellent grazing ground. Along
valley of the Arkansas River we frequently
passed vast herds of cattle, thousands in number
As we get further out upon the plains, one would
think it impossible for cattle and sheep to live—
but they do, and thrive. Perhaps this great region
can never he reclaimed for agriculture, but if not.
it will remain exceedingly valuable for stock rais
iug. But 1 am not without hope that a way may
But it is
the

be found to render it cultivable.
where reached at a

by windmills.

Water is everyand is raised

practicable depth,

This suggests a system by which
can be redeemed, when- no

considerable tracts

streams are available.
Lumber will

soon

fail

us

we are

told.

All that

this region wants is forests growths to bring the
rains and work a climatic revolution. Let the

government therefore siuk the wells and

start

the

windmills over this desert section, then the trees
can be made to grow, and presto, the change is

wrought. About one man to a township
the thing after it was started. It would

run

could
bo

no

foolish than many things Uncle Sam lias
done, and might be successful: then it would ho
hailed as the perfection of wisdom. Why not

more

s.

A St. Johns, Newfoundland, despatch says that
trouble is likely to ensue between Kngland and
France, owing to the latter claiming territorial
rights on tltlrt miles of the coast of Newfoundland
north of Capo John. The inhabitants of this coast
having refused to pay the taxes of the government
of Newfoundland were threatened by British of
tieials, and the commander of a French frigate has
espoused the cause of the people there on the
ground that it is virtually French territory. The
matter has been brought to the attention of the
different governments.

In tho Medical and Surgical IIistory of tho lie
bellion there are reported 17i! cases of gunshot
wounds of the liver. Of these V.» were uucompli
cated with other serious injuries and do of them,
or more than Id per cent, were treatod successful
tv. Of tho 1I I complicated by fractures or lesions
of other important organs d7, or more than ‘.id per
cent, were treated successfully. One of the cases
of recovery reported was treated by Dr. Itliss who
is now attending the President, but who was at the
time in charge of the Armory Square Hospital in

Washington.

THE WOUNDED PRESIDENT.
News and Notes from the White

A

House.
FURTHFR PARTICULARS CONCERNING
THE ASSASSIN.
JAMKS

A.

(iAUI-IKi.l).

Shot itt his post
Wo never know how strong
Tile hanti tiiat grasped the holm, till calm- tlio
shook
When tlio fingers tighteneil in Pain's I pipless
lock
Anil thu good ship quivered all her heanis along.
This was no deed ol mutineers that throng
In clamorous revolt—no sunken rook
Madness at Heath's own grandeur dared a
mock
A pitiful fool has worked the State this wrong.
Not with the waves alone; with rebels hatWith friend's distrust, he battled.
Slowly
grew
Our

confidence

in

him who steered

Hanger that found him faithful,

us on.

crowns

him great.

The Ship of State sails on: but of her crew
Who well might take the helm, lie being gone
I Prom Puck.

WINKS

\NH

MKDIC1NKS
Will IP

SPAT

ft)

1

Hid SP.

Pi: PSl I IP NT's

PAST

I.KTTPIi.

My a singular coincidence the very last
letter written by President (iartield was
addressed to his opponent in the last
Presidential campaign Major ttenoral
Winlield S. Hancock.
It was dated Friday, and related to an appointment recently conferred upon Samuel Mitchell,
one of (ten. Hancock's aides-de-camp. It
was friendly and pleasant in tone and
could not but have pleased the recipient.
The letter informed General Hancock
that Colonel Mitchell bad been appointed Assistant Adjutant General of the
Army, and after apologizing for depriving
the General's stall' of an excellent officer
concluded:
“While your General loses
an ornament the army gains an assistant
general of wlmm it may well feel proud."

DAY

OK NATIONAL THANKSGIVING
AND PRAISE SUGGESTED.

ColuMisrs, ()., July

Gov. Foster

10.

to-night:

lNTEliCurnSK

NO

A
II

ALLOWED

WITH THE

SSASSIN.
WlUJ

1

111

U lilH IV

-ll

tornev declines ;ill applications for passes
to see Guiteau.
He says that he has had

many thousand applications from
persons who were exceedingly anxious to
see and talk with the assassin,
lie had
determined that it was not proper that
Guiteau should have any intercourse with
outside persons,
lie said that in due
time Guiteau’s statement of the motives
of his crime, and all the proceedings
taken by him prior to his assault on the
1’resident, would he made public, and
that it will be very interesting. Guiteau
is getting very nervous since his confinement in jail. He has not been allowed to
see a paper or told one word as to what
effect his crime has had on the country.
He begged the guard in charge of him
to-day to tell him whether the President
was dead or not, and if he was not dead
what were the chances of his recovery.
The information was denied him, whereupon he swore that he would not open
his month again to any official in relation
to the matter unless he was furnished
with a newspaper.

already

NOTES A Nl)

COMMENTS.

■

Many

t»i

iikai

i.nsa]•; r

disposed

to regard Charles
< juiteau, the assassin of the
President, as
insane.
His acts, however, do not
appear to be those of an insane man.
He
watched bis opportunity to assault the
President, having been seeking for it the
past six weeks, fie deliberately planned
the murder, procured the means of elfecting it, and provided means of rapid
All this does not
escape afterwards.
look like an insane man’s work. There
are

never was a more

coolly planned,

or

premeditated crime committed than Guiteau
committed when he assaulted the President.
He even calculated upon the
danger to which he would be exposed
after the assassination, and had a letter
all written in his pocket for Gen. Sherman
asking the General to provide troops and
protect the jail where he expected to
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President’s

The

Condition.

There lias at least been
the worse in

for

change

no

the President's condition

during the past week. If anything the
bulletins indicate a slight improvement.

omits

I have finished Garfield,

before and in
the

sentiments

same

tlie

cs

stantially

found, in sublanguage. The logic-

same

are

al deduction from these facts must lie ap
parent to all. The spoils system certain

ly has naught to do with it. It may lie
said here, lest tlieie should be any misconstruction of these words, or any doubt
as to the Journal's position concerning
that it does not

conspiracy theory,

the

of any
.Messrs.

course

‘A

:

Arthur is

of tin' crime

anticipation

friends at tlie bedside of the sutlerer have

The

now

President. 1 am a stalwart.” And in
the letters found on the prisoner, written

This is of course

yet been traced,

has entertained

never

that Guiteau
set of

or

man

was

even

a

the tool

To accuse

men.

Colliding and Platt of having,
directly or indirectly, encouraged the assassin is a crime of scarcely less magnitude than that of which the President
has been the victim.

Such

charge

a

can

reflect upon those who make it.
greatly in their only
The
Journal finds no fault with the atopinions as to its present lodgement.
tacks
upon the spoils system, although
Judging from the symptoms indicated in
their
logic is not of the best, and in many
the ottieial bulletins some eminent mediinstances
they have been carried too far.
cal men conclude, not only that the liter
and the doctors (litter

has not been

seriously injured, but
vital organ lias been injured.

no

that
All

agree that a continuance of favorable
symptoms tends to give a favorable auI>r. Hammond, exgury of the future.
of
General
the I nited States,
surgeon
and

of the

one

leading practitioners

New York, said to

a

of

Herald reporter Fri-

tlio bulletin issued ut nine o'clock
According
r. M
tlio pulse is I OS. the temperature 101 :i 10
and the respiration
1
That would indicate a
slight fever, but nothing more than would result
If the President continues
from a flesh wound.
over Sunday as he is now I see no reason why he
should not recover. If alter seven days there is
no fever, no inflammation, nor any of tho symptoms that would indicate the presence of the bullet in the abdomen the chances are a thousand to
one it is not thoiu
1 don't believe it is.
I think
the diagnosis has been wrong from the beginning
I don't believe the ball passed through tho liver,
and I don't believe it is in the abdomen
There
has been no wound of ihe liver nor any of the pe
ritoneum.
1 think the bullet struck the ribs and
probably ihe thick muscles in the side and then
glanced oil'. It will he found in the small of Ihe
hack or may be lower down. Judging by the re
port bulletined iroiu the White House tiic i’resi
deut is not so well as lie has been since the siioot
ing, still there i< not much difference nor much
cause tor alarm in his condition
Up to this wc
have been going on the theory supplied us that
the ball passed through the liver: now a. at-- a!
most conlideut it did nothing ol the kind
to

A

to Liu-

Washington despatch

York

New

Evening Post of Saturday last is
hopeful than the almost universal

less

tenor of the news

the

of

lapse

week lie is still

a

move

scarcely

his limbs, is forbidden to
far

is

speak except

so

necessary, is

constant sufferer front the

a

as

imperatively

now

tramps under the best system of civil service
and the New York Herald of the
the relation of the ai-

Hth remarks that

the President to civil

to kill

ser-

grossly exaggerated.”
It says further: “We ought to
abolish the spoils system: but if we do
vice “has

already

need

we

not

been

Hatter ourselves that

we

thereby made the life of the executive safe against lunatics.” This is substantially what the Journal said a week
have

ago.
Here is no neon,

tin* crime of

a

spoils system.

Nor is

present, and for

at

ed. without

nor

is

u

nisi,

in aim

lunatic to the evils of the
our

civil service

as

years conductThere
features.

mans

redeeming

many Democrats in the Departments
to-day: many who ha\e held ollicc con

are

t

inuously under different

and many who have

step solely

to

step

Maine

administrations:

promotion

won
on

from

their merits.

A

who entered the I'ost office

man

1 tepartment as a clerk became Postmaster
The present Treasurer of tin1
Tinted States a position ol the greatest

responsibility

does not

ment

lluenee”

These

services,

party

or

capacity as
positions in

owe

under the governhis place to ain-

in from all parts of the world,
and sleeps only in short feverish naps,
and then partly under the inlluence of
come

sedative

drugs.

This is

a

description

of

very sick man’s chamber, and while
people may justly entertain hope as day
a

succeeds

but

demonstrate his usefulness, his

to

his

.Most of the work of the government is
necessarily of a routine character. In

positions good penmanship and
average intelligence are the only qualifimany

condition of the sutterer is still most crit-

surd.

ical,

keeper

recovers

ids

case

will

term of

during good behavior is unite secure.
Hut there are many positions which require no special ability and afford no opportunities to those possessing them.
office

cations needed.

and that if he

The civil service reform

examinations in such

cases are

simply

The merchant who wants

a

ab-

book-

does not put applicants through
examination iti (ireek and mythology,

stand in surgical history as extraordinary." The concluding statement rests

an

upon the correctness of the diagnosis of
the President’s physicians.
If Dr. Ham-

(iovernment

nor

is there any good reason why the
in employing accountants

should do

so.

mond’s

opinions are verified there would
This civil service question cannot be
he nothing extraordinary in the patient’s
properly settled by theorists or professionrecovery, which might indeed be con- al reformers, who are seldom practical.
fidently looked for. I'nfortunately it is It must be dealt with in a practical busiimpossible at this time to attempt to find ness like way. Appointments should be
the ball

or

to extract it.

made

While the President lias many points
in his favor the summer climate of Wash-

ington

is

against

him.

It is very trying
to a well person and of course much more
severe upon an invalid.
I!ut the location
of the White House and ol the sick chamber
as

both of the best, and such relief
is attbrded by the prevalent southerly
are

breezes will he felt.
the

The dibi ts to cool

atmosphere of the Presidents room by
appliances have not thus fat-

artificial

been attended with much success.

If the

President’s condition will admit, it is

that the total

$£{,7.%!,111.
be stated

it should

of the Massa-

population

chusetts cities and

selected

towns

for

comparison is dill, l*:|tt, while that of the
Southern cities and towns is 420,!(I2. The
assessed value of real and personal estate
in .Massachusetts is si,784,7711,81)2; the
total bonded debt of the State, counties,
cities and towns is *!(>!(,! ••‘IB,! >48 ; the float-

ing debt is 811 ,(i88,op7 ; deducting §.‘ll),4(iB, I7B of sinking funds from these two
leaves

sums

8.71. 12 per

or

debt

net

a

capita

of

for

s‘t|,ir>!>, 172,
the population

shaven. The present Czar, who seems to have a
decided dislike for anything which smacks of Western
culture, has rescinded this rule, and for the
first time in two hundred years, beards will be
worn by the sailors in the Russian
navy.

that in

iiiu

physicians

a

last week of the creditors

of Mrs. Sarah K. Ilowe, late President of
the defunct “Ladies’ Deposit," of liostoii,

towns, the

!W7 claims, the face value of which is
(inii. have been presented, to which

*70.8s and

being

amount

8Bo.il

from which it

presented a .special report,
appeared that, up to date,

respectively. A very important
presented is that in relation to cereal latter sum must be
products in New England. Between 18(10 claims, amounting
fact

and

1870 there

decrease of 17.(hi

a

was

per cent., but in the next decade there
percent. This

on

ployees

probation, and competent emof the government should be

assured of

good

retaining

behavior.

their

positions during

This alone

would

do

away with many of the evils of the spoils
system and would be alike of advantage

government. Now
clerk whose “influence” becomes an ex-

to the clerks and the
a

Congressman does not know when lie may
be called to step down and out to make
room

has

been made in

Massachusetts,

Rhode Island and Con-

to fall olf in their

duction of

There

are

which,

as

greater in 1880 than it
rate of increase being

was

1800, the

claims, of which creditors will receive

yield

for 1880

1,101,072 pounds
against s,B2s,7!>s pounds for 1*70. The
increase in Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island and Vermont is comparatively insignificant,
on

as

I

was

tobacco culture is carried

to a very limited extent in those States.

for

an

appointee

of the

new

M. C.

This fear is pretty sure to demoralize the
clerk, and to destroy his usefulness to a

greater

or

less extent.

Of the humilia-

notice

The following is
swift and terrible

punishment

to assassins in the

past:

was

leaving

lived but

the country, is established in New
England and there are factories in each
of the States, < 'onnecticut taking the lead

demned to the

and

bones with

following.

Figures

given, based upon reports from liftv-four
factories, show that the capital invested
in this
to

industry

in New

8.7,7!MI. lull, that

have been

as

employed

England

amounts

many as 7t»2t> hands
in 188(1, and that the

value of the finished goods, turned

who

persons

employed.

was

a

In l.>l William

few minutes.

The muiderer,

not of a sound

His right band

mind,

was

con-

barbarous death.

most

burned oil' with red

was

hot irons and his Itesli

torn from bis

was

pincers in six dilferent places.
He was quartered and disembou eled alive,

his breast

from his bosom and

torn

was

flung in bis face, and finally bis head
cut off.
He sustained this frightful
deal with

out

I I(l.b72 bales of cotton used, and I2R.2B0

meted out

Prince, whom lie shot as he
the dinner tab^. The victim

pounds in isso. The silk industry, which
is rapidly increasing in importance all

Massachusetts

illustration of the

an

emissary of the Spanish
lie represented himself a
Hoveinment.
lluguuot refugee, and thus obtained ac-

7,BI2,s*7 pounds in

over

recover.

olic fanatic and

to the

7.0UP.7B0

probably

of orange, the liberator of Holland, was
assassinated by (lerard, who was a Cath-

cess

to

This is

all the victims of Mrs. Ilowe will

The yield in Massachusetts fell olf from
1870

mail.

by

calmness.

perfect

4th have been received.

As less

the

on

powder

burned than heretofore the casual-

was

ties

fewer.

are

this State,

township,
\Y.

In

brown

a

named lleo.

man

killed

instantly

was

one-half

Lincoln

the

by

Chamber of Commerce

In
gun.
of
wife
and
four
and
left
a
years
age
children. In Lincoln Nebraska, a can-

tions

non

Al

a

bursting of

special meeting

of the New York

Thursday, resoluunanimously adopted setting
forth the unspeakable grief and indignation at the attempted assassination of the
President.
After the adoption of the rewere

solutions, Cyrus \Y. Field announced that
a number of gentlemen had determined
to raise

Svl.lilJMlM, which is

to be invested

exploded

subscribed

a

similar amount.

A number

of others put down their names for sl.uiio
each.
In response to general requests
the testimonial will be made a national
one

and all invited to subscribe.

amount has

already

been received

A

large
by Mr.

Field.

one

Ith that

the

on

acid.

with

hundred

in

are

critical

a

In

and

gunpowder

lemonade.

picnic
can

beware of

discussing

the cost of sailing Ameriships, a correspondent of

operators for the daily bulletins concerning the condition of the President.
'The company distributes these

courteous

bulletins throughout the country gratui-

tously.

compensated

for in

than

more

model and

superior

the credit sy stem the
In an
Herald
York
Now
says that the subscribeditorial

on

should pay Ibr his newspaper in advance, this being good lor the editors and
for the

general

progress to

complications.

Six attempts have been made upon the
life of Queen Victoria. There are Guiteaus in other lands

than

our own.

A

Chicago man lias beaten Tanner,
having lasted 45 days. Hut then, you
know, the people of Chicago are fast.

the lake

good

Noththe Herald, “the paper is better.
ing adds so much vigor to the country
editors style as the knowledge that there
is

a

bag of meal in the house and a barrel
on
The
tap in the cellar."

of cider

Herald is

a

The old

sensible paper

saying

1

dinner

or

a

bv
lailed
iS

the rules of medical

public cares little for
etiquette at this time.

It demands that the President shall have
the best

medical and

surgical

skill ob-

tiful

'lull les

Font

done in his presence which may affect
unfavorably. It is to be hoped that

fully

aware

of their

charge are
great responsibility.

on

by

closely

as

■

abled him to arrive at the
clusions:

“My

following

con-

observations of this fellow

and also of Loggia's comet,

seven

years
that comets tails

ago, have convinced me
are fastened on tight, and

of

are

a

occupied by

lake

a

hay,

its. make

beheve

The Richmond
favor

Debt

*uded it for

from

over

the

day.

oid

“attack

Secretary Blaine has

cool and

self-possessed,

mackerel

mil

are

with

ot

persistently stay
have made the

causes

legislation

cannot lie

caught cither

lislt

inside

by

they

outside of the limits

or

paid

its

at

great cities

invigorating

air

the

on

Fewer

swelled

heads,

we

lie

say concerning counterfeit butter.
of them are particular to a hair.
The heat of

hich he has

mind, for he can
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all
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nihilatiou of all lings and cliques. u,:,i .•heat the
honest, voter out ot his vote
And for that pur
peso we should place a Republican ticket m 1 hi*
iielil, and should support it with our full parly
vote
It we do otherwise, we wili not only be
party to a great defeat, tint the stain of disgrace
will not be wiped out. even alt,
the Republican
thirty ot 11m- Nation is defeated, which must mon
follow it the Republicans in otte States follow it.
the footsteps of Virginia, and stab to death their
own party, instead of Itetnocraci
We, (therefore
advise placing a full Republican ticket n, Ihein'ld
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City

Debt.

by the refunding committee's
report tluit they reeonnuend that the eity council
should plaee the city’s interest in the railroad into
the hands of trustees as security fertile proposed
new four percent, eity bonds.
Such action would
give the trustees the power to control thecity’s rail
road interests for forty years, and the eity would
have no right to represent her stock in the stockholder’s meetings. The trustees might then vide to
declare a six per cent, dividend on the preferred
stock and plaee the balance of the rental in a '•ink
ing fund to pay debts and interest thereon of the
railroad company, thereby compelling the cit\’s
non preferred stock to pay all of the note ami in
terest thereon, held by the « ity against the railroad
see

company and to pay the mortgage on the road with
its interest. Can the tax payers of Belfast alford
to jeopardize their property in this manner
Cannot the city’s stock be placed as collateral for these
bonds, reserving the city's right to represent and
control her interests. It seems to me that this ipies
tion, now before the city council, is a very important

one
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for the tax payers of this
see

to it

that their rights
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maintained.
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alter all, one cannot improve upon na-
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otally abstained from its use as a beverage hn
aediately below this spring is an artiticial [mn
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stronger construction.’'

edge
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doubt pass it law providing that any atships, and steam freighters, than if tempt upon the life of the lTesident shall
built in Lngland, especially for the latter,
he punishable by death.
If I‘resident
if the running expenses could be kept Garfield recovers Guiteau can
only In
down to those of the Lnglish ships, and
imprisoned tor eight years.
this can be done if the same liberal policy
Now is a good time for residents of the
is adopted for shipping here as in LngThe difference in cost is
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drank without injurious effect, bv parti*
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ot
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land.

pavilion and
spring of pure

beautiful

water, very cool, and
aid to bo of the same character as the fatuous
Vdand spring water.
It ce taiuly must be both

containing several rocky islands and a
Wound
quantity of gold and silver fish.
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could allbrd to pay v!U per cent, more for
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and british

Between tin*
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the eouunaniler of the Koval
yacht Osborne, is a wonderful ullair. I he
London World describes it as “a genuine
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ho Eastern bay with its many islands, Castiue bar
Blue Hill, the Penobscot river and Port Point.
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it
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at once

proved
despatch

poisoned

condition,

Chittenden and 1). Willis James

wound-

but lemonade

took of lemonade

the l nited States Trust

during her life, and at her death be
equally divided among her children in
appreciation of the noble character of the
President.
Mr. Field then presented a
subscription list, headed by his own name
for seal MM), and, below, those of Drexel,
Morgan A Co. and .lay Could, each for
a like amount.
C. P. Huntington, S. 15.

one man.

gunpowder. A
from Warrensburg, Mo., says t whole
boatload of picknickei s. bun in all, parbeen
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about

was

fatal than

more
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ing four others,
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Company and the
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while from points
the open sea.

seen :

■i'parel with its penetratin'.!'dust. should

Calais

The usual returns of accidents

Belfast, Searsport and

mountains,

tor.

may tin* movement of bread stutls to the seaboard
ho diminished as compared with the last two sea
sons; and next, how far may a materia! reduction
of this important item in our exports change the
late extraordinary current of the precious met
als
it is, at present, impossible to answer thes**
questions with any definiteness: but they are of
too important a nature to he lost sight of, and
may
at a later period become very
important in their
relation to the market for securities.

was
oi

within

demand for American wheat

tains and jets of water. There is just
table space enough left for the plates and

are

he Camden

itoekton, cau bo distinctly

important decrease The hearings
ot such a harvest prospect are not to he overlooked
They suggest the questions lirst how much

117 claims for costs in suits

about ssimiii

done lor those who visit the place.
The view from the pavilion is particularly tine
;’ho western portion of Penobscot bay, lalesboro
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an

lycopodium. From tile islands '-'pringr
ferns and palms and innumerable foun-

y
proven, amount to
number of claims to the face value of

printed

Kuropean

ving

in

gain being made in Connecticut, when1
the

an

feet by forty has been constructed
accommodate excursion parties. There is also,
handsome two story cottage where cooking iuu\

Taking tho situation as a whole, it would at
present seem possible that the deficiency in wheat
as compared with IKSO,
may amount to an important percentage of our late
exportable surplus It
is also to be taken into account that foreign ad
vices indicate, on the whole, good crop prospects,
and claim for Russia, our chief competitor tho
largest yield of wheat known for twenty year.-, so
show

which steamers can lie at low water, and hut a
rods above it, on the brow of the promontory,

pavilion sixty

cations the wheat harvest cannot eipial
that of last year.
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substantial and convenient wharf has been built
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future of the market is thought to lie on
the crop prospect—as from present indi-
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thing like 17 per cent. There has been
a large increase in the yield of tobacco
during the past decade, the bulk of the
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Id, making-
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was ordered that a diviinvestigation.
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were surprised
both by ii
and beautiful location, and the great
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ublic spirited proprietor, Hon. Win. 11. Sargent
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it is found difficult to keep up with the
current demand for goods; and the means
of production are being increased in even

direction.”
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visiting it, and
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For example ; “it has perhaps never
hapour

to * I PJ.'l.
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wards recovery is manifest, and thus far
without serious
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An exchange concludes an article on
dayshewill be re- tions and degradations too often endured
false liaia as follows: ‘‘Considered from
moved to the Soldiers’ Home, where there in obtaining a
fate
and
of
sad
the
place,
will he no need of appliances to lower the of those
who, after years of government the standpoint of her head, woman is, to
temperature or produce fresh currents of service have unfitted them for other work, say the least, peculiar.” The standpoint
air.
He could he placed on aspring mat- are turned out without cause, it is not from which woman is regarded strikes us
tress on a stretcher and carried out by
as even more peculiar.
necessary to speak now.
of
men
in
the
mornrelays
strong
early
Mr. Depew lias withdrawn from the
('apt. lioutelle of the Whig, is a good
ing or in tlio long twilight of the evening
when tlie heat would not be oppressive. contest at Albany and a Republican cau- deal more than convalescent, judging
The change would also he very beneficial cus has nominated Warner Miller and from the vim with which he goes for
to Mrs. Garfield. The physicians say, Klbridge G. Lapham as the successors of (Sov. Plaisled and some of his recent aphowever, that this will not lit; possible Senators Cotiklingand 1’latt. Mr. Miller pointees. He goeth for the scalp of the
was graduated at I'nion college in
I Still. Fllsworth Redman.
for some time.
as a private in the
In
he
enlisted
ISlil,
fttMHU
I
\
111
i.1 <JI ill'll
uuima>
It is telegraphed from Albany that
5th Now York cavalry, and won his way
symptoms appeared, but these soon sub“will never retire.”
He is not
Conkling
of
lieutenant, lie was
sided, and Tuesday’s bulletins were very up to the rank
one of the retiring
he did
taken
at
Winchester,
kind,
lie
is
now
though
prisoner
favorable.
The President’s condition
once make a retrograde movement, with
in
the
manufacture
of
In
paper.
steadily improved during the day (Tues- engaged
ex-Oov. Sprague and a shot gun in his
day) and Dr. Woodward, one of the four 1872, he was a delegate to the national
rear.
has since served
surgeons who are in constant attendance Republican convention,
It is now given out that
in
the
New
York
and was
legislature,
the
Representative Speer
upon
President, upon being asked at
of Georgia will continue to vote with the Demoin
1878
elected
to
and
re-electCongress
what
he
crats.
of
the latter’s connight
thought
The Oenioeratic papers which have
dition replied:
“This has been on the ed in 1880. Mr. Lapham is an older man.
whole the best day the President has bad He was born in 1814, and was a school- been abusing Speer will now eat their
After words.
since his injury. There was less disturb- mate of Stephen A. Douglas.
Doherty,
Marblehead man who chastised the scoundrel at
some years of railroad engineering, lie
ance
the
and
in
febrile
rise
this
during
day,
Washington, who gloried in the shooting of the
I'erry of the Camden Herald jammed
President, have raised money with which to pur- afternoon than on the previous afternoons studied law and was admitted to the bar
bis lingers in a job press the other day,
chase a gold headed ebony cane, to be presented to
lie was a member of the conand the actual maximum temperature was in 1844.
him.
but as lie holds an accident
policy lie is
convention of New York in
stitutional
less to-day than yesterday. It still repreThe International Monetary Congress has adnot greatly depressed.
journed .okWiV, after adopting a resolution expres- sents, however, considerable afternoon 18(17, and has served for three years in
sive of a desire that the conference reassemble
Miller bolted the Conkling
The number of national banks now in
April l‘_*. IHRd, to settle the details of a monetary fever, and it would not be safe as yet to Congress.
convention which it was hoped would be conclud
several years ago, and was a existence is U,ld2.
machine
declare
the
President
out
of danger, but
Kifty-ldur were ored by that time.
his general symptoms are very eneourag- conspicuous opponent of the policy of the ganized during the fiscal year ending
The scales used for weighing gold in the assay
State conventions of I87i» and 1880.
oflice at New York are so delicate that when
June .‘{(Itli.
iug, and with every day we feel increased
brought to a balance with two pieces of paper of
is aipiiet, easy-going gentleman,
Lapham
The
follow
bulletin
was
issued
hope.”
ing
size
in the pans, the mere writing of a name
equal
The verdict in Washington isthatCuiwho has not distinguished himself in any
with a lead pencil on one of the pieces of
paper yesterday, l-’ith, at I 1*. m., and signed
will turn the scales in its favor.
teau is not too insane to lie hanged.
but
has
a firm hold upon the
way
respect
by Dr. Bliss and associates : President’s
Headers ot Mr. Schuyler 8 “Peter the Great,” in
condition continues favorable: Pulse !M, and confidence of his neighbors at Can- Some think hanging too good for the
Scribner will remember the order of that famous
assassin.
reformer requiring Russian seamen to be clean
The andaigua.
temperature KM) <>, respiration 2!2.

probable

At

of l,78.‘i,iisi;.
The debt per capita in the
cities is more than double that in the

responsible that year was .**,!(.«I,llti8. The cotton in
the Treasury Department.
dustry, in which Massachusetts leads the
arc noted, but not
exceptional, other New England States, was represin which the principles of civil ented in Issn
by 8,8ih;, ||7 spindles, I,-

without the appearance of
symptoms which mark the progress of
fatal eases, they should remember that the

day

this connection

shown in former

only partake of cases
quantity, care- service reform have been observed. Inselected
and
fully
prepared, cannot bear deed, it may be said that where a clerk's
the slightest excitement, not even the opportunities and abilities enable him to

which

In

necticut, the other

of the wound, can
food in the most limited

presence of friends in the sick chamber
messages of sympathy and affection

Southern cities and towns is

the Poston Journal of the bill says that
“there would beGuiteaus, deadbeats and

pains

or

fifteen being
for the fifteen

turned up here who wanted to be inaugurated,
each claiming to have been elected
Seven were
arrested on the day Mr Hayes was inaugurated.
An equal number wanted to take tionerul (jrant's
place at the tirst and nearly a dozen on the oeca
siou ot his second inauguration
Don't you remember what an excitement the mariiage of
Nellie Urant created ? Well, five or six cranks’
one of whom paid about $f»H tor his railroad ticket,
ranging in age troin thirty to sixty years, came on
here, each claiming to be the groom. Two of them
were sent to the insane asylum the same day m
the same ambulance, and they fought all the way
over as to which of them
was the real groom.
During the excitement (hat followed the Nathan
murder mystery sixteen persons in all in different
parts of the country confessed to being the nuir
derer
In the excitement that took place during
the consideration of the iullition bill, as it was
called, we had over a dozen financial ‘‘cranks’’ to
come, and over a hundred were already here.
They all kept reasonably quiet except a demented
New York Congressman, who rude about the
streets increasing the circulating medium
by
throwing greenbacks out of his carnage in the
streets.
In the insane asylum there are four men
who claim to he presidents, olio or two kings, one
queen and three men who have financial theories
that they claim will save the country.
men

increase

financial

able to

■81

debt, the total for the
1,4 1B,B7(>, while the total

Dice’s

Oue of the most attractive places to visit on
hese sultry summer days is Dice's Head, in the
own of Castiue.
We had the pleasure last week

during times of excitement. pened in the history of a country that
They have not heretofore been regarded such a remarkable series of circumas dangerous, although no one could tell
stances has combined to elevate its credwhat little thing might make them so. it and enhance the value of its
investAs an attache of the Washington police ments.” And further: “The
general state
department remarked to a New York of business throughout the country is all
Herald correspondent, “Their minds are that could be desired for
the creation of
not balanced and they are liable to go off confidence.
Kvery industry is unusually
like a sky rocket on the slightest preactive, and generally at high rates of
tence.” The officer said further
profit. In most branches of manufacture

that the “too preFor example,
vious” outburst is over.

amply confirmed

It says few understand how
sick and weak the President is.
After

hope.

better olf also in the matter of their bonded

monthly financial circular of llewCo., New York, while expressing some apprehensions as to the
future, presents a very encouraging view
The

rey Clews cY

appearance

order of the court, s Id, Ibtl.do, lea
the net liabilities up to date, s“!fc2,i

Oeneral.

for

per $l(Hii) is less.
The .Massachusetts cities and towns are

Some have been well known characters
there for years, and others make their

est on AS

concerning the PresiIndeed, it affords very little ground

dent.

the rate of taxation

name by which the
Washington police force designate the eccentricand wholly or partially insane tiersons who turn
up at the national capital.

was an increase of 2. 11

The view it has taken of this matter is

tempt

day night

“Cranks” is the

matter of

a

When arrested he said

and Platt.

suspicion

President is out of danger.

England in the Census.

by the enterprising Boston Journal, is
import- worthy of attention and study. The exance in this connection.
That is, the al- cess of female population is the first fact
of
the
assassin. I f, as many noted, this excess appearing in everyone
leged insanity
is
insane
Guiteau
his actions are of the New England States excepting
believe,
In the country as a whole the
not to Ins accounted for, and his crime is Vermont.
only a counterpart of that of the Pocasset male population is in excess, hut the male
child murderer.
In none of the numer- population emigrates Westward, and as
a result females predominate in all the
ous published interviews with Guiteau,
and in none of his letters, is anything Atlantic coast States with the exception
said of his claims to an office or of his of Delaware. \ comparison as to wealth
disappointment because of his failure to and taxation, made between fifteen cities
obtain one. Indeed, from what he has and towns in Massachusetts and a like
said and written the natural inference number in the South, results in favor of
would be that his crime was the direct the former, showing that while the valuaoutcome of the Colliding matter. Gui- tion in Massachusetts cities and towns is
teau was an ardent partisan of Colliding greater per capita than it is in the South,
spoils system,

bare

of tho bullet has not

referring

Journal’s conclusions that the act
no logical relation to the

and

not yet been able to convey to an anxious
people the longed for assurance that the

New

An array of facts relative to New England, gathered from the census of 1880.

of Guiteau had

now

encouraging: but the
attending physicians and the personal

Spoils System.

The Portland Advertiser in
to the
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President Garfield recent)'' took out a
life insurance policy for jjeTqfNIft.
District Attorney Corkliill believes
Guiteau rational and sane.
The Governor of Kentucky has proclaimed Thursday the 14th as a day of
public fasting and prayer for the recovery
of the President.
Petitions are in circulation in Boston
recommending the Governor to set apart
a day for thanksgiving upon the convalescence of the President.
Dr. Win. A. Hammond, in regard to
Guiteau being insane, says: “1 am in
favor of hanging such insane people on
A I.PA P PK<IM la'lTP.W’s IliSTilKV.
the same principle that 1 would shoot a
since the attempted assassination of mad
dog."
the President, Mr. Judd, one of the latSenator Jones is reported as saying
ter's secretaries, has recalled to mind the that if Ganield dies he does not believe
fact that last fall, soon aftei the October
Colliding would lakea place in the Cabielections, while the President was at net. If lie does not return to the Senate
Mentor, Ohio, he received from the then lie will not accept an ofliee.
unknown Charles Guiteau the following
Guiteau is very solicitous for the preletter dated New York City, and written servation of his health.
When taken to
upon headed paper of the Fifth Avenue jail, he objected to taking his shoes otf,
Hotel :
lest in walking across the stone floor, he
"Hear tleneral
I, < Tunics I,uitcau. hereby make
might “eateli his death o’ cold.’’
application lor the Austrian .Mission: being about
Seereta: y Blaine‘keeps away from the
to marry a wealthy anil aeeoaiplislieil heiress of
President, most of the time, as the Presiibis eily. we think that together we might repiv
sent tliis Nation with ilignity and grin
dent, when the Secretary is present, pertin the
principle .if-iirst come first sen ior 1 have faith sists in talking about public business, in
that you will give inis appliealioii your honorable
spite of remonstrances.
eonsuleratioii
(’has. tit'irKAi ."
Jimmy Garlield said, on Thursday:
The letter was shown to Gen. Garfield
Papa is going to get well again, as sure
rather as a curiosity than as a comminuas anything,
lie said he was, and you
tion to ho answered, and he set eral times
know when papa says anything, he geualterward referred to it half humorously
cially does it. 1 would bet odds he gets
as an illustration of
unparalleled audacity well.”
and impudence.
Mrs. Dunn, mother of the lady whom
ItOi'.l S !•!( II Itl>.
Guiteau married, is an inmate of the
Home for the Aged near Chicago. She
A good deal <>1 ainiiseinont is afibided
to the people at the W hite House hy the asserts that a brother of Guiteau’s father
illustrations in the pictorial papers of the died in an insane asylum.
There is no cessation in the receipt of
scenes and incidents about the house.
They might os well he representations of telegrams of sympathy from all parts of
something that occurred in China, as far the world for the President and expresas
recognizing either the persons or sions of thankfulness at the favorable
scenes depicted.
They are mostly atro- symptoms that have appeared in his illness.
cious caricatures.
Dr. D. \V. Bliss, one of the President’s
A niSTUKlCAl. HKMIMSI'KXI K.
is a native of New England.
The Baltimore Sim has this historical physicians,
the war he was a volunteer surreminiscence: The room now occupied During
geon, and was mostly during its continuhy the President has always been used by ance in Baltimore
in charge of a hospital,
the Presidents.
Men. Taylor who died
since the war he has been in private
in the Lxeeutive Mansion occupied tlie
practice in Washington.
room during the winter, hut as it was
James A. Garlield and James G. Blaine
the custom, alw ay s removed to the northhave for twenty years been friends. Those
west chamber for the summer, and he
who have seen them in the sick room todied there on the Cth of July, lsf>U.
Exgether
say they act and talk like brothers,
cept for its closer proximity to the street and more than once the stricken
Presithis room would he much more desirable
dent, since last Saturday morning, has
and cooler for the President now.
Dur- extended his hand
to his
of
ing the visit of the Prince of Wales in State and said “How 1 loveSecretary
as a
you,”
Buchanan's term, lie occupied this northman would talk to a woman.
west room, and it was afterward called
Mr. Conkling has sent a telegram exthe State bedroom.
During Lincoln's adw ith Mrs. Garlield and
ministration it was newly furnished, the pressing sympathy
at the improved condition ot the
gladness
bedstead being magnificently carved, tinPresident. He also sent a letter to Atwork of a Boston firm. 'The first to ocGeneral MacYeagli, asking him to
torney
the
room
was
Men.
Burnside on the
cupy
to the President his sympathy,
express
night when against his personal wishes, and also
containing suggestions as to the
he had to take command of the forces afof the crime.
Both were appunishment
ter Men. McClellan was recalled.
The
propriately answered.
room adjoining the President’s into w hich
Major Bundy, author of a life of Gen.
it was reported he had been removed, is
Garlield, spent Sunday, June goth, before
one of the handsomest in the Mansion,
the shooting with the President. The
and during Buchanan's term w as
occupied President heard a sermon that day which
his
by
niece, Miss Harriet Lane.
affected him considerably, and he said to
iiriiKAi' as ax At rnon.
Major Bundy: “What is all the world
It appears that, when in Boston, the compared to the repose of the spirit in a
assassin, Charles J. Muiteau, took the man’s body. There is where wo are to
manuscript oi a work hearing the title: look for peace, that the conquest of the
‘■The 'Truth: A Companion of the
Bible,” whole world will not give us. A man
to the well-known
Boston publishing who keeps his soul free and turns to God
house ol D. Lothrop A Co., aud asked in contemplation frequently, is the wise
the firm to become its publishers. It was man.”
Guiteau remains in the cell in the jail
received, and handed hy the firm to its
committee of examination, who at once where he was first placed, and makes no
rejected it. Muiteau then took the book complaint. The detectives and secret
to Messrs. Wriglit \
Potter, and had the service men have chased down every clue
Messrs. Lothrops’ name as publisher in- and suspicions circumstance, and have reserted without their knowledge or con- ported the bottoms knocked out of them
sent.
'The book was printed in octavo all.
Not one of many officers employed
form, and contained Igti pages. A small on the case believes that Guiteau had an
edition only was printed, and Muiteau accomplice. The papers found upon him
had the assurance to take some of them at the time of his arrest, and others beto Mr. Lothrop and asked that
they longing to him are of no importance, and
might be put on sale by his house. Mr. will soon be given to the press.
Lothrop was naturally indignant at the
liberty taken by this stranger in using
Clippings.
the name of his firm on his title
pages
"Hannibal llauiliu never maile a fool of himself,”
and in an advertisement w ithout
consent, the
Springfield I'nion says. That is more than
aud sharply reproved him for
doing so can he said of many men.’
| Boston Iferald.
Muiteau made a very humble apology,
No one is-likely to believe that a mad man would
and promised to w ithdraw it at once,
not he just as apt to shoot any ollicial under the
til ITKAf’s OUl.MK.
"civil service reform" or any other “system
It has been satisfactorily demonstrated [Kennebec Journal.
11 a man has not enough sense to get married,
that Muiteau alone is responsible.
His
where there are as
charming women as in
own admission in
regard to his purpose M aine he should not many
he eligible for fence-viewer in
and conduct have been corroborated
by a back township. [Chicago Inter Ocean.
the tacts ascertained by the
searching inThe
of ex-Senator llamlin of Maine
vestigation made by the detectives and to be appointment
Minister to Spain, in place of ex-doveruor
other officers. Six weeks ago lie deter- Fairchild, who desires
to he recalled, meets the
mined to kill the President, and it is now- approval of the Republican press. [Boston Jour.
known that he was at the railroad depot
Walker Blaine is a young man to have an assist
for that purpose when the President and ant secretaryship conferred
upon him, but he is
Mrs. Garfield went to Long Branch a as capable of performing its duties as any man.
able
and
he
has a future before
Bright,
popular,
short time ago.
The crime was not comhim
[Boston Herald.
mitted at that time, because ho was
There appears to bo a
moved by the apparent helplessness of
persistent attempt on the
Mrs. Garfield, who was recovering from part of some of our public journals to trace the
crime of (Juiteau to the refusal by tho President
a severe sickness.
His diabolical resolu- to appoint him te a
consulship. For this there is
tion, however, was not abandoned, but not tho slightest warrant, (iuiteau gives his
such as they are, for the deed, and those
simply postponed. The only expression reasons,
who know him best, think that he had an assassin's
of opinion by the President on the consincerity of purpose. [New Orleans City Item.
spiracy phrase of the matter was dropped
Wednesday afternoon, when Mr. Garfield
A block of ice, melted in Charles Bartine's ice
was reading some extracts from the
pa- chest, at Conuersville, Ind was found to contain
pers. A paragraph was read setting fort h a frog weighing a quarter of a pound and in good
the plot theory, but tlie President shook health.
bis head and said, “1 don’t believe it.”
The friends of Mr. Edward W.
the
i>
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Governor's Okfick,
(
Columbus, 0., .1 uly 10. \
The present indications strongly encourage the
hope that tho President will recover from the of
feels ot the horrible attempt upon his life. It must
occur to nil that it would be most titling for the
Governors of the several States and Territories to
issue proclamations setting apart a day to be generally agreed upon for thanksgiving and praise to
Almighty God for the blessed deliverance of our
President, and the great evidence of His goodness
to this nation.
If this suggestion meets your approbation permit me to name tho Governors of
New York, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Maryland
and Ohio as a committee to fix upon a day to bo
so observed.
Please reply.
Cuari.es Foster.
(Sigued)

The

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

sent the following telegram to the Governors of all the States and Territories

flip

The storehouses of the whole country
an* open to the President.
Large packages containing line w ines and liquors are
received every day. Everybody who has
some very old wine, whiskey or brandy
is sending it to the White House for the
use of the
President. Some port wine
fifty years old arrived Thursday. The
gentleman sending this contribution of
old wine said that he was a temperance
man.
The wine had been placed in the
family vault thirty years ago by bis
He
father and had never been touched.
hoped tlie President would accept it and
find it beneficial.
Large quantities of
patent medicines are. received, with healing qualities fully set forth in accompanying circulars. .Mrs. Hatfield, too, has
received quantities of beautiful bouquets,
and some one sent her a large box of cut
liowers by express Thursday.
Ill l:

lie confined, from any attack from mobs.
Few criminals would have thought of
that, much less would an insane one have
thought of it.

leaceful purposes in Richmond was the Virgin
completed just before the commencement
t he late war, and named after the tirst white do!
j hire,

1

orn iu the Slate
After her completion (she
bout •»•»() tons burden) a grand entertainment

w
u

aboard of her, when a prosperous career \vaShe sailed and never rcturin
l indicted tor her
.v he was owned in this
city. The frame of a com
j anion vessel was put down at Rocketts on if
ompletion of the Virginia Dare, and remaim
1 here during the war, being afterwards burned l>\
n incendiary.... The New Vork Journal of (
i;
aerce says that probably no tiner specimen of m
t me architecture has ever entered the
port ot New
fork than the ship \V .) Rotch, now loading t.c
lapan She was built at Bath. Me registered I I
1 ons
Tin* vessel has been much admired in New
fork by underwriters and others who have visito
ior-In Tiiomaston a keel for a
ton ship
| icing laid iu O'Brien’s
yard, and the keel for a
on schooner has been stretched iu
(Jerry's yanl
...Mr .1 (i Maddocks, Light Keeper at Owl'
lead, reports the following list of the numbei
easels of all descriptions which have passed thu
tatiou for the year ending June doth, 1881. xiv.
•
hips. I: barks, 'JJ : brigs, 8b : schooners, 17.'Oi'
?
loops, Db steamers. *d. 1Mb; total, Jl.OTL
1
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Fishermen say that Belfast Bay is full of bluefish.
Hunt

Pottle A

making

are now

lino

bundle of hay fell

A

Capt. Charles

Gilmore,
who was working in the hold of sell. Fannie A.
Gorham, at Lewis’ wharf, on Tuesday, injuring him

mackerel kits

week.

per

Hall A Durham have just purchased 1 To,000 feet
lumber, which will be cut up in their business.

•

on

T.

piite severely.

The evenings the past week, have been very favorable for boating. The moon was large, the eve-

commissioner has made many improve
ments in the sidewalks about the city and in .some-

nings

The street

places new

At

Tin Wtiviivns.
It is rather quiet along
wharves at present. Ila/.eitiue has loaded sell.
I outi
\. liorhaiii with hay for Jacksonville.\.
M. Carter has loaded sell. Brunette with
hay for
B**-t' u:.... Brig .lames Miller lias taken on a lot of
I'-tv w ith her ice freight, she will seek a market at
1\« y \\ cst or -onie Culf port.

iii

city

this

bad,

Monday evening.

on

city,
Thursday
W aldo Lodge I. < >. < >. F.. escorted the remains to
tin* grave, performing tin* services of tin order
then*. Tile procession was large and mad- a very
thi-

The

acting ditto, and the audience
:c disgusted w ill, tin* whole
tiling. It was a relief
b-tc
to the orchestra
composed of the street
1- b i'.nwhen the curtain went down between
" •'»

a

of

remains of Mr. AII.ion 1*. < ain, formerly of
Belfast, were buried from the Methodist ehureh, in

olivette eomhinatiou under the mant tin Buskin Club of Bangor, gave a
per

c

dn-r

Friday

Tin*

1 he 11 ‘iin.ni

‘.'m

on

Belfast captains at .Jacksonville write home very
the bat at the mouth of
the St. .Johns river. Some of our vessels have been
laying inside the bar l'or two weeks, unable to get
over from the lack >f suttwient water.
The writer
says that he thinks when tin* jetties are built there
may be more* water, but is of the opinion that their
unfinished condition is tin c.mse of the present bad
state of the bar.
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MeLellan.
house is a largo two story brick edifice, in the
repair, piped for ga-, hot and cold water, furand fitted throughout with all modern im
ment s.
The grounds are among the finest in
ity and have been lavishingly beautified by the
-••nt owner.
Forneiu residence where beauty
Hon.

W. 1L

ation, freedom from noise, and sightliness
on-idered, it ha- no superior in Kelfast. In
dilion to the house and lot n *st of the household
"d- and furniture will be
-!d. Mr. MeLellan
oilers for sale bis miscellaneous library, which
•in the owner's decided
literary tastes must e«mi!
many valuable books, 'i’lie uuetitni sale is adftiseil to take place on the premises, “Saturday
•■-•Mat 1 o'clock I*. M. Do not fail to read the
"

■

■

m-

enumerated.

I ue

f<*llowing

Waldo

eases

were

disposed

‘he recent law term at Kangor—W. D.
L. M Partridge. The case was tried in

and

of

Moulton

January

£1.7.1.2.7 and interfile defendant was one of the assignees
Hie bankrupt estate of Coleord,
Kerry and
dock ton. The plaintiff was one of the creditTin* defence was that it had been settled.
diet for plff.
The court orders the motion
was an

ruled.

action to

Judgment

recover

on

the

verdict.

The

rc-

ipt concludes by saying “no sufficient reason is
-"'ii for interference with their verdiet.”_W.
b
MeLellan vs. Axel Hay ford, Kelfast parties,
i

1

ise was

tried in January 1S7‘.», it being

t«» recover
I

verdict

I.d for

professional

an ae-

services.

the stun of $u;mi.7S.
b\<. ptions were taken. Ju the bill of items were
"r retainers
amounting to £22.7. The Judges say
'•
tantially that there is no general custom among
was

for the

in this state to

plff.

in

charge retainers in all con-t.-d cases in which they are
employed, partieuwhen the lawyer is employed continuously.
II
rescript concludes as follows:
r-

w«t

in trot In vd l.\

motion of tin-

.-non*

\ Merman Johnson, ami

gentleman tabled

until

next,

was

entirely

conferred by and

upon the Hth by-law, precisely the
same a- did the rights to dividends of the 11011-preferred stock; and
Whereas, By a change of -aid Hth by-law agreeably to the provision therefor tin* dividends of both
classes ot stockholder- under 1, may be, and should
be equitably reduced, or withheld altogether, to
meet any liability of (lie corporation not chargeable
to the running expenses of the road; and
Whereas, The present indebtedness of the corporation Wits contracted t furnish means for the
ci
caplet ion of the r»ad originally, amt in order to
save a < uitraej for a desirable lca-e thereof, which
‘•ould be saved in no other way; and was contracted by the mutual consent of* both classes of its
stockholder-, and by a waiver of their common
agreed rights again-i a mortgage or other encumbrance being placed upon the road; therefore
Resolved, That by such mutual- consent, and
waiver ot their common agreed rights, for their
common benefit, both classes of stockholders in»

favor to tin* holders thereof which they wen? not
originally entitled to, as ha- been shown from the
charter, subscription contract, by-laws and records
of the corporation ; that at the -aim* time and to the
same extent, said amendment i-an impairment of
the right.- of tin* mni-preferred stock, upon which
is thrown the burden of interest from which the
preferred stock is thereby exempted.
Resolved, That the sinking fund, so-called, as established to provide for the payment of the principal of said indebtedness, is likewise a favor to the
preferred stock at theexpenseof the non-preferred,
as is shown by the accompanying tabulation of annual results, for the seventeen years required under it for the extinguishment of said principal, of
which there is laid upon the preferred stock but
half the sum per share that i- placed upon tHe mmpreferred stock; and
Whereas, It i- further -hown by the accompanying tabulation of annual results* that umler the
combined operation of the amendment of tin* lsth
by-law and the provision-•.f the -inking fund above
mentioned, the total contributions oi the preferred
stock t«» the indebtedness of the corporation amount s
to only $21 per share, and that during the same
time -aid stock receives in dividends $S7 per share.
A I- > that the total contributions of the non-preferred stock for the same purpose amount to $X7
-7 -loo per share, and that it receives in dividends
only si iis-loo per share, from the balance of the
17th year's earnings; therefore
Resolved, That the aforesaid amendment of the
lsth by-law and the sinking fund as established,
constitute an impairment of the original rights of
the non-prelerred stock, that i- highly prejudicial
to it- value, and consequently to the interests of the
city of Belfast ; and that said amendment ami sinking fund -lionhi he abolished forthwith, and equities
between the two classes of stockholders, should he
a

<-ailed to the notice in our advertising
headed “Public Auction." It refers to the
the valuable property on High street, or
Mill, owned

ould have

curred legally and equitably, identical obligations
to pay -aid indebtedness, principal ami interest.
Resolved, That the amendment of the Hth 1>\
law, by which tin* preferred stork lirts been exempt
from Mu- burden of interest on said indebtedness is

ion is

-<*

w

Momlax

t»v i;i:n \n;\
Mil nv«;.
\t a meeting of
city govcnnina,! la-l week, the following reso-

rested

'lough, l’nil v. t
Hartley L. and \1

an
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ami
Whereas, said prixilegc

knowledge.

The

ns

state ii

:ii
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1 ’• ng -Jul-
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fur tin*

Tu\N<n

.sr% ri

win* otherwise

The records of Tin- corporation show
m» vote guaranteeing to either class of stockholders
whatever
nor any special agreement with
any rights
either class conferring exemption from corporative
liabilities, or other privilege, or agreed lights <»t
any kind, except such as were conferred in common
umler the terms ami conditions of the subscription
contract; and
Whereas, The only privilege originally conferred
upon the preferred stock consisted in a priority of
right to dividends up to -i\ per cent, per annum, to
he declared from the net earnings of the road, -ub
iect to the avowed intention, that “no mortgage or
other encumbrance” should ever be placed thereon;

t tin* fail. A
I

men

oIovsium,; abroad,.

tion; and
Whereas,

not

good rig out.

a

lass of

a
cm

la ot tin- « iia/ler of the Belfast
ami Muosein-ad L ike Railroad r'omp.am pro\ ides,
That the -orp« o'.it i-mi .-hall ha\ e autbority to issue
preferred ami mm preferred -lock upon -m*h
term- ami condition-, ami to -uHi person- and eor
poralion-.aml w itli stieli limitations and rc-tricti.ms
a- may bo deemed most for the interest of the subscribers, the -m-ce— of the corporation and the
completion of the road." And
Whereas, From the foregoing it is evident that
neither non-preferred or preferred stockholder.- in
-aid eorpora'ion ha\e or ever had any preferred
rights,or any exemption from liability .or privilege
of any kind or description, except such a- may
have been guaranteed to them respectively, by a
vote of, or by special agreement with the corpora-

w;i-

iii-.

H

k

regular meeting
Wherea-,

evening la-!. It was the intention to
unche-i Hi I nr in e-ning, mil for want of sut

,r

*

lution.-

as suece-.s-

"■Burda
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fish, selling them at

and 'files
day oi the pr« -eii! week the lirm bought lilts live
banvh.
Tin* iisherinen have ineivised !•» about,
one hundred in i.umbei.

to

ith fin*

|o meet w

| v-'.-iitaJ ion

much

anioim

to

the B •hemiaii *.iri. and will be under
1
M
1'
VI
;
inger- in Bel I a-t,

!

'!

1

city

prc-eni and gave

was

littli- trot:bU- with hi-

;|

hundred .in si a- they are taken from the
1 a-1 week Iisherinen made a- high as $b
water
per day. man. averaging .-I.' for their weeks’ work.
It tin li-li remain tin* whole season, as they have
done for several year- past, it w il! make a lucrative
hii,-iue--, and thousands "l dollar- w ill be disbursed
so

mi

M Traci,
someexcellent -i
on the piano, whiclientranced tho-c
present.
rehearsal oi the new Society;will take
tie I iiei—ali—t
v
tomorrow
Fridav

'!<■.

!■

1

regulated upon the original basis.
Resolved, That with the original rights of the two
classes of stockholders in view, as shown bv tin*
charter, subscription, contract, by-laws ami the
records of tin* corporation, it is tin* sense of the
Board of Municipal OHirers that both law and
equity require that the indebtedness of the corporation, principal and intere-t, should be borne by their
respective dividend funds, and upon a per centum
basis, so that each dollar of those funds should contribute a lik** sum towards tin* liquidation thereof;
and that tin* by-laws of the corporation should be
changed to that effect.
nil

iiKH-mig

wa-

last in reference to placing

neni

<»u

r

nuay evening
the railroad in the hands

security for the new loan contemplated by the refunding committee. The paper
drawn up provides for live trustees who are to hold
in trust for the city of Belfast, its railroad stock,
thereby taking from the city for forty years the enof trustees

as

Ig* or jury could rightly say that the defendant
tire control of its interests. A removal of a trustee
l‘>"inised to pay anything on account of the discan only be made through the Supreme Court. The
'h'd retainers*.
It'is suggested at the Bar that
board, considering the importance of the question,
plaintiff is willing to cure the error by a re
!!,‘ttitur. If he remits an amount equal to all the wanted more time to post themselves, and adjourn"ii- w hieh stand
<*.harged for the disputed retain- ed iinal action to Monday evening next. Some gen1
with interest thereon from the date of the writ
"
tlemen of the board objected to the city’s relinwill he no occasion to semi the ease to a new
1
'I The only error alleged will then have to become
quishing for so long a term of years its interest,
"■trnile.ss and the exceptions may be overruled, unproposing, if found expedient, that the city morthe so remits within a reasonable time. Kxcep;
hon.s sustained.
gage its stock for securing the bonds, but reserve
Heirs of Robert Klwell vs. Thomas A. Cunning- the right to vote at stockholder’s meeting, the same
and sisters. This is the celebrated land case as at present-Fred A. Carle was chosen tax colNorthport, of which Mrs. Preston is agent for lector at 1 \ percent, commission. J. D. Tucker,
,,H‘ plaintiffs. The case cainc to a stand still at the
chosen June 17th, not having handed in his bond,
M'l il t»*rm of court, and went to the law term to the board considered it had a right to choose ani'h- whether or not Mrs. Preston could put into other. Mr. Tucker says bis bond would have been
bn- case a
copy of a deed for the original. The j ready in a few days, and sooner had he known the
I requirements of law.
•Judges have decided that she can.
■

1

The eomet is

*mi: t.

now

rapidly receding

and will be lost sight of, to the naked eye, before
the month ends.
Long after it ceases to be of interest

t

»

general observer,

the

astronomers will be

busy, aud

it will be some time before the result of
calculations is known.
Prof. Boss, of the
Dudley Observatory, Albany, says that within the
recollection of people now living but one eomet
their

iias

surpassed

this

nates in ISAs.

Ii

in

one

seems

brightness—that

to he

of Issi is neither that of 1 St»7

of Do-

settled that the
or

n.u

1-12, hut much

et
re

suggesting hat
it may be a fragment of it. Astronomers know that
comets break up, brunch oil* and form others. The
Bochcster, N. Y., Astronomical society says the
question of who discovered the present eomet has
semldes the

former,

one

astronomer

assault with intent to kill one Ceorge Meabefore the court last week. The parties
sure,
live in North Searsport. li appear- that a lot of
for

an

was

bnys

were

ance

of Seaver.

having

good lime,

a

While tin- bo\

much t<» the annoywere passing his

house under escort of Monsure. weaver came out
and pointing the weapon snapped, lml
there

1

(

was no

explosion,

lie

was

held in the

sum

fur hi- appearance at the next term of the

■S-3U!)

•mine out liar 1

lias

iiiu-ie-loving eiti/en-

our

are

loaning

sa«i

ourt.

K. M.

<

to procure Bond.- he went to

Failing

of

Skmin

\itv.

hill.

Brother Prince i- tiie son of Bev. Aiiimi
one of the ablest ami most e.-lcmied mem
Bers of the Kast Maine Conference. He has ena
tine
and exact training, possesses winning
joyed
manners, scholarly tastes and abilities of a high
As a preacher In* ha- Been very a«‘
order.
eeptable and successful, and he will carry into hi
new Held the magnetism and energy of a sympa
thetic and earnest nature.
With fresh blood and
Brains and heart presiding over and co-working,
tin* school at Bucksport will, we are assured, feel
the impulse of a new life and enter upon a large
career "f usefulness.

Prince,

Pr.K-<>s\i. James W. Holme-, of Bella-l. is
connected with John H. Murray’s circus, wiiich
performed in this city last week_Mr. Charles
Treadwell, from Philadelphia, arrived on Thursday
of last week, on his annua! summer \i.-il to Belfast.
-Capt. Melville K. Wording and wile,are visiting
relatives ami friends in Belfast. The captain is in
command of ship Standard of Bath, now at Phila-

delphia loading for Sau Francisco-Bev. Wooster
Parker, of Belfast, is now at Strong in this state.
A correspondent writing to the. Farmington Chronicle irotn strong, says—“Bev. Mr. Parker, of Belfast, occupied the pulpit at the Congregational
church on Sunday.
I understand his service- have
Been secured By tills church for the present.".I.
NY. Brown and (laughter, of Boston, are in Belfast,
for a Brief period-Mrs. W. Hymns, of New York,
is at her father’s, Arnold Harris, in this city, w here
-he will pass the season.Mr. F. K. Wright, of
Boston, an artist of note,is in Belfast and will pass
the summer here. He is stopping with John B.
NYadlin, and lias engaged the otliee of the late < «ov.
Crosby for a studio. Mr. NY. has taken a row up
the Passagassawakeag and is delighted with the
scenery-Mr. James M. Tracy,of the Boston Conservatory, will pass the hot season in Belfast, ha\
ing engaged quarters with Mr. Jesse Bobbin-Mr. Janies Howes, son of Asa Howes, is home from
the Boston Commercial College.\t the annual
meeting of the Maine Dental Society in Augusta,
on the Path inst. (.Jen. F. Karnes, of Buck-port, will
read a paper on the “Administrations of ether
nitrous oxide”... Dell Warren, of this city, formerly
driver on the Kockland stage, now sick at home,

acknowledges through the Camden Herald

a

purse

of money from his Camden friends-Mr. K. < >.
Thorndike, of Boston, is at his old home in Belfast,
where he will remain for a season_Mr. NY. K.

Littlefield, of Belfast, a commercial traveler, will
spend a two week’s vacation in this city.Mr.
Stephen Web-ter, of Concord, N. IL, is visiting
relatives in tills city. Forty years ago Mr. NY. w;ire.-iilent of Belfast-Bev. Mr. Boss ha.- gone to
Islesboro for a four weeks’ vacation, and there will
be no preaching in his church,
Cong., during his

a

absence-Mr. Win. M.

Woods,

city, has
taken his son-in-law, Mr. L. T. shales, into partner
of this

ship.
vote ol the trustees of E. M.

will commence
Seminary, the fall
Aug. :;ist instead of A ug. od-The bark Moonbeam
of Searsport, is to go on the railway here for repairs. Tiie earth and rock which she had for ballast and which came from Havana, Cuba, is being
spread on Main st-Torrent Engine Co. of this
place have received a challenge from the Dirigo
Engine Co. of Ellsworth. It will probably be accepted— Dea. Edward Swa/.ey left last week for
a tour through the west, and will visit his son, E.
E. Swa/.ev, who is doing aline business in cattle
raising.
term of '-I

Ska its port,

ne

moonlight excursion
•
Uty.'v e which was a
Cilmore

Searsport Cornet Baud gave a
to Dice’s Head, Castine, Tuesvery enjoyable occasion. Mr.

present with a full orchestra
and dancing was the order of the day. The managers of the grounds did everything in their power
to make things pleasant and all who went say Castine is the place to go on an excursion-The
Messrs Barney Bros, are doing an extensive business in their patent umbrella holders, and have also
just received a large order for ship castings from
California-The spool factory is running on full
time with orders far in advance.
In their block
A. A.

was

department they are very busy just now having
several large orders, one of which, just tilled, for a
Belfast vessel, was the finest setof blocks
turned out in Eastern Maine-The engine
out Saturday evening for exercise.
new

ever
was

Clarence II. son ot' A. J. Cilley,
drowned in Pitcher’s Pond on
Sunday. In company with two other boys young
Cilley was bathing and playing about in an old
punt. When off some distance from the shore, near
what is known as the Dr. Pendleton cottage, the
punt was overturned. The Cilley boy immediately
sank to the bottom, the others swimming ashore.
Lixcoenviele.

of this town,

was

the boys hastily put on some of his garments
and running to where a company of Belfast people
The party went
were in camp shouted for help.
One of

and attempted to find the body but were unable to do so. The next day the body was found
by Mr. I. V. Miller, of Belfast. The young man

over

He was buried Tuesday with
years
Good Templar honors under the charge of Monterey
Lodge No. 14, of which he was a member. The
Lodge attended in regalia draped iu mourning and
performed the full ritual ceremony.
was 17

of age.

finding

tin*

a new one

old lock-up had
yet built, was

not

and

The

sulphur

the

Hosier mine,

roasting
great annoyance
in
to people living
that vicinity.
The vegetation
near b\ is withered and destroyed.
fume.-

arising

are a

from the

source

ore-

at

of

began operations last week
have had splendid weather for hay making and report a Viler crop Ilian was expected-Mr. doel
Pierce, of Palermo, while at this village on the
evening of duly 4th, to witness the exhibition of
lire work-, Mas struck in the head by the stall of a
descending rocket, but luckily escaped with but a
slight wound.... Harrison 1 Jerry, of IJolan Hill, in
this town, harnessed a young horse on Sunday
morning last to take Ids aged father to church. AfLinen

Those who

i'Y.

they were ready to tart Mr. Perry’.beys wished to go with them for a ride.
ter

small

two
In

j

taking

and while
horse the animal started
i»ut at a brisk rate and before Mr. Perry bad a chance
to stop him the horse’s neck came in contact with a
clothe-, line that stretched across the* yard. The
horse stopped so -uddenly that he threw Mr. Perry
and the child over the front part of the arriage,
the child -triking the ground under the hor-c's fore
feet.
Mr. Perry was stunned for a time ami the
child was -o badly hurt, that ids life was despaired
lie lav unconscious all day Sunday,
of for h time,
lull is now hcllcrand there are hopes of hi- recovery.
of them in from between the wheels

one

lie had

no

control

tin*

over

Maine
NEWS

concerning the school,address Bex. TheoCerrisli, Buck-port. In speaking of tin new
principal, Zion's Herald, of Boston ayThe trustees of the Ka-t Maine < ’(inference Seminary at Bucksport have made a very happy -riot
lion in calling to the presidency of the institution
Bev. Morri- W. Prince, of (Jraoo Church. Haver

a

to town recent-

came

moved on to the next town-Work
lia- been re-umed in tin mine at No. (.’astine-

disgusted

fall term of this instiwill Be seen By an advertise-

formation

I5v

ly, and upon enipiiry,
boon taken away and
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Tne forthcoming report of Railroad Commissionof Now Hampshire contains the following ref
erci:ce to the Maine statute providing for the taxation ot railroads
i'he question or taxation of our railroads was
discussed and reported upon at considerable length
last year, as will be observed in the preceding report. and it i» unnecessary for ns t > add more at
this time than t«> remark that an act was passed
during the past winter by the legislature of the
State of Maine, many features of which were simiIt is simple
lar to those presented m our report.
in construction, must of necessity b<* direct in its
and
of
its
there
can be no
op. ration,
interpretation
doubt, tor its language is plain, and it detines each
step in the assessment and collection of the tax so
distinctly that the making up of the tax atter tlie
returns are made becomes :t eleiical rather than a
adieial duty. In order that its merits may he tally
understood and criticised we reprint the act from
the ollicial rt-cords.
Then follows a full copy of the law, and the
< .’ommissioners add
It is, puhaps. too early to draw any conclusion
at this time as to the practical application of this
law, yet. in our interviews with railroad men and
others in the State of Maine, we have found them
satisfied with the general features of the act, as it
is always a mutter ot relief to the management of
corporations to be able to determine tho exact
amount of taxes that will be assessed rather than
to have it entirely problematical. The public may
also congratulate themselves that they have ail act
so plain in its design that its interpretation can
scarcely be misunderstood: therefore, litigation
will be avoided, and there need be no delay in collection of tiie amount assessed, by reason of pro
tests or petitions lor hearings to obtain a reduction
of tax. under tho pretext that it is exorbitant and
ers

oppressive.
AN AUGUSTA MAN WHO HAD A KKI'.EL I’.ULLET l'UI
THKOl’G II HIS LIVER, AND VET' UK RECOVERED.

Bullet wounds, even where some of tho great interior organs of the body are touched, are not necA man of
essarily fatal or even very dangerous
vigorous constitution and of a courageous nature
would
will live through shocks which
prostrate a
On the
man of weaker will and less elastic libre.
18th of August. isfl.Mr. J. 1*. Whitehouse of this
city, during an engagement with the rebels on the
Weldon railroad in Virginia, was struck in the right
side, near the eleventh 11b, by a bullet which passed
entirely through his body, penetrating the liver,
and coining out near the spine. It was thought
that he must succumb to the wound: but he ral
lied, and in March, lSLf>, came back to Augusta
Mr. \V. grew rapidly stronger,
from the hospital
He is now
and was soon able to resume business
in
E.
G.
Caswell's
grocery store in Granite
employed
block, and enjoys good health. He reads all the
news from Washington with avidity, and is sun
game that President Garticld will eventually recover.
[Kennebec Journal.
MAKANOUOOK TEMPERANCE MEETING,

THE

The temperance Jubilee at Lake Marauoeook
promises to be one of tho most successful ever
held.
It will open oil Thursday, July :28th, with
an address by Gov. IMaisted.
Friday, July xiHth,
ex-Gov. Dingley’ will deliver an address on Prohibition in Maine. Sunday, doth, will be children's
day. and 100 Sabbath Schools have been invited to
be present.
Every tempeiance organization and
all others are invited to bo present. Hon. T. R.
Simonton, G W. (’. T says that the order of Good
Templars will make this an occasion of a grand reunion. The great apostle. Francis Murphy, will
be present and speak on two days of the meeting
Mr Murphy lias no superior advocate of temperHe will take this
ance reform in this country.
occasion to bring glad tidings of great joy from the
West. Tho full programme of the meeting will
The arrangements are under
soon bo announced.
the charge of lion. E
Farrington of Frvcburg.
FELL AMONG THIEVES

FEARFUL ACCIDENT

A

frightful

AT

RANGEl.KY.

accident occurred at

Itangeley,

!

|

The Somerset Reporter says : There has been a
great influx of wool in the market the past ton
days. Prices were good and the farmers took out
a good many thousand dollars from this
village.
W ashed brought 10 cts., and unwashed An.
I’he Elmwood at Waterville has been sold, to
gethcr with tho furniture, to Dr. Fitzgerald, of
Dexter
The house will be lifted up and run as a
first class hotel.
Two adventurers, John Tray nor, an Irishman,
and Ivar Olsen, a Swede, sailed from Bath
July
•die Bound for Havre in a dory I I feet long. *J1
inches deep and A feet wide, the smallest craft in
which the passage across the Atlantic has ever
been attempted
They are both skilled seamen
and are provisioned fur sixty
da) s.
Mrs Rachel Carrol of Tremont died June II.
}dter an illness of nine days, at tin* age of ninety
years and eleven days. She was the daughter of
Jacob Lurvcy. who died ‘JS years ago, aged !».
The Maine Press Association will meet at Far
mingtou Monday night, Aug I. fora week'soutirg
in the Kangely region
1 he following is a list oi tho winning bauds at
the Maranacook festival
1st prize, £|.a. Glover's
band. Auburn; ’2nd prize, >100, Collins'band, Port
land : AJ prize. S7A. Yarmouth band. Yarmouth;
Ith prize, S-»ii, West Waterville band. West Water
viile: -»th prize, $-10. Miller's band, Lewiston; lith
prize. Winthrop band, Winthrop ; 7th prize, North
Berwick baud, North Berwick.
Tire News says:
We have in Waldoboro a man
who lost portions of both arms years ago, but who
is not only able to drive one or four horses, but
writes his name legibly and performs much of the
labor of a farm
W refer U Mr. Hiram Cushman
<d North Waldoboro, who, in earning a living and
accumulating property puts to shame many ot
those who go armed with two hands complaining
of nothing to do.
The corporation of Farmington has decided to
va ry the contest over the legality of the bonds m
aid of the Maine Central Railroad no further.
The sixteenth annual session of the Maine Den
tal Society will be held at Moonian Hall. Augusta
Tuesday and Wednesday, July l'Jth and *J0th.
Maine horses have been making some famous
records on the turf this season.
‘Patch.' who
made a mile in '2 dtt.l at Hartford last week, was
formerly handled by Mr. Fred Rowe, in Lewiston.
••Victor," who won the *JA! class at the same
place, in 2 \M, was owned by Mr. Roberts of Vas
sal boro.
Justice Clifford is reported as very sick ui iiie
residence of Caleb R. Ayer. Cornish. He is sut
feriug from gangrene in the foot. He may live a
month or may die very soon.
John Clements, tho first settler in Hiram,brought
seven young apple trees from Massachusetts on his
b ick and these he set out on a lot back of Wadsworth Mountain, near the centre of the town
These very trees are still alive and in bearing con
dition, though upwards of a hundred years old.
The Damariscotta Herald published in its last
issue reliable returns from all sections of Lincoln
county concerning tiie crop prospects. The fol
lcwiug is a summary : Hay. not quite an average
(■! 'P
Potatoes, good crop if bugs are killed. Corn,
Wheat, an average yield. Other
looking poorly
crops backward but fair.
Mr Noah Robinson, the oldest man in Eliot
aged ''A years, died last week. He was out at the
election last tall and voted for President Garfield.
Mr. Milliken, clerk of the Casco Bay Steamboat
Company at Custom House wharf, Portland, has
quite a curiosity in the shape of a kitten with two
bodies, seven legs and one head. It lived twenty
four hours after birth.
The post ottice at West Cornville, has been discontinued.
Two Wiscasset young men wore arrested in Boston Saturday for larceny.
On their persons were
found I An pocket knives, leather purses, scissors,
Ac.
Five of the State Reform School boys escaped at
midnight, Saturday, by throwing pepper in the
eves of the watchman and
taking his keys They
are trmn It* to 1*
A reward of S-JA each
years old
is ottered for their capture.
The Reform School
otliccrs have captured three of the boys who
escaped. They were caught on the road near
Saco.
Pio was subsequently caught in Biddeford.
Travers is still at large.
Mrs. James Beverage of North Haven, aged
about sixty live, committed suicide by hanging
herself in the woodshed chamber. She was an
estimable Christian lady, but suffered from ill
health.
In Maehias. Dublin mill, grist mill and old gang
with lath mill and some lumber were all burned
Saturday night. The covered bridge was badly
damaged. The lire is thought to be from friction.
Loss si A, 000 ; no insurance. Seventy-five men are
thrown out of work.
The Portland Smelting and Reduction company
has been reorganized by the choice of the follow
mg officers: President. Hon J. U. Drummond :
Treasurer, Lorenzo B. Taylor : Superintendent, F.
L Bartlett ; Directors. J H. Drummond, M. (1
Palmer. Theodore ( Woodbury, Frank C. Crocker
of Portland, George C Scolield, R S. Beardlee and
Dore Lyou of New York. New York parties have
purchased a controlling interest in tho works and
they will bo increased to a capacity sufficient to
treat titty tons of ore a day.
Fish

Wed-

through to the cellar. Ten men
less injured. Tho master workman,
Wm. Berry, of Canton, had his shoulder blade
broken, Wesley Raymond had one leg terribly
crushed and mangled and the ankle of tho other
leg dislocated Charles Sumner had one ankle dislocated and the other bruised ; two sons of John
N Miles, Frank and Dennis, are said to be badly
injured. George M. Esty, of the Greenvale House,
received slight injuries. Reynold’s light leg was
amputated and left foot badly crushed. Berry of
Canton broke his shoulder blade and rib, the latter
penetrating his lungs. His case is precarious.
Geo. II. Puntoon was injured internally and is delirious. Chas. Snowman had ankle broken.
one

Fishinh

ani»

A

correspondent
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Remedy.

Mr. 1{. I‘. Lewis, of East Saginaw, Michigan,
writing to the editor of :he Eaporte (I ml.). Argus
says: “I wish you would allow mo to say, over
my own signature, a word ill behalf of a n markable
curative agent—(tomponnd Oxygen
It is not a
medicine hut a vitalizer. and its’effects are natural,
direct and permanent.
Its tiso involves no risk or
inconvenience of any kind
I speak both from eb
servatiou and experience. I was induced to try it
the
of
recommendations
such
men as T. S Ar
by
tliur and Judge Kelley, and also a personal friend,
Uiltl lutt'i' j'nntul it iiim'i' thou ii'iix jn'iiiiil.hi/. Til is
was over six mouths ago, and theymx? e/ib'tx /«<■•<
turn iin'iiioni'iit
A gain of fourteen pounds in six
weeks was the avoiutupois result, hill my general
spirits were lighten! d up at least a ton There are
three other men here wiiohave tried the Compound
Oxygen with even more striking results, and 1 am
acquainted witli tiio history of each case One of
them lost his voice last winter, und was so run down
in general health that little hope was entertained
of his recovery. The Oxygen cured him without
change of climate or stopping work, and he says he
is as well as ever. Another, who had worked for
years as paying teller in a liaDk, and was all used
up ami not expected to live beyond a month or two,
took the Treatment, anil is a hundred per cent,
better and recovering rapidly. Another, who was
in tile later stages of consumption, lias tried it and
is greatly improved
II. trll* ,«e /.. ulmolil
h*
ih iol l"i'ii in,n
tmt/m- it, L ivnieihi. I have no axe to
grind in making this statement, and if you should
not publish it I would lose nothing by tile refusal,
though if you should otiiers might be benefited,
which is all the end 1 have sought to compass."
Any who may desire to investigate the claims made
for this new and natural remedy, can receive
pamphlet, testimonials, etc., postage free, by addressing Messrs. Stakkk\ A I’xi.en. llOhand'lill
*' irn.nl
Street, Philadelphia, Pa

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
I»Y C. 11.
PRODUCE

SARGENT, No. S, Main Stmt.
PRICES PAID PRODUCERS.

MARKET.

oOmOU Hay ¥ton,
Apples ¥ bush,
4no Hides ¥ !t>.
dried, ¥ lb
Beans,pea,bush 2.27>m2.7)0 Lamb ¥ lb,

stn.on.j } j.pn
fe,
IomII
:j7»«7.o
~n <

Medium

$2.10m2.27» Lamb skins
Yellow-eyes 1 s7»£«-2.fH> Mutton ¥ lb,
I.'ir lx )als ¥ bush,
Butter ¥ lb,
7>0m7*>2
Heel' ¥ tt),
7,0m.V>
salu potatoe
07)m77> Hound Hoy ¥ tb
7mBarley ¥ bush,
>
Cheese ¥ tt»,
in straw ¥ b»iu
$u.o0«is.oo
ii/ii) Turkey ¥ lb,
Chicken ¥ lb,
oomOo
(half Skins ¥ lb,
121. Veal ¥ tb,
c,«c,i.
Duck ¥ lb,
Omu Wool, washed, ¥ lb,
;M
p; Wool, unwashed, ¥ lb, 27
Kggs ¥ do/...
Fowl t- ff»,
12m1I Wood, hard,
.$4.00m7).00
Geese ¥ lt>,
Hal) Wood, soft,
$2.7>Om.'1.00
lb,

1

and inllainedeyes.redandsoiv
evtdids, speeks or moving bodies floating before tinof
\ i.-ion ami dimness, uh*ers on
sight, obseurity
eye-ball or litis, stye.-, eczema of the eve lids, -ralein the eye lashes, Ai‘\
BILLIXtt’A EYE OIYTMEYT
is a sure and permanent cure, a- Ihoii.-ands ran
testify, For sale by all druggist's, or sent by mail
po.-t-pai«l on receipt of $l.oo. Address Gi.o. B.
Iw2‘.
Brigden, )eulist, Norwich, (Sun.
Have you weak

In this city,at theve>ideii<c of the bride’smother,
IJev. J. A. Ko.**, Mr. John ( arl* anil
Miss Essie I.. Peirce, both of Bella-t.
Ill tliis city. July nth, by IJev. Mr
Ryder. Mr.
Robert If. Hart and Mrs. Fannie }•.. Fleming. both
oi Belfast.
In Bangor, July Ith. ('apt. Amos Dow of Sear*
port, and Miss olive M. IIutehings «f Bangui*.
In Camden, June doth. Mr. Alfred A. Richard*
and Miss Arvilla 1”. 'i oung, both of ( aindcn.
In Rockland. July dd, Mr. William E. 11\ *<»n and
Mr-. Matilda Kobinson, both of Warren.
In Rockland,
July Ith, Mr. Marion M. Brown and
Mis* Hattie A. Smith, both ,,f Camden.
In Rockland, June JSth, Mr. John NVagle of Bath,
and Miss Bridget Keefe of Rockland.
In \ inalhaven, July 2d, Mr. Charles 11. Haskeii
and Miss Marcia Pierce, both >•!' A inalhaven.
In Yinalhaven, June 2<>tli, Mr. Frederick E. Gre\
and Miss Lottie L. Marks, both of \ inalhaven.
In Vinalhaven, June 2Jth, Mr. ( 'ha.-. L. Meritiieu
of Seal-sport, JUI'I Miss Addie A. Memthcw oi Y.
In Fnion, July 2d, Mr. George <». Teagueot War
ren, and Mi** Cora E. Haskell of l niou.
i«— ■■—h

in

—

DIED.

(Noth ing beyond the announcement of the name, ag<,
residence, fc.,of deceased persons trill be published
under this heading.)
In this city, July 12th, Mrs. Emma M. William-,
aged JO years.
In Belfast, June 12th, Kredie W. E.. only child of
Anna M. and Willi* E. Wight, aged t vc;u\-, • ; mo-,
and <1 days.
In Fairfield, June doth, Abel Bennett, forim-rlv of
Belfast, aged 7-*> years.
In Monroe, July sth, Alton. *un of Wesley and
Eli/a Scribner, aged a years and n month*.
In Lincoliiville, July 12th. Clarence II., -<m of
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Ciliey, aged 17 years, 2 month*,
(see local column.
In Rockland, July Utli, Mr. John (.rav, aged

Lucy J. Warren, Kent, 3.50 bbls. John
not reported.
Corporal Trim,
Staples; Highland Queen. Joyce; William Oaks.
Joyce. Spoken, the rid, »n the vicinity ot Alt.
Desert Rock and reported S *h. Alice, Joyce,catch
for the season *J,000 bbls-Messrs. G. E Deering
& Co of Cortland, are canning some 30 tons ot
fresh mackerel per week, employing 80 hands on
the average-The Fairfield Journal says that two
fishermen caught about twenty-four pounds of
black bass in Last Fond the other day.
Nine of
the bass weighed fourteen pounds. These fish
were placed in the pend six years ago, and are now
:

Xye, Joyce, catch

caught iu Urge numbers-A fine salmon
a

weir at \ inalhaven

July

Kill v

Besides

deep

which he

sold for

over

*0.

Is the most effectual Heine-

plaints and General Deblllty.sueh as painful.dragging

in

caught

bbls.

afternoon

whitish

with

this summer-The Gardiner

a

fly

goes to

the head

on

with

It

by

Druggists.
Price, only *1.00 per Bottle.
C. S. ROBERTSON, Proprietor, Boston.
GKO. Y. GOODWIN A CO., GenT Agents,
:)B A 3S Hanover St., Boston, Mass.
lyra

Whosoever commands the

sea

commands trado.

Whosoever commands the trado of the world commands the riches of the world and conse-

quently

the world itself. [Sir Walter

Raleigh.

Twelve eases of sunstroke, fatal throe,
in Cincinnati Sunday.

on

were re

Tho aggregate losses in Thursday’s lire at ('in
cinnati will reach a million.
400 cattle

polished in a lire burning
Fremerieh's stockyards at Buffalo.
Reports from the South are that tho cotton crop
is very late, but that a fair yield is expocted.
Not a single national hank in the United Stales
has failed during the liseal year which ended
Thursday, June doth.
Tho appointment of Hon. R. S. S. West as British
minister at Washington, to succeed Sir Rdward

Thornton,

is

gazetted.

Three hours and thirty minutes after Abraham
Lincoln's death, Andrew Johnson took the oath of
otlico as President of the United States.
Richard Hamilton, one of tho fourteen ntcu, who
volunteered Oct. 28th 1801 under Lieut. Cushing
to blow up the rebel ram Albormarle at
Plymouth,
N. C (tied recently at Camden. N .1 aged 40.
The weather at Chicago, 111, on Thursday was
very hot. There were two fatal sunstrokes. There
were 7(1 deaths in the
city on Wednesday, 50 on
Thursday, against the usual rate of 40.

lor

By strict attention to business f lioi>e to merit
fair share of public patronage.
’titf

Repairing Neatly

ci

n

<>i

a

Promptly Done.

and

R Kit KM B Ell Tin: PLACE
STREET.
Hntlt
Over Swift’s shoe Store

Dfri CACT
DlLiHoI,

H. H. CORBETT.

JOB

PRINTING!

Geo. W.

Burgess

RESPECTFULLY INFORM Ills FRIKNILS
the public that, having purchased all
the Job Printing materials of the Progressive Age
and Republican Journal, and recently rnnnvcd to
large and commodious rooms In II YYFORI) ItUM k,
lie is now prepared to attend to all kinds of

\\70lll>
>V and

PRINTING

JOB

At Very Loir Ilatrs.
M., Having added a NEYV l.MVERSAl JOit PRESS
and PETROLEUI KNblNE, he guarantees all work

STATIONERY !
A choice line of LETTER and NOTE PAPERS. E\VKLOPES, Ac., Inning also been added, lie will be
able to suit all as regards quality and price.
CM.L A .V/» SEE .s’ | MPLES.

t'hnreh St.

Hayfonl Hloch.
Bdfasi. June Jo, i^si.—i\vc.

PLEASE CALL

Total..$ H9,471..")|

Aid

the haidsoincst anil

see

I.IAMLITIKS.

most common sen si

<

apiial ‘stoek paid in.$17>o,uu9.on
Fund. ;D,0uo.ni>
Cndivided Profit.
s,l.>.90
National Bank Notes < >i;tstandlng. 1.‘>1,soo.no
1 )ividends Cnpaid.
I97.no
Individual Deposits Subject t*» Cheek_ 1
-. .7

Mirolu-

>i ati: or Maim:, ( oi ntv or U'ai.do,
I, A. H. BHAOBl BV, Cashier of the Belfast National Bank of Belfast, do solemnlv -wear that the

Ill the city, am!
ire ran ilrnie

above statement is true to ihe be*-t of my knowlbelief.
A. II. Bit.wmrKY, Cashier.
subscribe)I am! sworn to before me this .'-tti dav
of July, issi.
Josi.mi Williamson,

edge ami

Correct.

Atte-l

:

s

o

t

LvlN(t

i veness,

Jaundice,

Indigestion,
Dyspepsia,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach
and Rreatli, Headache’
Erysipelas, Piles, Itheiimatlsm. Eruptions and Skin
fa,Diseases, Hlllousness.LlY——

—

im

place

This
»

\\

w

miii-

Light

Co.

I hereby certify that tinof the above corporation
is $17,">00.00. That the assessments have all been
paid, there are no debts dm* or unp.iid, and tin*
whole amount invested in real estate and fixtures is
$17,.moo. The aggregate value as fixed by tin* assessors for Issi, $F»,<5*2f>.00.
JOHN 11. (jllMUY, Treas.

required by law,
amount of capital

Bki.I’AST, July 12, ISS1.
Personally appeared John II. (Juiniby, Troa>.,
and made oath to tin* above statement signed b\
him. Before me.
Philo IIkksky,
3w2S
Justice of the Peace.

llliiel:. (.'Iiiireh Street.

llni/jin'il

Pills,

(J l
('

jai rat as.

P.W.Pote,

For ali llie purposes of a Family Physic,
»

hieh

n

y/ass of Soila than
jiossili/y he drairn
from any other aj>-

BR< m »K>,
)
DANIEL FAIM K,
I)ir.-«-t«»r-.
Ann >TC> PERRY, )

Cathartic

from

eoliler anil

a

ran

J.
l\v*>

one

la tter

Justice of the IVaue.

LISLE GLOVES!
LISLE GLOVES!
The lost Extensive Stud

er lompmini, mops),in-

ter, Tumors and Salt IUieum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a dinner Pill, and Purifying the Blood, arc
the most congenial purgative yet perfected. Their
effects abundantly show how much they excel all
other Pills. They a.re -ate and pleasant to take,

EVER SHOWN IN BELFAST.
*’•

-A T-

B

W EBBS.

B.

They purge out the foul humors of the blood: they stimulate the sluggish nr
A NEW LOT OF
disordered organs into action: and they impart
health and tone to tin whole being. T hey cure not
only the every day complaints »f every body, but
formidable and dangerous disease
Most skill'll'
physicians, most eminent clergymen, and our best
A \ A KILTY « >1
citizen.*, >end certificates of cures performed, and
w A I; I: s
S M A Lj l
of great benelits derived from these Pills. They
CONSTANTLY <>N HAM) AT
are the safest and best physic for children, because j
A. P. MANSFIELD’S,
Masonic Temple.
mild as well as effectual,
Iteing sugar coated, they j
are easy t<> take; and being purely vegetable, they
are entirely harmles-.
powerful

hut

to

cure.

lies, iaces & Lisle Gloves!

l'liKI’AKKI*

BLACK SPANISH

in

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and tnaljt.cal liicmists.

-A N D-

iys»

SuM liv all 1 •ruy.iii-t'. and In-alers in Mcdii-ino.

TREASURER'S STATEMENT.

French

Beffasl Maitnfactnriny ( omjxiny.

The

1 l,or>n.oo
--1
debt> due except ta\c<
inve.-ted in real estate and lixtures 1 7,*k><;. ts
Last valuation of real estate and fixtures
Vmmi.oo
Aggregate value of the taxable property
of the corporation as fixed by the assessors
.‘.,000.00

Amount of

...

N. I'. II<)t

T< >N. Treasurer.

F.

B.

WALDO nil VIA

SS.

loth

:

(--i

Linens and
P.

A.

MATERIAL

IN

Light Weight Woolens,

llmst wh>* prefer them of Icn.e
fuel ure.

l’..r

oath to

Witness my hand and notarial seal, this

)

skaL.

of-

WELLS.

ALSO

Notary Public,

me. a

ever

city.

Ladies' Linen Ulsters.

Bedfast, -July l:;, DSL
MAIM

stock

fered in this

as sc*-incuts

standing)

Laces!

largest

paid in.$11,lH.fi;
capital stock (certificates out-

Amount of

Mansfield,

Masonic

dwJs
of .July, A. 1>. issi.
Pm i.o IlKiism, Notary Public.

maim

Temple.

day

EAST MAINE
Widths.,

all

A T-

Buekspoet,

Maine,

L\NI/ATK >N of tin sc 1 mol ami thorough
renovation of the buildings. A new and aide
lilt 'd for all New England college-..
Pupils
faculty.
Pour regular courses of study—( lassical, scientific,
Belles-Lettres, and Industrial science. Also (.'otnmercial College and Departments of Art and Music.
All in charge of experienced teachers. Pall tern:
Term- moderwill begin Wednesday, Aug.
7w>
ate. Address

--

F. WELLS’.

B,

RLOIK

REV.

GERRISH,

T.

L I XIR

I1iLife

Secretary Prudential Committee, Kueksport, Me.

Root !

THE

BANNER

A Nice Assortment of

LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR!
READY MADE WRAPPERS.
IN

SEVEN DIFFERENT STYLES.

-A T-

A.

Mansfield's, Masonic Temple.

P.

That Settles It!
Fresh Roasted Coffee
<

the finest quality, ground to order, at

>f

Temple.

or u>

sue

utes walk from tin* telegraph and post-olliee, ami
within a stone’s throw of the water and a line beach.
It has beautiful shade trees, with some choice fruit
trees.
A very desirable summer residence and can
be bought at a bargain. For particulars emjuire of
Mrs. J. C. THOM US, Belfast, Me., or of ( ’apt. K.
W. PERRY, at Linoolm ille Beach.
2Stf

As

ported

Nearly

in

Belfast Gas

Thirteen hundred Italians are now at work
Colorado railroads.

nouse

wells of soft water.

generalities.

Rx-Sonator Hitchcock of Nebraska is dead.

aft its branches at the very LOWEST PRICES-.

oun.no

rent, situated at Lincolnville
Heach. Two stories high with L,
linished throughout, with nice
cemented cellar, and two nice
umm.niM' ail i.v

do

to

BOOK BINDING
In

r,,77u.oo

...

C. R. Davis’, Masonic

FOR SALE OR RENT.
i»esiranie

prepared

t;,17:;.oo

all

rec-

ords the capture by hand of a live pound trout as
it came over the apron of a darn, and the catchiug
of a horn pout with a
perfectly formed turtle’s foot
growing out from the side of the body of the fish.
Next.

or

NEPHRKTKUM lias no
equal lor Lameness and
Weakness peculiar to Females.
NEPHRETHTM Is the best
known remedy for Diabetes.
NEPHRETHT M. as a Tonic
and Stimulant for aged persons, is without a rival. Re
sure and ask for Dr. KI LLOCk'S KIDNEY REMEDY,
NEPHRETHTM.
For Sale

Reporter

fish stoiies this week.

with
brick-dust de-

Dropsy, Gravel, Dlaeosit,
etes, Organic Weakness,
lie.

pounds, which is the largest taken

.5A

Irinutlon,

continent

near

weighing

I.‘.*7

Ccgal Tender Note-.
Redemption Fund \vi li l*.>.Treasurer (7
per rent, of Circulation).

sensntlon In the Baek and
Loins, Suppressed or In-

*-200 pound
The same

Saturday
Monhegau and the crew
dressed until ocr* o'clock in the night
The At. J.
Elliot in one week’s cruise caught 1*20 bbls_The
Phonograph says that S. F. Dana, of New York,
who bus been spending some weeks at the Oquossoc
Angling Association, took with a 11 y a trout
00

came

I am now

slKM*i°....

X kidneys,

paper reports the following: The Louise &■ Rosie
arrived last Saturday with 3.50 barrels mackerel.
The H. S. Rowe

LARGE STOCK OF MATERIAL !

In

^for all Diseases of the
/
Bladder, unit I rlnary Organs, Female Com-

was

TOOLS

-AM) A-

17u,nou.0u

1

Banking House.
7.Ton.on
Current Expenses and Taxes Paid.
7IJ.7.;
Premiums paid on Bonds for < imilation
noo.no
cheeks ami other Gash Items.xx;.:;:;

:

NEPHRETICUM.

the Cuckolds.
a

uKsontf i:s.

Discounts.$117,03-*.lo

Bill- of other Bank-...

the Book

1ST IE’W

BANK,'

i.nails anil
(
S. Bond- to Swore Circulation.
Due from Approved Reserve Agent-_

(--

Kl>.

DR. BULLOCK'S KIDNEY REMEDY.

*Jd—the first

good haul of hake ho hooked

a

Vi NCI

8 YILED.

Register says Thos. Webber, of Kdgeeomb, over
00 years of age. thought be would spend his Fourth
in catching a few hake for family use. and so
near

Binding departthe i'n.gre^ive Age and added
HA ment ofpurchased

tent

Of Belfast, in the State of Maine, at the ( lose of
Business June 30. lssj.

Personally appeared before

July 7th, schr. Geo. Shattuek, Hart, Bangor.
sth, schrs. F. E. McDonald, Kane, Jacksonville; Hattie <'ait,-, do.
July loth, schr. Lillian Ryan, Boston.
12th, schr. Nathan ciilford, Jone.*, Orlaini.

Bangor last week-The Boothbay

water

BookBindinq.

promptly done.

N. 1. Houston, and subscribed and made
the above statement.

-, Boston.
July (ith, schr. Hattie Carr,
btli, schrs. Earl, Darbv, Boston: Henrv,
W oods, do.
July 10th, schrs. Orion, White, Boston: Mary Farrow, Paltershall, Lynn; Malabar. Curti*, Boston;
Jaehin. French, do ; Nathan Clillord, Jones, do.

taken there.V ground or
sucker” shark,
caught by Frank Lincoln, ot Islesboro, was on ex-

anchored his dory in

NATIONAL

STATE “I

over

hibition in

d.*

years.
In Thomaston, July hill, Mr*. Susan Fales, v i.low
of the late Capt. Win. Sartelle of Rockland, aged
152 years, l months and in days
In South Thomaston, July 1st, Abby, wife of
Horace C. Allen, aged d.‘> years, 11 mouth li dav*.
In Waldoboro, June 22d, Mr. Rufus S (Jerri*!!,
aged db years and 7 months.
In Ellsworth, July 4th, Michael < I'K.vfc. aged 2
years and <5 months*.

A

n

REPORT OF THE (OM)ITIOX OF THE

BELFAST

July 12th, hy

■

law

canvass

at public auction in this community. It is
hoped
that this opportunity to obtain property j-odesir
able at your own price, will be fully appreciated 1>\
the public, to whom this notice is" addressed, and
whose presence at the sale is cordially invited.
W. H. M< LULL \N.
Hated Belfast, July II, lHt>l.—2w2s

MARRIED.

——^—»—mum

new, 1

AYER’S

DISKAS!

Isaac Rich, Gott. catch for the season, '2,000 bbls. :
Amelia F. Cobb. Stinson, lately started, 300 bbls
G. W. Betley, Sprague; Glad Tidings, Bridges,

taken in

single harnesses, nearly

with lloor; I li^ineh lawn mower, and a few farm
ing tool". I shall also offer at auction my miscellaneous library, consisting of many choice, standard book.-, opportunity given those desiring to
pureha.-o, to examine the. property before and at
the time of sale on application to owner.
Beeson
able credit given on good notes or M eurity. All of
the above properly is very desirable, in the best
condition, and of a kind and quality rarely offered

SPECIAL NOTICES.

KYK

Auction.

Total.$449,174.71

7,a<) Oat Meal ¥ lb,
7>m.V
20 <)ni«ms ¥ lb.
“l m',
Butter, Salt, ¥ bo\,
Corn ¥ bush,
07 oil, Kerosene ¥ gal.,
71
Corn Meai ¥ bush,
i!7 Pollock ¥ lb,
;l'2 m t
Cheese ¥ It.,
12al I Fork ¥ lb,
12 it Id
o Piaster ¥ bid.,
Codfish, dry, ¥ lb,
$1.0o
7. Hve Meal, ¥ lb.
Cranberries ¥ qt.,
1
Clover Seed, ¥ lb, In ,r'-2 shorts ¥ ev.,
$1.1'.
Flour ¥ bid.,
.<n 11
$0.77><|',).7>o sugar ¥ tb,
H. G. Seed ¥ bush. $.{..‘J7> Salt, T. L. ¥ hush,
17,
Lard ¥ tb,
i:
l.'F2'(i 14 S. Potatoes ¥ tb,
Lime ¥ bbl.,
1R)m LOO Wheat Meal, ¥ lt>,
4a4;«
¥

PORT OF BELFAST.

3A0 bbls

2

RETAIL MARKET.

Beef, Corned,

SHIP NEWS.

man

1 111*-

j

Wonderful

Public

SHALL sell at public auction, ON
the premises, on Saturday, the 23d
day of July,
IHSl, at I o'clock P. \L, the large brick h-m-r, Hi
and stable, lately occupied by me, on High street,
in Belfast, with about two acres of
land, having a
frontage of ten rods on both High street and Waldo
avenue.
The grounds arc well graded and ornamental, the buildings are in the best repair, both in
side and out, being newly slated and otherwise improved. A deep cemented cellar under the build
digs, the house has gas and gas li.xtures, hot and
cold water piping, two wells of pure w ater, a verv
large cistern, a bath room, and a first-class furnace
with capacity for heating the whole house. All
things
considered it is one of the most pleasant, complete
and desirable residences in the city of Belfast. Following the sale of the above real estate, I shall also
sell at auction on the premises, Marge lawn vases
tilled with plants. Also household furniture, of
which the following schedule is apart: 1 very nice
black walnut chamber set, nearly new; I very nice
Mahogany chamber set, nearly-new; 1 very nice
bamboo or birdseve maple set, new; 3 nice pine
chamber sets, nearly new ; 2 common chamber sets;
2 parlor suits of furniture; 2 hat racks; 1 parlor
mirror; 2 large black walnut library cases; ! nice
s octave Miller
piano; 1 set dining room furniture*
witli refrigerator and sideboard, crockery and table
ware, kitchen furniture complete; parlor and cook
stoves, A<\. Ac.; 2 Tapestry hall carpets, nearly
new ; 1 Tapestry stair
carpet, nearly new; 2 Brus
sells parlor carpels, nearly new ; 2 Brussels chamber carpets, nearly new; 1 common carpets, and
other household goods: l verv nice double carriage,
nearly new, with pole and thills; 1 very nice phaeton, nearly new, with pole and thills; 1 verv nice
double sleigh, nearly new, pole and Lhi’ls; 2
single
sleighs; I two-seated wagon, a good one; 1 farm
wag<*n with hay rick for same wheel-; 1 >et nearly
new double harness with collars and breast
plates:

I

the

of

were more or

Dr. W. 15 Lapham, of the Maine Farmer, who
lately visited the Kangely lake region, gives an in
teresting item or two relative to the widow’ of Da
vid Dobbins, the strange history of a part of whose
life was recently republished in the Journal from
the Portland Advertiser.
Dr. Lapham says:
We found Mrs, Dobbins in feeble health and
confined to her bed, but she spoke freely of her
husband and of her linn conviction of his iuuo
cence.
She said he had always told her that he
was the son of a Baptist minister in Fast Machias
Mrs. Robbins had buried her three daughters, and
the granddaughter with whom she now lives is the
only surviving descendant of David Robbins Mrs
Robbins belongs to one of the good families in
Bethel, and after marrying him she left a good
home and went into the wilderness, to a life of
privation and hardship. She was the first white
woman to settle on the Magalloway river.

A

Ellsworth Am-ncaa reports the arrival of the fol
lowing mackerel vessels at Swan’s Island: Soli

nesday, eth inst, in raisiug a meeting house frame.
'I’he roof was being put on when the big rafters
and fifteen men fell through to the ground lloor
and

Laud ot

halibut,

A Lewiston gentleman went to Boston on tho
boat from Portland, a few nights since, with be
twe-en five and six bundled dollars in money in Ins
pocket. Ho fell in with two young fellows, who
learned in some way that he had a plump pocket
book. The gentleman states that the two fellows
made themselves very agreeable to him. in the
way of cigars and refreshments, and he wondered
Before reaching Boston, the
at it somewhat.
steward of the boat informed him that lie had ac
overheard
tho two fellows discussing a
cidoutally
plan to rob him. They proposed to ask him to
drink, when they arrived at Boston, and to give
him some drugged liquor, and then ‘’go through
him." The steward's communication put the Low
iston man on his guard
He did not alter his
manner to the two fellows, but when, on arriving
in Boston, he was asked to “take something." ho
didn’t take, and wasn't taken. One of the fellows
got iuto the hands of the police and the other
skipped. The gentleman has arrived home and so
tells the story. [Lewiston Journal.

A McConnollvillo (Pa ) despatch states that preparations are making to checkmate another Mollio
Maguire campaign, which is being inaugurated at
several points, and that arrests of prominent leaders will bo immediately made.

signed.

The ( astine Packing Co. have com
liienced putting up mackerel, which are brought
her* in large quantitie-. They have also a packing
e-tabiishment at Swan’s l.-land... .It is estimated
that there were over 2,’mmi people in town the Fourth.
Fv«t>thing passed oil’ pleasantly. The Pavilion
<
>.
have reason for encouragement in their new
project, as they have been well patronized thus far.
(>n Thursday of last week, severalImndred landed
from the Pnngor barge, and on Friday the May
(jueeii brought a party from Pelfast. Several parties have made engagements for the coining week.
Further improvements to the ground- will be made

>

tution at Bucksport, aA
ment in another column, Avill Begin Aug. 31st.
new and able facility h ts Been secured, and many
improvements will lie introduced. In fact a new
departure lias Been taken and extra inducements
will Be held out to students, which will add t<> the
already excellent reputation of the seminary. Bev.
Mr. Cerri-h, who is secretary of the Prudential
Committee, with his usual zeal and push, ha- been
cry active in the reorganization, and has rendered
good service in procuring a faculty which is denned to win e\en brighter laurels for the in.-lilution than it has Avon in the past.
For am
in-

(

are

season....

The new Tiehborne claimant, who almost convinced San Francisco of his honesty, and told a
story of adventures tilling many columns in the
newspapers, has been identified as C. 0. Ferris, a
swindler.

IN GKNLHAL.

Castink.

during the

ation of the President, and prayers wore offered in
all the Protestant and Catholic churches for his recovery.

bowdoin college has accepted the
otter of* the
professorship ot intellectual and moral
science at Yale.
Tho Maine Central railroad is
embellishing the
grouuds about its stations with llowerbeds.
The Portland Advertiser says ot some Sharpless
strawberries, raised in Doering: They are as
large as the average run of peaches, and in saying
this there is not the slightest exaggeration.
Miss Annie Louise Carey has declined otters from
Messrs. Mapleson and Strakoseh to sing in opera.
She intends to accept concert engagements
only.
Capt. James B. Moore of Portland, who was a
tew days ago
of
a
as
Dartmoor
spoken
pensioner,
is now ninety years of
During the war of
age.
l-SPJ he was master of the letter of marque In
vincible, sixteen guns.
Mr. Goo Greenlaw of Easton, caught two bears
in one stoel trap. One of them was
caught by the
forward foot, the other by the hind foot.
The Whig says there is a held of winter rye near
Ornevillo Station, on the line of the B A IV rail
road, the tallest of which is A ft. »'> in. high, and
the shortest 1 ft.
Bov. C. 11. J. Ropes of Ellsworth, has been
elected Professor of Sacred literature in the Bangor Theological Seminary, vice Prof. Taleott re

gust next with tin* same corps of teachers as at the
last term-The Knox Co. agricultural and horticultural fair i- to be held in < amden this year....
The reorganized Camden Cornet band is doing well
under the leadership of Geo. ii. Cleveland.
1

Reports from various cities say clergymen
preached very generally on the attempted assassin-

AND (.ITV JiONlJS.

Iho credit of some of our Maine towns and
cities stands high, as is shown by some recent
transactions.
The town of Brunswick issued
><,000 of bonds bearing four per cent, interest,
which sold at a premium, the Union Mutual Life
Insurance Company taking the bulk of them.
The same company also took $*J0,000 of a recent
lour per cent, loan ot the city ot Biddetord at two
Per cent, premium, and wo learn that the remain
dor of the loan was disposed of at a higher premi
urn.
[Portland Advertiser.
ror.

The

jail,

year- old

j

farmers in this vicinity are all
busy at haying—Last week W. W. Perry of the
Herald, got the lingers of his right hand smashed
in his job press. He is doing well_Mrs. Smith,
who has been spending the winter in Hartford,
Conn., lias returned to her home in Camden in renewed health....Geo. Hobbs from Poston is spend
nga short time with his parents in Camden-C.
W Pi-bee has returned from Virginia, where he
spent the winter-The weather here last sabbath
was very warm.James W. Clark, formerly of this
village, is in town-( apt Coombs is getting ready
t*» build a schooner_The fall term of all our
schools will commence on the last Monday in Au-

-M-h.

Tin-: O

schools

Camden.

...

ice. Thus

■

wugs

closed and the pupils are enjoying an eight weeks’ vacation_Sunday was the
hottest day of the season—'.>5 in the shade_Every
one here, regardless of
politics, is anxious about
the President’s condition and hails with delight the
joyous news of his continued favorable symptoms.

Lizzie Poor sailed from Baltimore for Boston, on
tin* Sth-Sell. J. Ponder, Jr. arrived in New York
on the sth from Kllsworth... .Sell. Win. Stevens,
from Belfast, arrived at Now York, on the sth
>rh. William Frederick cleared from Charleston, on
the 7th for Darien, Ca ...Sell. Dioane is at (Joorgetown from Searsport-Brig II. C. Sibley arrived
on tiie sth from Zo/.a-Sch. Annie I.. Melvccn
cleared from New York on the Sth, for Jncksonvilh
Moses Kddy passed through Hell gate on
the Till for Boston-Sell. A. W. Kllis is at No**
York from Jacksonville-Mi ip City ot Brooklyn.
Capt. IL <>. Patterson,41 days from Card ill’, arrived
at Bio Janeiro June llth....Soh. T. It. Livingston
arrived at Jacksonville on the t»th, from New York.
Sell. Flora Condon cleared from Brtuiswii k on the
'•th. for Portland-s<*h.Nollies. Pickering arrived
at Jacksonville on the 11th, from Belfast-sell.
Welaka arrived at Charleston on the Pith, from New
York. She will load for Baltimore.

I

ever.

John Carle and Miss Essie L. Peirce were united
in marriage on Tuesday morning at the residence
of the bride’s mother in this city.
Many line
presents were received by the newly married couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Carle left immediately for liar Harbor
on a short tour.

leaver is HO

1

jjuuito

village

lisliing, this lirm had purchased and -hipped away
one hundred barrels of mackerel, all caught in Belfast Bay. The entrails are removed, and the li-li
pack.- 1 in barrel- with alternate layer- of pounded

packed they

still

|
im

prepared for

-.11

remain good lor a long time,
The fish are shipped
and fresh
t" Lew i-1 'ii, A
:_'i-ta, Walervillc. Dexter, Bangor,
and all point- alone the radvad.
lb- ently < ollin
A sleeper have contracted u j,j, {)„. ('astine Packing
< ■*. f« r all tin* fi-h
they can buy, thu- ensuring foe
hermenas re and ready market. Thecaiehor

..

Bangor

the

ready market.Diphtheria

a

ceived, but the proprietors are
manufacturing.

with his gun,

.'

li-hiii- oil' the
Uf

#

market only enough i n iionie consumption have
been taken until within a jear-irtw--. The enter< ollin- A
prising tl-Ii lirm
‘-lecper has done
and are doing much to create a market and to make
it an object for "in- local iisherinen t«* prosecute this
busincs-. I p to Saturday night last the first week’s

fast

owners are

factory finds
prevails here.

havoc in this vicinity and are more numerous than
Paris green soon quiets them.James
Parker is having a larger sale of carriages than
ever before.... Haying has begun in earnest-The

■

dm.g tin- ■••a-t
1

1

Mr. II. J Locke has received a patent on his table
leaf supporter, it having been granted on the liftli
of July. Mr. A. I». Mathews is interested in the
patent. An order for fifteen hundred has been renot vet

-MAIN); TOWN

liked very imicn....Mr. fr. A. Stevens has returned
from Minnesota, but will
go back alter haying....
Our band participated in the recent tournament at i
Mantua cook.The cheese made at the Monroe j

United States buoy vessel was in Penobscot bay
on Monday,
tixing the buoys in this vicinity. On
Wednesday the Revenue cutter Levi Woodbury,
came into this port.

Wednesday, w aspo-rponed to become a most momentous one. Over "»U0 persons
have laid claim to the honor and the Warner prize
next week, on account of rain
yesterday morning
of 82oo, and all of them are within comparatively
...The M-tln-li ! society of thi- city will make
the -ame time.
It is certain the discovery watheir annual excursion to-day to Bn.oksville on
-teamci May tpieen-This Thursday
evening the made by a private indi\ ideal, but who, is the \ exed
< ■rand
Lodge of Maine, L o. <». F., accompanied bv question.
Wahl-* l.odg* and Aurora Degree Lodge I>. of ib,
Foi uni of Ji'i.a Kciioks. The following ea.-es
>f thi.- city, will goto ( astine for the purpo-e of in
hefore the Police Court, last week, were the resuh
stitiiting a subordinate bulge in that town. The | of celebrating our glorious anniversary
Lewis
Ma: ijuccn will leave about »; o'clock, stopping at
Wentworth, of Waldo, on complaint of ollieer ShuSears port wlieiv "ear- !.o-l_ and the hand will be
man, for drunkenness and disturbance, wa- lined
taken -*n board.
83 and costs.
Appealed. On complaint of City
Marshal Cates, James Young of Belfast, fordrunkM v« Ki:ni:i
Fi**;hm;. ''ome mention was made
last week cm, erniug the mackerel lisliing in our enness and disturbance, was lined $3 and costs. The
line being remitted, Young paid tiie cost.-. Fred
bay and harb-i. The industry, for such it lias be
Baker, of Belfast, for drunkenness, second olfenee,
one
,e-ervr- a m«*re e\t*aided notice.
Whether
Ava> lined .820 and sentenced t » ninety (lays in jail.
or not the Ji-1*. have al\va>- been
plentiful in our
bay we are unable to xiy. but for the want of a Tlmmas B. Seaver, on complaint <»f J. A. Partri'lge,
tised lo take p!;ie•

tin- i.raeie, d<Ki|>.
aroline. a very handsome
iro.ii Bov. ,i-.
The (.r.u ie wa from Bar
Be* wav home, .old remained iu
port hut

Forilae. i,

From them

....The 1 nivcrsalist .society made their annual ex
eiirsion to Dice’s Head on Friday of last week,
passing a very pleasant day. In the afternoon, a
parly of gentlemen went over, returning in tin* evebig with the first excursion, on -learner May (pieen.
-Tin cxtMirsion of the I iiitarian
society adver-

Belfast i.;«- Bight

ing L

arauc

:1111"
two

w

f?he_Bolfa-i

from

wc-tei

B-

it

w a- eaten.

company
crossed over to < b>ss Falls and explored tin* copper
mines, on the return trip a short call was made at
I dec’s Head, where a sail up the Bagadme river, at
tin* head waters of navigation, was enjoyed bv all.

i-l on...
da.-l National Bank....instruction in
tinting bv Mr. I 1 Wright. Boston

h

11,1

day

ttiw-iui'iii

i\

day at Dice Ih ad.t a tine, but tin* day being
so
pleasant, the company desired to puss a larger
amount of time on tin* water. Tin* first
landing was
made at Fletcher’s landing, l-lcsburo, when* tin*

Ben;.- I.;, Mr-. .B < Thom!..- of Belfast.
i orated at I.ineolnville Beach, and i- a
d
location for a-ummer residence_

Mi-.

1

a■

mi

Congregationalist society

annual

the

ami

"d bree/e prevailed, making fli
'cry nmifo: table.

'Pile

i-d.MXi

e\.nr-ion on steamer May
Tlmr-da\ last. Ii was intended to spend

made

and

week.

former

»>d-l
1

The salmon fishermen in this vicinity are taking
the netting from their weirs for the season. Close
time begins to-morrow.

diseouragingly concerning

school. Miss Belle French will supMiss Pierce’.-, place in the Intermediate school.
ammar

‘■incn:

the directors of the Belfast and

Three Italian musicians have been about our
streets the past week, discoursing some very line
music.
A number of concerts in front of some of
our best houses, have been
very enjoyable. It is
seldom that such line musicians travel this way.

Mersey, agent of the central school district
in this city has secured the services of Miss Ellen
Pierce, formerly of the intermediate school, to take
tin place vacated by Miss Annie Caldwell in the
I'pid

of

last week,
the following corporation oflicers were elected—
( has. B. Hazeltinc, President; Asa Faunce, Treasurer, and .John II. (Juinibv, clerk.

Col.

d

meeting

a

Moo.sehead Lake 1L U. Co.

Knowlton family propose to have a reunion
at Nobleboroon next Thanksgiving day.
Mr. Andrew Knowlton, the last survivor of the revolutionarv stock of the family
resides at Noblelioro.
Cbiite a number bearing the above name live in
Waldo county.
The

i“

the water cool, and the harbor has been

alive with rowing parties.

have been laid.

ones

upon

Moxkoi;. Good iidp for kay.ug is scarce in this
vicinity. Wages for gx>d men are from $•- to $‘2.50
l»cr day....Mr. Jackson, oiu* mvt stage river, is

A

Corinne and troupe will play Olivette in
this city Sept. 12th.
Little

The lower bridge is now passable for teams, and
will soon be completed.

A Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases aris-

ingtherefrom,

such as

DROPSY, l.RAYKL, DIABETES, INFLAMMATION OF
THE BLADDER, BRICK DINT DEPOSIT, RIIEl
MATISM, DYSPEPSIA, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, AND ALL DISEASES OF
THE l BINARY ORHANS.
1.000 Bottles.
Mi.., April Jo. ls>l.
1 have sold over one thousand Dottles of Elixir
of Life Hoot, and have never found a ease where
it failed t<* give satisfaction.
A

Druggist

lius

Sold over

lio< Ki.AM>,

WM. II. lx ITT UK DDE.

Nearly Dead and One Bottle lured Him.
Wi:stfii:i.i>, M\<s, March *28, ls.M.

Fringes, Gimps,
Every Style of Trimming Goods,
-A T-

MAXSFI FLIPS, Masonic Temple

Marble

New

Shop!

In Lany worthy Building..
a

J

P

*

t

W. T.

HOWARD,

.1. \V. Kl TfUl.iMii:, Agent Elixir of Life Hoot:
Dear SirHaving suffered intensely for four
years with disease of the Kidneys, after having
during that time tried various medicines without
obtaining relief. I vv a induce l to try a bottle of
your KEIX I U OF LIFE Root, and it affords me
pleasure to say that one bottle of it completely
cured me. 1 recommend it as the only valuable
and certain cure for kidney troubles I have ever
I w ould add that before taking your modi
seen.
cine 1 had become so weak that l was about to give
up work. Hoping that others who have suffered
like* myself may be so fortunate a- to try your
valuable medh iiu*. Trulv vmir-.
T. E. M CM A IN.
AH

Manufacturer and dealer in

MONUMENTS, TABLETS, GRAVESTONES,
AND MAKBLE SHELVES,
of the best Italian and American marble
CHURCH STREET, BE LEAST.
...

I.)

A NPIKHl. TO.YK
1ND APPETIXEK IT II A H NO EOIAL.

ONE

Elixir of Life Root Conpaiy.
ITT HEIMrE, AOENT.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
AS-ALL DKl'DDISTS SEEE IT.
J

We have

just

received

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

W. K

lyrJO

our

«

NICHOLS'

LATIN

SCHOOL,

LEH IiTOI, MAI1E.
school, under the management of 1. F.
FRISBEE, A. IS., and J. F. PARSONS, A. IS.,
gives a thorough preparation for college. Its course
extends over three years. Next term l ogins Aug.
30th. Situated in the'sulmrbs of a thriving city and
adjacent to Bates College, it oilers to students advantages not surpassed by those of any school in
the State. Expenses moderate. For catalogue ap-

THIS

ply

to
2ra >S

I. F. FRISBEE, Principal.

SUMMER

MU.

Iw2v

xvm&fc. Mme. Anausta

-o F-

Lace

Lawns,

Buntings,

S\

VIjA IX BUXTIXGS, elf.
A. P. Mansfield's, Masonic Temple.

CHURNS !
Sw21
I'OH
FRED ATWOOD,

Instruction in Drawing anil Painting.

F.rE. WRIGHT, of Boston, will receive a limited number of pupils during the
summer months.
Mr. Wright will see any one interested in forming a class, at his studio, (office of
tin* late Gov. Crosby, corner of Court and Franklin
streets.) In dailv for one week from *2 to 1 i*. M.

ASSORTMENT!

SALK

LOW

I lave

in

Wintcrporl, Me.

■

HORSE FOR SALE.
GEO. O. HOLMES.
»

*> 111\

i,

HAND
KKKIl ATWOOD,

I'V'I.—.»\V_4

HAY

VEGETABLE

Utonic

CHURNS!)

RAKES!
Wlnti'r|i»rt,Mr

Healy’s

proven

pills.
a

boon to thou

sands of suffering women
_
They are prepared expressly for, ami if used asdi
reeted, never fail to cure the most obstinate Misplace-

ments, Ovarian Troubles and Chronic Weaknesses*
so common to the best of the sex.
All letters are
a skilful Female Physician. Pills sold
or
mailed
of
price, $1.00
by druggists,
upon receipt
per box ; six boxes, $.*>.00. Send for pamphlet and
list of cured. Address
lyeow‘24
answered by

i:i

H. F. THAYER & CO..
Boston, Hams
Temple Place.

Dog Lost !*•
who has seen my doggy dear—he of the stubby
tail
He of the soft aud liquid eyes and melancholy
wail ?
No more 1 hear his gentle step, nor see his happy
face.
When licking of his dinner-plate, or running on a
race !

Oi:.

—

lie

was

as

ugly

as

they grow upon the Isle of

Skye—

Aud that's what makes his loss so great, aud made
his price so high !
So tell me now. “ye winged winds that round my
Will
He

pathway roar,’*
my dear ioggv

ne’er
ne’er see him more !

come

back

Shall I

a brown and curly thiug. who rail about
the house,
And up and down the stairs he’d go, as still as any
mouse;
I have never seen a dog so small, so horrible to
see!
And will that darling, precious thiug come never
back to me f

But

Oh, no! lie’s gone! My heart will break'
terrier from Skye

IS NOT A PAD,
Internal Remedy

an

for

mi»'U

as

1m»U;ksi'It »N,
Hoii.s, .Jai n
1M< I
"«M
U
HKAlMT.t'KN,
"I'OMVCH,
ltHKl’M\T1<M. N 1.1 kUt.ix. 1. i; IMoNS, v, |; 11)|
I'M s
l*’l! MAI I! ( 'Mil.\IN IS, 1M1*1 Mil II > \\1>
\1 ; 1 i 11 KI M.
TIk* l.iuT i- tin* l.urye-t < hynii "l I In* Human
Ititin*
iM*«*:tu•
ii lias tin* must t"
kuye-t
Hotly.
i-*.
It i- intimately <*unneeto«l w ith the iliirestivc
s\
ami nervous
-1.• in-, consequently. any 'leranire
meiit «>l tin* Liver i>ro<luces ( oust ipalion ami a
liumlreti e\ il^- in it train, ami also i«*.*;im'his m r\
mis diseases without mmiher;
r« -ultinir, it
unchecked, in paralysis, ii sanity-w death. Dr. (Jr.*-.
vciiorV- Liver-Ai<l i-a worn'erlul medicine l.-r ini
mediate aeti«m upon the Liver, ami thousandtestimonial- ha\<- been ro<a-iv. •! a- t the lienelit it
has tri\ en
IIP

lie

at si
1 > rla

bottle,

j.
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For sale b) \\\\. 0. I’OOK A SON.

siRS. LYDIA E.

PiNKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS
6
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LYDIA E. PtttKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
I

ri

I'n-'^v

all lh«no Painful Complaints and Weaknenses
so common toourlnM ft*male population.
cure entirely the vnr-t ft»rni"i'i-'emiile'’<.iiiplaiuts, all ovarian troubles, Tidlummat:< is and r’rora
lion. Falling and Displacement--, and the < nsequent
.'I ;ual Weakness, und is particularly udapud t" the
<
hauge of Life.
It w ill dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage of developn. nt. The tendency to cancerous humors ther* iscln clod very speedily l.y its me.
It removes faint in- s. flatulent y, d« ~i r« -vs all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the rtoin.v
It euros Hloating, Ih .niacin s.
Nervous Prostration,
General Debility. Me •Messiitcs la-* n -m.n and Indifor
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Taint

Mania.

SHAKE IN HOUSE CLEANING ASH
DAMAGE HE CAN HO.

CUE

There seems to he something wonderfully fascinating in the private paint brush
and the can of prepared paint that are
publicly sold 'ay unprincipled and greedy
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(iood

was

The

drujryi-i

Dumaf-t-

lost,

mourn

Hat stay! What’s that mellifluous souud that
breaks upon my ear I
It is ! oh, can it then be true ! It is his voice 1
hear!
And now. dull Time, bring all thy woes—I care
not what they be—
Since my delightful ugly pet has been restored to
me.
[From St. Nicholas for July, IKSI

Liver AM ha- lieeu a !»h---iru t** my poor, allliete.i mother,
"he tri»•• 1 main man
tliinas t-u her
-i- k hea*laehe. Imt m vn* found anj. relict until -he
t *ok tlie Liver-Ai'l.
It ha-, imlee'l. been in\ iluabl.
f" her
"lie i- m*\v usin.ir her fourth Lottie.
I toll
"iir
Imw excellent it w a-, ami a--lire-1 him
111 at he miirht -a tel y ivn»nnm‘iii| it a- the h^.-t know
remedy tor -iek headache. He <a\ it i- m*t ad\ er
Ll-e.l hall enollah. I hope Voli will let it become
better known.
Mi:V M. \."Hl\LKi;.
If w. n i "i.. Si ■>.
rls
.ill

so

(“

>

os

l

my doggy
people join
my wail:
lhe dearest little dog tiiat ever wagged a
tail
1
so
Hi*
Precious de$r! So blest I can
ugly
not be
As ever to possess a dog as ugly as was he !

And

■

K« r "ale
i.ottlcs for

That

Has left me for some other home! The tears fall
from my eye.
Alas' If 1 could search the world. L know it could
not be
That 1 should find another dog as ugly as was he.

Liver

Complaint;,,
UlLIOISM.-s. l’ook
Am
Dvsnikst v. I)iz/im;sv

was

men
The man who has once allowed
himself to paint the kitchen chairs or the
dog kennel takes a step which he can
rarely let race. Ilis thirst for paint grows
with indulgence, and lie soon comes to
fed wretched unless he has a brush in
his hands. Among private painters there
exists a strange and morbid unwillingness to allow a particle of
paint to be
wasted. The mail who buys a pound
can of blue paint with w hich to
paint a
tabic, and finds that after the work is
done he iias a quarter of a pound of paint
left, instantly tries to find some other articles of furniture on which to use it.
Thus he is constantly led on from one article of furniture to another, and reduces
himself to poverty, madness and despair.
The story of a man w ho was once a respectable and worthy citizen of Philadelphia presents a fearful illustration of the
misery caused by private painting.
The man in question—let us call him
Mr. Smith -w as induced by an indiscreet
j friend to buy a pound of red paint w ith
which to paint a small dog-kennel. Without rcik-cting upon the danger to which
every one exposes himself who takes the
unhallowed brush in his hand, Mr. Smith
painted the dog-kennel and with the
quarter of a pound of paint that was left
In- undertook to paint the bath-tub, in
order, as he told himself, that the paint
should not be wasted,
lit-found that the
1(
bath-tub was not more than half painted
j when bis
supply of paint was exhausted,
j
and he therefore bought another can
With this lie tinished the bath-tub, and
bad this time three-quarters of a pound
j leu.
It was, of course, impossible for
!
j him to allow so much paint lo be wasted,
and accordingly he began to paint the
six
kitchen chairs. There was paint
enough for live chairs only, and the
wretched man saw that he could not help
buying a third pound, nearly all of which
w as left after the sixth chair was tinished.
With hungry eyes and excited air, he
now roamed through the house,
seeking
what he might paint, and finally decided
to paint the w ood-work of his
study. Two
additional pounds were used before the
woodwork was finished, hut he found that
in his anxiety to tinish without
buying a
sixth pound of paint he had laid on the
color so lightly in some places that the
result dissatisfied him. As a rentedv he
decided to run a narrow bar of biack
paint around each panel, and therefore
bought a pound of best prepared ivory
\ black paint.
Not more than half of it
had been used when the work was finished. and then it became necessary to tind
some-tiling to use the remainder on. The
unhappy Mr. Smith now realized when it
was too late to save
himself, that he was
a continued
painter, and that he had not
sLiliicieut strength of will to cast the accursed paint-pot from him no matter if he
did thereby waste nearly half a pound of
ivory-black. He pursued his downward
course with great
Heedless of
rapidity
the tears of his wife, and the entreaties
of his daughters lie painted
everything in
the house on which a paint brush could
b< laid.
No matter how large or how
small any surface which he undertook to
paint might in*, he always had a little
paint left over when it was finished, and
had to buy a new can when the next article was partially painted. The hideous
marks of the vice which had mastered
him became apparent on Lis clothes and
fingers. .Men knew that he was a hopeless painter, and shrunk from him with
horror.

|

cows, till up the watering trough, start a
smudge in the smoke house and pull a lew
weeds in the garden. 1 never had a hired
man who didn't grow fat on my work, and
they alius left me feeling that they hadn’t
half earned their wages.”
He stopped long enough to wipe a tear
from his eye, aud then went on :
•‘And now look at the hired man of today ! He wears white shirts and collars.
He won’t eat with a knife.
He wants
napkins when he eats, and if we don’t
hang up a clean towel once a week he
wipes on his handkerchief. Call him at
•'! and he gets up at (i. He wants a whole
hour at noon, and after supper he trots
off to a singing school or sits down to a
newspaper, fifteen years ago if my hired
man was sick for half a day I could dock
him.
If he died I could take out a
month’s wages for tIre trouble.
He was
glad to git store orders for his pay, and
he would wash in the rain barrel and
wipe on the clothes line. There’s bin a
change, sir an awful change, and it a
reaction don t set in pretty soon you will
witness the downfall of agriculture in this

country."
lieu

“Well, 1 can't just say. Work is powerbebut i'in going slow,
fore I hire him ! want to know whether
he’s a man who'll pass his plate for more
meat and talers, and whether we’ve got
to use starch in doing up his shirts.
The
last man I had took me to task for not
holding family prayers twice a day, and
after 1 had done so for three months I
found it was only a game of his to heat
me out
of half an hour a day.
lie
thought he had a pretty soft thing, and
he looked mighty lonesome when I cut
old Hundred down to two lines and got
through with the Lord’s I’rayer in forty
seconds.” [Detroit I’ree l’ress.

fully pressing,

uaae

uau

Matcn

of the Hoston Post
went to a ball game in that fits. and
thus describes it:
Did you ever go to a
base ball match t Then you've missed a
great tiling. The time to go is on a holiday. Then you'll see the beauties of the
thing. When a man arrives there he
finds the ticket otliee surrounded by a
perspiring,ugly mob,and he has to indulge
in a half hour scuffle that he gets his
clothes out of shape and bis shoes full of
sand, in order to obtain the pasteboard.
Then he*indulges in another tight for the
privilege of being jammed against the
side of the intolerably narrow gate and
finally getting through. Then he pauses
to get breath, which being accomplished,
he proceeds to look for a scat, which lie
doesn't find.
Then be tries to find a spot
of ground to sit upon, and generally discovers that there is a policeman ready to
jaw him and chase hint away wherever
lie gets.
At last the ollicers get sick ot
chasing him about, and be geb a seat or
a place to stand and roast in
the sun.
Ami roast he does.
Perhaps he tries to
raise an umbrella, but the crowd make
liim take it down, and he may have a
tight with the man whose e\e he has
raked with tin* thing.
Finally the game
commences, and in about ten minutes he
begins to detest the umpire. In half an
hour he loathes him, and by the time a
foul ball uas been batted bis way and
stove bis liat in lie feels that lie ought to
assassinate the umpire, but contents himself with hooting that individual.
Hut
tlie home nine braces up and makes a lot
of runs. They get a close decision, and
the umpire becomes a hero, oiih to fall
from grace again in a minute, and so on
till the game is finished.
Then comes
another gutter-scuffle to get out, a rush
for the horse-ears, a ride home hanging
on at the risk of his life, and the weary,
dirty, exhausted ass really thinks he has
had a howling good time, “but condemn
that internal umpire.
Why did Marry
have him !"
The

paragrapher

<

<

Pamphlets free to any address.
Fowle <fc Sons, Boston.

Although early iu the season it has already been
noticed that the iceman gives good weigbt to the
family keeping a handsome servant girl.
Have Wlstar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry always at
hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup. Influenza, Consumption, and all
Throat And Lung Complaints. f>0 cents and $1 a
bottle.

Good advick
We advise every family to keep
Downs’ Elixir always on hand.’ It is’the best
remedy for coughs ami colds ever offered to the

public.

For cleansing the system of all morbid matter
ami warding off diseases, no medicine possesses
such ellicacy as Baxtkr’s Mandrakit Bmtkrs.
As a Liniment for horses Hknry A Johnson's
Arnh a and Oil Linimk.vi is unequaled.
It
cures Sprains, Bruises and Lameness, at once.

prices.
Parties buying paper of

Sutter.
*he world are

Curtains & Curtain Fixtures
I have

tible
who

Favorite Kemedy'' we will name Mrs S. A MeJl
wain, of Fergusonville. \ Y Mrs, John F Brin
kerhotf.

Highland.

N. Y

Mrs. Fdward

Meyers,

of

Favorite
Kondout, N. Y.. and many others.
Kemedy purities the !>!•*• *d, invigorates the system,
All druggists
and fortilies it against tin* disease
have it

JwJ7

New Y« rk htotbhuks now imitate the barbers
with tin* announcement that they have so many
“artists in attendance" that no one need wait.
Secure Health.
It is strange any on«* will sutler from derange
inents brought on bv impure blood. When S< »*
VII d/S S A K S A1 A KI L L A A N D STl LL1N i 1
or
BLOOD AND LlYLK SYK1T will restore health
to the physical organ1/ nous
It is a strengthenmgsyrup. pleasant to take, and the BKST BLOOD
IM K1FILK ever dimovered, curing Scrofula. Syphilitic disorders. \\ eakuess of the Kidneys. Fry
sipelas, Malaria. Nervou-. disorders. Debilitv. Bit
ions complaints and Diseases of the Blood. Liver,
Kidneis. Stomach. Skin, etc
How

to

Bakkk'< Dun Dana*
Beast
Dn
K**■ 'ri.k's W«*i.
Worms

pain

i.a cures

nine

*

Presidential

great

ofl’riee*

uf go,ills in tlie-i
I ills,, lntve

The great remedy for Dyspepsia, Bilious DIsand Functional Derangements attendant
upon Debility. In 1*2 lh<bottles,75 cents.' Six
bottles, €4. Accredited Physicians and Clergymen
Buppliedwith net exceediugsix bottles at ane-hal £
the retail price,money to accompany order. Sold
by Drngfiist3 and by'D. 13. Dewey Sc Co.. 4C
Dey St., New York.

prices.

i/r r.s/i i r!s nml

.00
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4 MAIN ST.. MASON BLOCK.
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WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with tlte signature of '* I. lil' I lN .«• ;
u
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P. S.

Ryan

Sole

FeathBrs.FlowfiPs, Laces,&c.

At this season, various diseases of tie
liowels are prevalent, and many liees an'
last through lark of knowledge of a stile
ami sure remedy. Perky Davis' Pain
Kii.i.er is a sure cure lor Diarrlmu, Dysentery, Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Summer
( omplaint, etc., and is
perfectly safe.
Head the following:
IlMNBRinoE, N. Y„ Mart'll 22, ISM.
l'r.itnv lewis' Pain KtLt.Eit t,.n, rails to or
t- stunt
rcl.f/ for cramp and pain in the stomach.
Joseph Burditt.
Nicholville, N. V., Fcl». 2,1*>1.
The very best medicine l know of for dysentery,
cholera morbus, and crumps in the stomach. Haw;
used it for years, and it is sure cun every time.
Julius W. Dee.
Moinoon a, Iowa. March 12,1.
I have used your 1*ain Killer in severe cases »f
cramp, colie.and cholera morbus,and it gave alnn >st
instant relief.
L. E. Caldavp ul.
Carnesville, Ga., Feb. 2*. 1**1.
For twenty years I have used your Pain Killer
in my family. Have used it many times for bowel
o< ii uplands, audit at
trays cures. Would not feel salt*
wilhi>ut a bottle in the house.
J. 13. Ivie.
Saco, Mf.. Jan. 22, 1881.
1 lave used Perry Davis’ Pai n Ki llek for twelve
y--ars. It is «I/V-. sure, and reliable. >,o mother
should allow it to be out of the family.
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JOHN E. DeWtTT, President.
IMMKI. Sllllir.
( Am vrai,
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metals, bones,

I'fr.l,

Hit

■

j.wiks.1’.

ca-h
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ACADIAN
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rags jui.

HOUSE,

Castine, Me., 1881.
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Corns !

iihii/i/h. l’n>i>rii-for.
Si.,!.'.

FOR SALE.

i

ii»K the harbor ami hay is not surpass-.I in tin- cits.
Trice reasonable. <ioo<| reasons forsellin.tr.
Aj»

plv at this oflire to
Belfast, April 11, 1 ss|-

Farm
iii

I > Y KIt.

K.

>i ""K

"i

well located,
ami uati i.

mon.

No. MO South Market St., Boston, Mass.
■>«•'.F
Ai\ ii*t• <ii11• ishipment- paid f»»r -•••n
t*11 a
iiml
t• * market-,

lion t_i\

Knlircly harmless: i- nut a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunion,
without 1 ea\ ing a blemish.
Brush tor applying in each hotth

L kets, schools,
It. station.
mock ;iihi inui>

JOHN

Vo A

fid

<

('( 11E IS (if AHA \ V7-.7 />..••

all"!;-,

u

For Mile b> all Druggists.
Try it and \ouwiII be eonvinrrd like thou-ands
who have used it and m-w tr-tity to it- \alia
Ask for Nchlotterbeck's Corn and Ware Snln ni
and lake no other.
l>r<

u

it--,

\\'ill
iui n it

W.

mi

11

Mi1,

in*

soM at irrcat

desired

\ppl\

1 trunks, Mi*.

Grave Stones Renovated.
woon, sexton •»r««rov<• <vuh'Iht,
is
to mnovii stains from ami i<>
renovate irravc stones for from *2.'» to all routs.
All
work dom* to satisfaction. l>on*t pay $1 w In n your
work can In* done as well for one-half the price.
MARK Wool*.
ISclfast, .June 1»>, 1 ssI. *21

Mark
prepared

K. ('. W’KST’S NKUVF.

TlilWT
mini: a specific tor Hysteria, I d/.zine.-s,
m\id
-ion-, Nervous Headache, Mental Impression, I .>•-of Memory. Spcrmatorrluea. Impotence, Involuu
t.ary Kmissions, Premature Obi Age, eau-ed 1*\
over exertion, self-abuse, or over-indulgcncr, w hi eh
leads t*» misery, decay and death. < Mie i*«*x u ill emv
recent eases. Kach box contains one mouth's tri al
ment.
>nc dollar a box, or six boxes for live >1**1
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. W e
guarantee six boxes to cure any ca-e. W ith each
order received by us for six boxes, accompanied
with live dollars, we will send the purchaser our
w ritten guarantee t<> return the money if the treat
ment does not clicet a cure. Guarantees issued 1*\
K. II. M* »oi*v. sole authorized agent for Belfast, Me.
•J» >11N ('. W' KST A C( >., Sole Proprietor-, I si A is;
W Madison Street, Chicago, 111. d. W
Pi.kmns
wholesale agent, Portland, Me.
I\reowl.'*
AM*

BUMS

Freedom Notice.
i- to certify that fora valuable consilient
rpills
I
have sold to
W A I.TKtt
tion.
mittor
1.
son,

II. ( AIM'KK, the remainder of his time dnrinir his
minority. I shall claim none of bis waircs, nor pay
am debts of bis contractimr after this date.
II. |». t’MITKK.
Witness, K. t. Dvia:.
Searsport, dune *23, ISM.— :>\v2G*

SEAMEN WANTED.
ANhOHIHN
SKAMKNApply
to
31tt

\KV SKAMKV, for coast
.1. S. KAM.kTT,

Intelligence Oitice, Rockland.

For 0)i> Dollar / f/uarantee a perfect .-nfor all
tin* worst forms of I'tl.Ks, also £ | to s.» in all tin
worst eases of Leprosy, Serofula ami IhMousoy
Fntireh \ e^etaMe.1
skin, A:<'.
every that,
Internal ami external use. 1 thank all to -eml t«me ami take hack their money in
every ease of fail
lire.
Sohl everywhere.
£1 a hottie. Semi for
/mniphti fu free. M. I». F<>\\ I.F, Chemi t. it Central
\\ hart. Boston (ami Montreal
.’»;teow-'o

t'l! MKT \l,, tin- best ant :.-l end ion uniai to
titling maeliinen boxes, for -ale at
•illicit
I II K J< »t R\ \ |. »FKH I-

>

1

Price 2a cents.

1>K-

soil, pasturing
to mills, mar
illa^o, stonsaml It.

Babbitt Metal tor Machinery.
I

HEALTH IS WEALTH !

Mainly

in

(hee.se.

l.'.tf

for Sale!

m: u.i:u<

Potatoes. Onions, tpplev Mentis, Mutter.
Eggs. I,he Fowl, Poultry, iiume, SulFresh Water Kish of all kinds,

liny.

s

Ifrrr/nnifs,

i intuit issiott
\m»

SC/// O1 Tl ltlil i /i

residence

<m I»a> \ iew street. The
house is t\\ <> stories, all lini In-.|,
laru;e cistern in cellar. \Vitli a iron.i

JOHN ATWOOD & CO.,
I*nnliict

USING

■

crs.

Wlntrrimrt, Mr.

!,

w

1.1

.ii.t

PHILO HERSEY,
A tty. & Counsellor al Law',

Corut
n,-

i*

arm

MAIN STREET. BELFAST.

No.
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k all contained in l>r. Kenned,

ite Koniedv.'
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\

course

The sub-hanta

prescribe
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m.ek llinnvn

repulsive.

running it-

I real menl
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Counsellor at
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WANTED.
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IS', Masonic Tonj>/<\

M \1»K To
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FOIt MALE (HEAP.

nanram.
to

Nig 5e. Htivana Cigar!
T.

11

nn

-.

a

lion;.

tin'human taee. Ii

it

a-

to

ini

a-.

111

\

••"[.

disease whi'-h

lie

in

ith areal plea-mv dial w«* pre-enl (o the
public IHi: ll« >1.1.1 N .*-\\ uliTI I IMI’l;i>\ ID
MONITOK ski.k ANI> II \ N I» Id Ml’ If \ K !!. for
V-t w it h-lamlii:a the patentee
the season o| 1--1.
of this rake lias heretofore urni-hcd to the trade
and tin farmer tin l»e.-t hand di-elm rain a Sulkv
Bake ever invented, of which there are more than
lift v thousand in the hand- <•! farmer- in thi- eoun
try and in Kurope. In* nowoilers t.» the public thiNKW MONI TOlt ItVKKthal heai.- them all.
«-v Before 3011 buy a rake examine HOUlM.v
WOBTH S 1MPB0VKB. I Ifl.b \T\Voo|». W inter
>w
port, Maine, (o-m ral Ae. u.

Maine.

IT TAKKS TIIK CAKK.

.'

w

W. B. MOK.SK.

NIG! NIG!! NIG!!!
fit-M

<

7

a

onin- with keiitlnii A Field, over National Hank,

HOLLINGSWORTH

Ijrown.

Searsmont,
.lime --Vi, 1 ssi. •_>»;

-ij*•

.ij

lew

*n

ri'lLf. Cure Your

All p«T.-ons ImiMiiig nr repairing: will liml it In
their advantage t" give us a rail.
\\Y w ant a lot *»f
Fine,
\Mi, Spruee ami Itireli LmnMer.
Should it lira 'lev \ ear ami atfeet nnr water power,
we shall ;»* I I steam power to our mill, ami shall always he reaMy to <|n all jobs that come ahm^r.

\.

i~i! 1
i>. m.,
; 17, kii"\ .;.

I;

till

•>

Belfast, May I. l<s|.

Door Hull's Knobs, Locks, Latches, Sash Fasts.
Door Springs, KM mi Ifatitfiiu's, Castors, Picture
Knobs. Wire Screens, Screws, Flowered and
Flam Cmund Double Thick Door Class and
\\ indow Class,

Dili' Trices

r--a-•

I.

■

PAINTS, OILS, COLORS, JAPAN,

TRY

PERFUME.

half inh-iv

->w

Insect

li. I’. snrivNKV’S
.1. M< Hlisi >N A (

all al
or at I.

(

It. i-

Hour nail Window Frames, llcmr anil Window
Screens. Itluck Walnut and Ash Kxlenslnn Tallies, Pumps, l,utters, Mouldings, Rraeketis,
anil Water Wheels. Pine, lllaeh Walnut anil
l*h lumber aluays on hand.
Job Work of
eu rj deseription.
Sash Primed and tlla/.eii.

W. O. Sperry.

Hi11
<>k-t

>nilr-

BOHAN

>.

IMPROVED MONITOR RAKE!

Doors,Sash&Blinds,

We began using it over thirty years ago, and it
always gives immediate relief. Would hardly dure
logo to bed without a bottle in the house.

No family can safely be without this
invaluable remedy. Its price brings it
within the reach of all.
For sale by all druggists at Doe., 50c.
and SI.00 per bottle.
Phkli\ DA\ IS Sc SON, Proprietors,
Providence, R. I.

one

<

A Summer Residence

Oneida, N. Y.,Feb. in, ls>i

Murray

I’here
to

tin I tote of all tin* he-d

Manufacturers and Dealers in

il.T. Naves.

I have known Perry Davis’ Pain Killer almost
from the day it was introduced, and after years of
observation and use I regard its presence in my
household as an indispensable necessity.
I. S. Potter, IT. S. Consul.
Burton-on Trent, Eso.
I had l>een several days suffering severely from
<liarrha*a, accompanied with intense pain, when I
tried your Pain Killer, aud found almost instant
relief.
II. ,J. Noone.
21 Montague St., London, Eng.
During a residence* >f twenty-three years in India,
I have given it in many cases of diarrlnca, dysentery, anil cholera, and never knew it to fail to give
relief.
It. Cl.akidoe.

a

1 N

Self and Hand

FOR

7, i
I»

».

PRICE, 82.50

is

GOODS

■

CONWAYBORO, S. C.,Feb. 22, 1**1.
Nearly’ every family in this section kt --ok a bottle
in the house.
Dr. E. Morton.
l\ S. Consulate,
Crefeld, Rhenish Prussia.Feb. 8.1881.

>
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M II! I>i:\

Com/j/aints

McDonald,

The l >e-trover i- de.-mned lor tin- i:-e o 1 i• {11i>i
I'aris ( Keen for the destruction o| l'i >T ATn Id (i
and is tin- he-t thimr in tin* market.
Manutaefnred
al Belfast I »y

1'repured by SETH 'A'. l’OWLE & SONS, 1
tun, Mass. Sold by druggists title’ dealers
general!,;

Summer

" m-

"

I :

---

had

>1

liiittl:

Destroyer.

Belfast, 11:i- purelia ed
(

GOODS,
>N"!"TI \i.

<

■

1 01

"7

..

Manila} ..lune

I'M.

a
a. 11
I
1--i 1;- a. 17.
nitv It.
I
11.iikf. ». I-.
lli'.'.k
\\ .il-io n
( it,
1'..’,,;
an i, inur a1 Hfll'a-t at i 1 .<«» .1. nt.
a
1
a 1.7)0 |i. in., Loouari
< r«
a
1 'fin 7. iTm-rmiikf.
J\ n|; 1
k
U a!'!'- .1 I, < \-\ l’f-int C
ana ia- at lirl'a
I*VISDN Tit KKK, Superlntendc t.
■'t.i't, -lam* .’7. H> I. 1111

VII Danger
Mocking Hetnon stalking Vhruail.
i
from It averted b> a skillful l‘h>siriau.

blood-jetting and the

dry up a cough, ,,uj lo'av.; the
the use a ith most j.ret
t,
1
loosens it, cleanses the lung tnj alley irrit.iti,.:i,
thus lvniAviug the e-lUse f.

o';*
U.

N.

anil alter

ini

( i*i

••

'iiddcnlv in

A WELL-KNOWN PHYSIUAN WRITES:

v

I’m

t.

■

eaii-f'.

-dmo-j:;

I. -tn

\ !
U

\

■

demon

A. E. CLARK & CO.

CONSUMPTION.

n"

•I 111* 11 i

( \u.
<h hand' fiv. ■; r dri\ii
r
a I
.i
a
!
oomph'l I land 1 Mimpiitir Ii:ik■ at 111•
ot tin driver. ( an It .■ j>■ rat*•« 1
nrIp
•i- irii'l wiiu < ;ui drive a li«*i -<•.
in e,« r>
FiiM -**i:i
a material,
1 :M-ti«• u!:*r. ~11 ri_• and durable, he-t
well linislied. 1 h• <i uud11 le.-teii. iie\it ! a.i k. « n.
l.. t! »11 -elf dumpily W het-I rake, |
I! t
plelel\
l!
alin.LT w i 111* 111 raeh'i-, aear- •!
j :i:
rai-ed uradllalh t" an;. In iaid de-ired. -anaed am
di- tain e. t ai-e. enlire, and droppe i .it an> in-tani,
whieh k the nn>'t de-irable feature in a ^elf-dump
Tie >elt
di-rliaiadntr de\ iee ha- no
in.tr rake.
lost motion, dtii’ii'- from both wheel-. -Me drat:
impossible; _M adiu-tahle oil tempered -teel teeth,
eae!i tme left with it' "WU Weight t" follow the -ii:
faee. and eaeh l< ’"111 a dllplie.ite "■ the •'[ her. Fi; I. I >
\T\Voui), Winterpnrt. Maine, < hnieral \ • nt Net
lae.rlainl and I’r*inee>\\

lit;lire- t he vkaue of tin (-at
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TBVt E“TABLE.
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CURED AHftUALLY.

>

;•

STONES!

-WE

MARBLE

'• :

the||3£jjK

hi!':

AND

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST.

I>i:< !;n Li, 1

a

(AN KK OPKIMTKI) \\\ TMK FOOT UONK
I

Friends ;tnd l!i<- Public liomriillv.

Monuments,

Plan1 for f»ari>ains

Every affection of tho

I>(> NOT UK

to

car.

The Gregg Hake I

We shall continue at the oid slanil. and ui\c mind
bargains In all In uanl of

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,

:

i.nrii

i|-*7.

\

1«

I

Maine Central R. R,

cured, and hS
good ol i age. |nl
try it f< :

THE RED MASK.
Thanks

.1.

;im

W.
N
,t

ielphia.

•

was
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THE OLDEST AND MOST REUA‘0 t
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD fO ;
THE CURE OF

behind,

lived
You

B.bia-:.
u|w

■

BEAN,

f

■-*.

(. i. Am .< >W
(.ALU A \
ia»\i»m\m pm i.n.i ■

a

ONE OF

Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping; Cough,
Croup, and

|ij

—

HALb. Loas.ee.

I?« It a.-t, Map h I, l-M.

TK1IPU:.

Bronchitis,

B

1 yrlh

POWKH WITH ItOOM TO IIKM.

SEARSMQNT, MAINE.

Sore Throat.

***

as

ill he made a specially.
i *11pIi«*at• part or ull
-ets ot pearl all aari< nil lira I imph met t- in u-r in
till'- \ icinitv in stock of made to order.
Id
w ill
be made low and we hope and e\pert to merit and
obtain a liberal patnma^e.

no \nr /■■,)///,/■//' 77//.; ri.Ai i:.
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train to Hr!fast.

£.
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Mining Machinery & Ship Work
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New C
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First-Class Mechanics & Tools,

!

t

j3

given

was

by

jra 3E

MOW A KP.

Fifty

years ago,

11 i. KKI.I- Wl KiUSDItV
Wl> M\<lllNK
j 1|' hop 1- now ta.rlv running, and heinaw •(nipped

ini-:

Farmers Attention!
in -tni'k

h: s phyTuans
up
to| o •«(
die with Consumption. O jgj
Under these circuiustun-l ^ Sr

Elder Down.

Sm

w

I lii

ii

B

w

V
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|
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B CT

A vi-rill ( Hu -mil •;>] 1

OLD,

censor.!

Boo

't...-k of

Wrinirers, both Krneti and C ommon, Katui
Saws. h<
and Kraeket saws. Framed Wood Saws,
from she. CoS MO. Flat Irons, Ac.

A

m

>■

f\

F

L\

STEAMSHIPS.

much nrn.ru vt; n.\ /'/ /• /s-1 .\ y
r/u:rr, v/:.»/,• siro/-: r\rnu;)

nor

s

s,,-amer

^

eekly trp- toil -billparti. rl:ns, for ! r i y C r ..nb.

milling from nl I.H1 « ever;, >ATI KlbW !
roti.■■ presents imp*
ienbd a-1 vantages to ;., 11
i-! s. enablimy them to iew tlie migniii<eui
.an
I lie Lower s[
Law rema
in a blifion. tin
bam e
roni ipu-bee t.. Lnerp
-I is 5ou miles >h<••
'•1. ami of the re.luee.l -ICtai. e l.mio mil-- i- in Ian* I
na\iyation. re.lueiuy the aefual o.-ea.i \... a-e
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a-e
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^{1

further
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Portable Meant Krurine, d l**2Hnrse
Peed Pump attached, and a nipper

HARDWARE !

i "in,

NEW YORK & BELFAST DIRECT.
.,

machine

<-l

•••

taction in all

(lothes

ll\-.

I'fiivs that ran:,ot tail to

coll heater.
The.~e cnuines 11a\ it.-: hern t’t-»: *iii^lil\ repair'd,
are a- irond a
new. ami '•an !"■
een in motion it
de-dred.
I Huntoon tioxrnor new
rlulit '•i/e torn I ">
Horse Power to a *20 Horse Power Knulm
I Air Pump for condensing engine new, t flintier s\10, connections t' r i ;{-t inch pipe.
I Irregular Moulder, in good rendition, and with
over *100 worth ot' Moulding ( inlet s.
I am also prepared to eu«
earriaae a \ ie.-, to
take up eml pla\ in !»o\, ami u ii! cimroih ■
ali

& GLASS WARE
a

The

*,

>a< 1

»

<

\rr> fall*. I fia\e C hina Sels front !$7 Co $1*2.

35 doses

(entaurJiniment

K. A.
street,

be
*«*j■,
Pleasant

tan

!-!«;'><••

n»; k «»i-

\n

~J[

<

*«

■

\

Also

For Sprains, Wounds, Scalds, Itheuuiatism, and
any pain upon Man or lieast.

liKl NO L l» >.

ISnrijiii 11.

n

n\r

heater.
1 I prl^ld
Power, with

I Kill*

Com,

'Mu* dosidoratuni hunr -«»11:111 l<• r hv invontoi'
rmnlii iiali«»n «»i moohanhal prim iplos \v) i< -11
wonM iri\
a >i< kli running froo at any ant'll* with
out rlianai* ->!' n*,ui.-t r: hut this w as mwor a t; i! n i
or ovon appioai iu'd until tho varioii' invonri«>n mi
hodiod ii. tin- M K \Dn\V h I N<. Mi *\\ i;i£ t. U hit"
thr lia»ul> of it~ pit -«• hr *»wnot-' an*l manttfa< turn
wim h>
skillfully oomhinimr tin* 'ru ral patmt<
whirii thoy had >rc urod, >noooo<lod in p •dn -ii :'
tin* tir>t porfoot M<»wor om* adaptrd to all
n«ii
lions and rhviims!aiioos- outtinir with njual me
tin* linos! hott*>ni iia’ass or the i-ouyrliO't hi’d-'idr, md
woll ha> it oarnod it- namo. It i> olio rod !>• tho puiIn* with tho fulio-t ooutidonoo in it' niorih, and
afor liaxiny givon it tin- mo-t tlmrouah ovamina
lion and tosh, mi niuu llirnuirli a pi*ri>*d "i ..
titan *-i \ toon yours it t- 1
i
od to l.r ho! tor adapt
•d t" tho trad"** than am M \u
f
in thr marki t
lllii'trafod ('uvular- <>r furth-T inforniatim.
drr-s I l£i: 1) \ r\vi »i »l>. WinhTport. M
-a.:
oral \ a'o i; t Now Kurland and I’r* in-

1 Horizontal statiimnr) Steam Knidne, I "i llurse
Power, with Huntoon Oovernnr amt teed outer

| |

GROCERIES!

IN
11; t \

Is

remedy

II. I.

1
II0AVAH1PS Mueliine Minp.
Kelfast, Maine, w lur> he kr. p on hand, or will
tcrni.'li to order. til Ki»mi- 1 < a.-dina-' nl mannlae-

1

I

steamer I. K %% I KTO .'Si
I > I I IMS*.. Master, will leave
er
Wharf, Port lain!.
Tuesday and Frion arrival m
day evenings, at 11.15 o'clock,
Pullman express train i'nnu Boston, for Koeklaml
( a-tint
hirr
\\ -t 11 arbor, Ba*
Sedyvv iek.
Harbor, Mi. h. -rri, Milll>ridy> .lomsport. in-l
Mar hia.-port.
Ib t iiruing. will leave Maebia-|»"rt i'wrv Monday
and Thursday morning, at 1.30 o’clock,' tom -hum
as above, arri\iny in Portland same e\ening, e.m
:1
11*
will
lie Pullman night train L*r Bo-ioj,.
The fa-i
teamer CITY < >L Hl( II M< >.\ I >. < up:
U hi. I.. 1 )enui-.on, leaves P-illand nvrv
Monday.
Mednesday and Saturday evenings.at 11.15 o'clock,
'•ominen'-iny Jnae 1.5 or on arri\ ai steainb.»at l.\
Train from lb i.- ?'or M; 1 >t -eri. ■s,,uthv\» -i
ai. I Bar Harbor-.
towelling .it Koeklaml o|.'!_, ami
arri\ iny
Bar Harbor at about in..‘in \ u m-\i la
Beturniiiy, leave Bar ilarnor about
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days, Wednesdays and Fridays, lon.-hiny t >
e~i Harbor .11;■ 1 Koeklaml. arriviny m I*.• r:
about .5 f. \|.
< oiineet" at
Koeklaml with ",inford >. > «
-learners ear!; trip for Belfast, Banyor ami Kivei
Iaindiny- : al-o with dennier on Tuesday an I f
•lay trips for «.ret u
Landing, Bluehill’:ind T. !wor!h.
AI Bat 11;irl•>»r with sfeamer for Laii-om
ami
a Hi \ am
\I ^edgw iek w illi -I a ye !•■
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> »MIN-. W Is r.
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layLandings for Portland
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Boots. Shoes, Rubbers & Overshoes j
<

I'M IK l'»*1

s

A pleasant, cheap, and
cents
fur fretful and puny children.
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M. MVSOV

t.

HITS. I IPs. (.LOVES, s< (HE’S, OVEHALLS, .11 MlEHs, HiltllEH COATS, LADIES' (iOSSVMEH
I IHI t 1.Ills. I MIIHELLAS, Ac.
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FINE WHITE SHIRTS'
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Webster.

(astoria

Snriiii/s l:mt/.s mul

Prom :t0c. to ,sl .30.

GENTS

Toxic.—liInoreati:i{/ the xtrenofh, obviating the
tffsrts of debility, find restc/i ny fUaltky functions."

’valuable

*/n'n<tlh/ of Jirsl-rhtxs

tt

for

liti’n/.

Men*' salt*, yi.no, *.00. 10.00, 12.00. 13.00,
Hi.00. 22.00; Mi ll*- I Islet'* amt Overcoat*,
$2.73, (1.00,11.30, 7.3(1, s.OO. p.OO. 13,011.
n

male

Bos

—

“

Funds, mill lull i‘ illlllnsf nlirm/s

READY MADE CLOTHING !
Mins' I

EMIL’S 1> Jil'KKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.”
Poston, October l‘J, lsTo.
U. H. EDDV, Ks«».— Dear Sir.
You procured for
me, in 1S40, inv first patent. Since then you have
acted for and advised me in hundreds of cases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. 1
have occasionally employed the best agencies in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but 1 Mil!
trive you almost the whole of my business in voiir
line, and advise others to employ von.
Yours truly,
CKoliCK IHtAPl.B,
B«»ston, .Ian. I, l»i. lyrl

_

Kimh si‘i'/ii'llii

ALL PRICES

M 1

eases

in

rrstmrnts

M.

Fare t» Boston.$3.00
Hound Trip..
5.00
Fare to Lowell. 3.50
.IAMBS LITTLKFIKLO, Superintendent.
It. LANK. Auent.
Belfast, .June 15, I"M
l:;

Hiiiiroai!

SHIRTINQS,
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have ■lilVerent kiml

I

o’clock

( oniRTtion.- w
their eastern landings. Th<mmston, Waldoboroaml
1 htmariscotta, by the Knox \ Linroln Kail road.

i(ailr<

and Town

City

A

v.

o|

12c., 13c„ 17e. 20e.. 23c.,
2*e., :iOe., 32e., ,*l3e., 4(le., 30e., 33e., t!3e.. 73c.,
Mle., S3c., MOe„ si.00, $1.10, $1.20, $1 ..TO, $1.33,
1.73, 2.00, 2.30 Per lard.
II*!

a

I rout

Ash-Tonic

this vli'init

ariely

CLOTHS HIK AIKS A 110VS’ WEAK.
Here I*

in Man and

S»uri* instantly d«*Mn.\s

\

week May at 2'.
Leaves Lincoln*.*Wharf.
.i very week <lny
oimnencimr Nutimluv. .hint' 1 Mir
ith steann rs at Koeklaml for all ot

worthy or more capable of securing for them an
early and favorable consideration at the Patent (>!-

Bonds,

leaves Bki.fast for

A steamer

Commissioner of Patents.”
Inventors cannot employ a person more trust-

Maine,

apt. oris l.viiUAHam.
(Jupt. W. R. KOIX,
( apt
V■ C. Ilmim:.

(

Huston, every

State

Cotton, Cotton & Woo! & All-Wool

succession.

The I'uited States stands, tortile lirst
time in its bistory, with a single .sound
life between the government and an inThe constitution provides
terregnum.
that Congress shall designate the oliieer
or ofticers on whom the executive power
shall devolve upon the death of both
President and Vice President.
Parly in
the history of the government, in 17:.
Congress provided that the President
pro trm. of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House of Representatives shall
hold the Presidency in succession. Neither of these ofticers now exist.
The last
President of the Senate, Senator Thurman. retired at the close of his term in
March, and the dead-lock 111 the Senate
over the choice of officers during the extra session prevented the election of a
successor.
Speaker Randall's term expired with the close of tlie hith Congress
and the House in the 17th Congress has
not yet met.
Neither the President jo"
tern, of the Senate, however, nor the
Speaker, can hold the office of President
permanently. The President of the Senate, or iu his death, disability or absence,
the Speaker, retain the office until a new
election can ho held upon the proclamation of the Secretary of State for the remainder of the unexpired term.
If the
first Wednesday in December is more
than two months distant, choiceof Presidential Electors is required to he made
within T! days before this date. The
statute passed in I7ffij specifies a number
of contingencies in regard to this election
and provides for them: hut the non-existence of a President was not foieseen.
He was the lirst officer elected under the
federal government, .John Eangdon having been elected to this office on the organization of the Senate in I7sp before
the electoral vote for Washington was
counted, and it was naturally thought
the Senate, a permanent body, would
never be without a presiding officer.

lie tome I in

ns ean

(

rior

sit pi

official intercourse.

Brokers,

Government

ing*,shrtland Shawl*.Long and Square Shawls,
Cardigan Jackets, (Im*iU for hoik-* mol gents)
Ladles Cloakings, I Ister (Tilths, HcpiTlanl*,
Table Oil l)nma*k, a dozen patterns. While
Linen and Turkrv lied Damask*,
\

I'nited States possesses

regard Mr. Eddy as one f tin- most capable
successful practitioners wdb whom 1 have had
( HAS. mason,

“I
awl

BUY AND SELL

Prints from 3 to sc.; sheetings from 3 to Hie.;
Crashes from le. upwards; lire'* Hoods from
an sr. Knieherhoeher to a fine All-Wool Cashmere.
Also Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming
Silks and Satins, Lares,Edgings, Hitches, llueh-

women :

in the

AMBKIIMiK,
|
KATAHDIN.
!
NhW BltlNSWHK,

Mr.

acilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
U. Jl. KI>I)V, Solicitor of Patents.

DRY & FANCY GOODS !

peculiarly suscepto derangement and disease
Among those
have been cured by Dr. David Kennedy's

Agency

Steamship Company

Daily Line Belwcen Bangor and Boston.

lice.

line of

nice

a

EDDY,

TESTIMONIALS.

Bangor,

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

who

The greatest .sufferers m
their delicate organization being

Stock

have it trimmed

me can

charge.

free of

Ao

-A N D

the LATEST SPRING STYLES, which can
now be seen at my stores, aml at the lowest

Of

“(iive the wicked Bernhardt a wide berth !"cries
She can get along with
an exchange.
For what
Give the wide one to David Davis.
a narrow one.
Women

BOND

3000 Rolls of Room Paper

H.

No. 7t> State SI., opposite Kilby, Boston,
Secures Patents in the I'nited States ; also in (.real
Britain, France and other foreign countries. ( opk>
Of the claims of any Patent furnished b\
remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at \\ ashimdon.

HAVE Jl‘ST I:KCKI\'K1> KliOM HUSTON

I

A gentleman, on being asked why ho did not
treat his lady after the performance,’replied
“I
have done that one stew often.'’

■

Scythes!

R.

Seth \V.

etc.

The Sanford

PATENTS.

I <nil
The

ins wue una
daughters could not go
into the street without showing by their
involuntary patches of black paiiit that
gent n.
the head of the house wasa private paintThat feeling of
aring down, causing pain, weight
er.
liis money gradually found its
an«l backache, is always i>ermancntly cured hy .t., me.
way
t in
It will ut all times and under uil rirrumstam es
into the pocket of the heartless wretch
u
male
s
that
tin
m.
with
the
law
harmony
govern
who
the
kept
paint-shop, and his health
Portlu ureof Kidney Complaints t eitl.t sex this
gave way under the influence of painter’s
Compound is unsurpassed.
W ithin one short
LYIUA E. PINK IIA M ’S VEGETABLE iOilcolic.
year from the
Vo .-t- rn Avenue.
I time w hen Mr.
POUND is prepared at 333 and
Smith bought his first can
-.D
bottl
or
Mass.
Six
Sent
mail
Price
$1.
$5.
by
Lynn,
of red paint he wasa ruined outcast, and
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
Kural innocence.
when, after his suicide with Paris green,
receipt of price, $1 per box f-.r either. Mrs. Pinkham
a noted
A Poston policeman was lately accosted
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Semi l'or pamphphilanthropist called on his widow
Address os above. Mention thin Jftiper.
let.
to obtain materials for
writing a biogra- by an elderly lady, apparently sixty years
No lamily should bo without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
phy of the dead man as a warning to the old, who informed the officer that she had
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
he learned that during the latter lost her “Pa.” The officer looked at her
young,
and torpidity of the liver. 35 cents ]»er box.
part of his career the miserable Mr. for information, when she told him the folSold l»v all Druggieits.
“1 went into .Jordan &
Smith had used no less than seven pounds lowing story:
ol paint daily.
Marsh’s a few minutes ago and left my
I he pathetic story carries its lesson father standing outside, and on my return
with it.
It shows the terrible danger of he was gone, lie only arrived in this city
meddling. No man can take a loaded last evening and does not know my adbrush into his hands without defiling his dress. You can, however, tell him by bis
lingers. The only safety lies in total ab- looks if yon see him. He is wearing the
stinence from brushes and paint, no mat- same that lie did when I was a child."
ter how great may be the
temptation to After taking the lady 's address the officer
use them.
[X. V. Times.
kept a sharp lookout for the lost Vermonter, and was soon rewarded bv the
The Farmer’s Hired Man.
sight of a veritable Josh Whitcomb. The
old gentleman was dressed in a conven“I'm kinder lookin’ around the market
tional swallow-tail blue coat, with gilt
for a hired man,” he exclaimed, as he
buttons,
pants that reached hut little liestopped at one of the stands and nibbled low his knees, the whole topped with an
at an onion. “I kinder need
one, but yet ancient broadbrim stove-pipe bat.
In
I kinder hope 1 shan’t be able to find
one band hecarried an old-fashioned carhim.”
pet satchel, and under his arm w as an
“How's that V
antiquated green cotton umbrella. As
•Well, there ain't no protit in a hired lie seemed occupied in
star-gazing, the
man no more.
No, sir, he’s no good am officer approached him, remarking, “(food
longer.”
day, Mr. Wilson.” The old man put out
“What’s the reason
his hand, and grasped the officer’s, re“•lit, a dozen reasons. First and fore- marking, “Well, I’ll be darned: how in
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
most, things have changed, and the hired thunder did
Have
you know my name f
ofEnergy.Loss ofStrength,
man lias changed with ’em.
Ah! sir, it often heard that Poston
knew
policemen
makes me sad when I think of the hired
Want of Appetite, Intereverything; didn't believe it till now
men we had before the
war—great big Pless your old soul, glad to see you ; when
mittent Fevers, etc.
fellers witlt the strength of anox and the did
you leave Vermont ? Pig village, this
vim of a locomotive.
I didn’t have to
he darned if 1 don’t believe it
IRON HITTERS are highly
Boston;
holler my lungs out to get one of 'em out heats
in Vermont; I’m over so
anything
recommended for all diseases requiring a
of bed at .'1 o'clock in the morning, and it
years old ; never here before.” The officer
certain and efficient tonic.
w as all 1 could do to coax'em to
go to lied then asked the old gentleman to wait and
IRON HITTERS enrich the }W,
at 10 o’clock at night.
I’m afraid that he would
put him on a car that would pass
tlte
and
Ye
view
to
strengthen
we shan’t never see no more hired men
muscles,
g
Life
his daughter’s house, to which the hero
the nerves.
w utli keepin’ around for their board.”
of this incident remarked:
Why, you
IRON HITTERS not llheaeharm
“That’s sad.”
knowT Mary, do you ? Do tell; you police
on the digestive
its sail, anil more, too.
organ-, r moving all
aow, as I know everything.” The officer placed the
dyspeptic symptoms, s: \
lusting the
said, I want a hired man. I’m willing stranger on a Bunker Hill district
car,
to pay $11 or $12 a month for a smart
,math, heartfood, belching, le t i,i l.
the conductor directions where to
giving
one.
Some farmers want a man to work
burn, etc.
stop. Prior to leaving the officer, Mr.
all day and all night, but that ain't me. Wilson asked what was
the only Iron
IRON BITTERS
the damage for
I never asked one to get out of bed before
Preparation that e l l I,i,icl.cn the teeth
freighting him. His remarks caused in•2
o’clock—never.
I
alius give my man tense amusement
or
give headache.
among all who heard
three-quarters of an hour at noon, unless them.
Sold by all druggists.
the hogs get out or cattle break in or a
Write for the A 15 t' Ilook,32 pages of
shower is coming up.
After a man has
Sir Thomas Brassey, whose yacht Sunuseful and amusing reading—sent free.
worked right along for nine hours his beam was made famous
by his wife’s book
BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
system wants at least half an hour to on their trip around the world in her, is
brace up in. They don’t quit work on
Baltimore, Md.
preparing an exhaustive work on “The
some farms till 8 o’clock, but I’m no such Navies of the
World,” which will make
lyrfl
slave driver. At half past seven I tell my five volumes. The
queen, it will be reman to knock off.
All he has to do after membered, has made him a
knight comBush.
that is to feed the stock, cut a little wood, panion of the Bath for his services in the
FREDJATH’OOO,
Wlnlrrpurt, Me. mow some grass for the horses, milk four navy reserve.
■

cured thousands who

suffering from Dyspepsia. Debility, Liver
Complaint, Boils, Humors. Female Complaints,

line iunuiiei

>uu u«'ii
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The Peruvian Sjrup has

were

r I
111: se.liseriber hereby l;
pin'lie not h !• a
ii.Tii duly appointed
1 coma Tiled, that -he h
ami taken upon her-eit the trust "t K\< utn\ "t
the e-tate «-i
<

<

I A I »l \

IS

liKIMvW \TKi:. late

oi

I .incoli,\die.

! W'al'lo, deceased, l»\ gi\ing h.m.l
ill lie County
a- the law direct-. -he lher«-fore requests ail per
Mills w ho an- indebto I t<> -ai't deeca-e<I*.- e-talc to
make immediate payment, am! those w ho have any
demands tlmr. n, to exhibit the same for -eft hun*-:.t
» H.IN I
1
to hri
DU1NKW \ I I K.
I line
I iur-'lio tilt
Is.s|
;\\ v.
< -urt held at I tel fust, u ithin ami l«n
Ala l’r< -hal
"imt\ of W alilo, on the second I’uosdav <•!
llie
I>. IsSl,
June.

\ I’ll W >.\\n 1.1C, Cuardian ot I K \NK M«
« < KKIson, in
a i l <'minty ot Waldo, ha\ iim
pre-i■:• i»*iI hi- seoond ami final account of (.uanlian
f.
allowanei*.
ship
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be puhli-hed three weeks suceossivoli
in Hie
Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to bo hehl
at Belt'a-i. w ithin and for said < ounty. on the sec
oml 'I’m -day of July next, at ten of the clock
before n mih, and show cause, if any they have, why
11
should not be allowed.
J \MI> 1>. I. \MSON, Judge
\ true eop\
\. \ I
n m i;. Kegistei
\ltest

N'

Kepubiiean

MANHOOD RESTORED.
ictim ol'curly imprudence, musing nervous
debility, premiiture decav. ete., having tried in \ am
every known remedy,bas'diseo\ ered a simple means
A

v

of self-cure, which lie will send free to his fellow
sufferers. Vddrc-s ,1. II KKf \ Cs. I". Chatham !
N. V
lyrl*.

